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ABSTRACT
The work described in this dissertation covers a broad range of research topics all
towards realizing the ultimate goal of the establishment of a novel type of biosensor in
which

the

biocompatible

membrane

structure

reconstituted

with

functional

transmembrane proteins is utilized as the sensing element. This thesis focuses on 1)
examining the activity of a model transmembrane protein, bovine rhodopsin (Rho) when
reconstituted into stabilized lipid membranes in the vesicular geometry and 2) the
instrumentation of a novel type of optical spectroscopy, plasmon waveguide resonance
(PWR), which is a surface sensitive technique and its application in sensing protein
adsorption, reconstitution and activity.
The biophysical properties of lipid membranes have drawn great attention and
amount of research is the past few decades due to the crucial roles of membranes in cell
function and potential application in biomaterial/biosensor coating. Their properties
affect the activity of receptors to a great extent. However, the intrinsic instability of
natural or fluid membranes prevents them to be used in a device. Studies have been done
to show indirect evidence that the activity of Rho maybe maintained in polymerized
membrane composed of bis-SorbPC lipids. The activity of Rho reconstituted into
vesicular membranes comprised of various lipids (Egg PC, bis-SorbPC, (poly)bisSorbPC, mono-SorbPC, (poly)mono-SorbPC, the mixture of Egg PC:bis-SorbPC at 1:1
mol ratio before and after polymerization, the mixture of Egg PC:(poly)bis-SorbPC at 1:1
mol ratio was studied by a more direct technique, UV-Vis. It showed the activity was
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maintained to 66% of that in natural Egg PC lipid in the mixture of Egg PC:(poly)bisSorbPC at 1:1 mol ratio as opposed to minimal values in 100 % (poly)lipids.
The new type of spectral PWR was developed based on a commercially available
spectrometer with a custom-made flow cell. A silver cladded silica waveguide was
utilized as the substrate. The working concept, technical characterization and
comparisons with similar techniques are discussed and compared in this work. A
modified version of angular PWR in which lipid bilayers are formed by vesicle fusion
was also developed. This method excludes any possible effects from a high boiling point
organic solvent on either the lipid bilayer itself or the membrane proteins associated with
it. A calculating program NphaseAll for spectral PWR was modified based on the surface
plasmon resonance program Nphase Fresnel by Corn’s group. With this new program,
predictions of waveguide properties can be made to provide guidance for waveguide
design. Theoretical calculations were done for PWR and experimental results were
compared with the theoretical predictions.
PWR was used to detect the formation of a biological lipid membrane, the
association of alpha synuclein with membranes and the binding activity of human
melanarcortin to its ligands in fluid and polymerized/dried membranes.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The biological membrane and lipid structures
1.1.1 Biological membranes
Biological membranes play crucial roles as interfaces between different functions
and biological environments in living cells. They are mainly constituted of lipid
molecules at a mole percentage of 50% to 90%. Lipid molecules form a bilayer structure
held together mostly by hydrophobic interactions. The bilayer structure can assemble into
liposomes, which isolate and separate functional groups into compartments and maintain
the biological and chemical environment in the certain enclosed space. The most
commonly occurring membrane enclosed compartments in living bodies are cells and
compartments inside cells (organelles).
In addition to lipids, there are also carbohydrates and proteins at various
concentrations in the membrane. The composition of membranes greatly affects its
functions. The biological membrane is believed to be a fluid in which lipids and proteins
can diffuse and rotate freely. This diffusion of proteins and lipids in the membrane is a
necessary factor in most of cell functions.
Biological membranes are the hosts for most neuronal and hormonal transmitters
which are the major targets for drug actions. Lipid membranes are also resistant to
nonspecific adsorptions of proteins and therefore have been used in biomedical coatings.
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Since the chemical composition and physical properties of the membrane strongly affect
the function of incorporated receptors and transmitters, artificial lipid systems have been
the interest of biochemical and biophysical studies for decades.

1.1.2 Molecular structure of lipids
Naturally occurring lipids cover a broad spectrum of molecules such as fats, oils,
waxes, sterols, sphingolipids and triglycerides. They are usually insoluble in water but
easily soluble in organic solvents. Amphipathic lipids are composed of a hydrophilic
headgroup and one or more hydrophobic tails [1]. Figure 1.1 shows the structures of
common lipids found in biological membranes.
The most common lipids, which are present in almost all biological membranes,
are glycerophospholipids or phosphoglycerides (Figure 1.1). Phosphoglycerides and
triglycerides are esters built from a glycerol backbone. In phosphoglycerides, two of the
hydroxyls are esterified to long chain fatty acids, usually with even carbon numbers
varying from 14 to 24. The third hydroxyl is esterified to a phosphate linked to an
alcohol of choline (PC), serine (PS), glycerol, ethaolamine (PE) or inositol. PC is the
most predominant lipid headgroup in eukaryotic membranes. The degree of unsaturation
varies and the most common unsaturated lipids are 18:1, 18:2, 18:3 and 20:4 (The first
number indicates the number of C atoms in the fatty acid chain and the second number
indicates at which carbon double bounds are located). All the double bonds in naturally
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Figure 1.1 Structure of glycerophospholipids with the representation of the head and
tails.
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Figure 1.2 Structure of sphingolipids with the representation of the head and tails.
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occurring lipids are in cis-configuration, causing a kink in the chain and therefore are
believed to contribute to the fluidity of the membrane.
Sphingolipids (Figure 1.2) are another category of lipids believed to be protective
[2] (more durable to surfactant molecules than phosphatidylcholine) to cell membranes,
support signaling and integral in neuronal functions. They are composed of sphingosine
with various head groups replacing the hydrogen in the hydroxyl group and fatty acid
chains attached to the amine group. Recently, they have received great attention because
they are concentrated in “lipid rafts” which are less fluid than bulk lipid membranes.
Another important component of biological membranes is cholesterol (Figure 1.3), which
affects the fluidity and rigidity of the membranes.

Figure 1.3 Structure of cholesterol.
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1.1.3 Mesomorphism of lipids
When hydrated, the hydrophobic tails aggregate to minimize their energetically
unfavorable interactions with water molecules, which drives the spontaneous
organization of lipids into a variety of supramolecular assemblies [3], such as bilayers,
vesicles, micelles (Hexagonal I phase), lipids in inverted miceller phase (Hexagonal II
phase), cubic or rhombic phases [4]. The structure of lipids assembly is determined by the
free energies of interaction between individual molecules, the geometry of the molecules
and the thermodynamic treatment of the whole system [5]. These variables are further
determined by factors such as molecular structure of lipids, lipid concentration,
temperature, pressure, and the presence of non-amphiphilic additives (e.g., metal ions).
The molecular structure of lipid is a major factor on what phase the assembly
prefers to take when exposed to similar environments. For example, lipids with PC
headgroups are lamellar prone that they tend to form bilayer structures in aqueous
environments. The most familiar and widely studied lipid assemblies are the lamellar
(bilayer) phases, principally the solid-analogous (Lβ) phase and the more disordered
liquid crystalline (Lα) phase. This is due to the fact that amphipathic lipids are the major
architectural component of natural biomembranes [1], which are primarily lamellar
phases. PC groups favor lamellar structures due to the match between the sizes of the
hydrophilic head groups and the hydrophobic tails (Figure 1.4). LysoPC molecules,
which have only one tail group per molecule, tend to form miceller phase with the tails
buried inside the micelle. Nonlamellar lipids for example PEs, have headgroups that
occupy comparatively smaller space than the tails and can be converted to the inverted
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miceller phase at the expense of a comparatively lower entropy than the lamellar phase
[6]. Nonlamellar phases are necessary for fusion and fission of vesicles [7], which are
basic processes in a large number of biological functions.
The highly complex and variable composition of natural cell membranes makes
them a difficult subject for experimental studies. Artificial lipid membranes have
consequently been prepared and studied for many years as models of cell membranes [1,
8-12]. A diverse array of geometries has been developed, including small and large
unilamellar vesicles, giant lipid vesicles, lipid membranes supported on solid and
polymer-coated substrates, and black lipid membranes. These have been used to study the
physical and chemical properties of lipids and lipid mixtures as well as membraneassociated proteins, including reconstituted transmembrane receptors.

1.2 Membrane proteins
Besides serving as a structural support, biological membranes are hosts for a large
variety of macromolecules for example carbohydrates and proteins. More than half of all
known proteins interact with membranes. Some of them are attached to or associated with
a cell or an organelle and are called membrane proteins. Membrane proteins accomplish
many vital biological functions. For example, cell recognition proteins which locate on
the membrane surface allow cells to recognize each other and interact.
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Figure 1.4 Common polymorphoric phases exhibited by lipids.
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Membrane proteins are usually categorized into two groups, integral and
peripheral membrane proteins (PPs). Integral membrane proteins usually possess a
hydrophobic core and two hydrophilic domains. They are incorporated into the
membrane by embedding the hydrophobic core across the membrane which exposes the
hydrophilic domains to the cytoplasmic and extracellular sides. Integral proteins usually
span the entire bilayer several times and therefore are also called transmembrane proteins
(TPs). They are attached to the membrane by strong hydrophobic interactions due to the
large numbers of hydrophobic groups. The isolation of integral membrane proteins
usually involves surfactant extraction from the lipid membrane. PPs are often attached to
the membrane itself or to the embedded integral proteins by hydrophilic alpha helices,
hydrophobic loops, covalently linked lipid molecules or electrostatic/ionic interactions.
They are temporarily associated with only the peripheral region of the membranes. A
large number of biological functions, such as ligand binding, and signal transduction,
involving on/off events need peripheral proteins to be temporarily attached to the
membrane.
The function and activities of membrane proteins are greatly affected by the
properties of the membrane such as lipid composition [13], material properties of the
membrane [14], lipid rafts [15], boundaries between lipid phases [16], etc. The
correlation between membrane properties and protein activity has drawn great attention
in the past few decades. Membrane association of a significant peripheral protein, alpha
synuclein is investigated and described in Chapter 4.
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1.2.1 Association of peripheral proteins with membranes and their functions
PPs interact with the membrane through various mechanisms. They can associate
with the core of membranes by hydrophobic interactions via anchoring groups, such as αhelix, post-translationally acylated or lipidated amino acid residues, or acyl chains of
specifically bound regulatory lipid. PPs can also attach to the membrane via covalent
binding. For example, cysteine containing PPs can attach to palmitic acid groups in lipids
[17] at the cytoplasmic side. The C terminus of a protein can anchor to
glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI anchor) and associate with the membrane at the
extracellular side [18]. Some cytosolic proteins recognize certain types of lipids and bind
to them via specific membrane-targeting structural domains that occur within the protein
and have specific binding pockets for the lipid head groups [19]. This binding is
enhanced by the formation of intermolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonds, van
der Waal forces and hydrophobic interactions. Cationic peripheral proteins attach to
negatively charged membranes, for example the cytoplasmic side of plasma membranes,
via electrostatic forces.
PPs include enzymes, membrane targeting domains and structural domains which
mediate the association of other proteins to membranes. Each category covers a large
group of proteins involved in a very diverse range of biological functions. The biological
functions of PPs are closely related to the properties of membranes to which they attach.
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1.2.2 Unique structure and biological functions of TPs
TPs are usually composed of 1-20 transmembrane segments. Both helical and
sheet structure can serve as the transmembrane segments and these may interact with
only part of the thickness or the whole thickness of the membrane. A TP can perform a
biological function by itself or in concert with other TPs. For example, a typical ion
channel is an oligomer of several identical subunits organized in a circular fashion, with
hydrophobic segments exposed to the lipids and hydrophilic domains facing each other,
to create a channel through the membrane through which ions can be transported. A high
percentage of TPs serve as receptors regulating a great variety of functions and behaviors
in mammals, for example, visual sense, sense of smell, behavioral and mood regulation,
regulation of the immune system activity and inflammation, etc.

1.2.3 TPs in binding events and the potential of application in biosensors
Since TPs are involved in such a wide spectrum of biological signaling pathways,
they have been a focus of pharmaceutical research and are targets of more than half of
commercially available drugs. Drugs targeting these receptors mimic the properties of the
respective agonists or the antagonists to either activate or deactivate the receptors. For
example, Claritin® serves as an agonist targetting the H1 antagonist to suppress allergy
symptoms and Zyprexa® for schizophrenia targets the mixed D2/D1/5-HT2 serotonin and
dopamine receptors as an antagonist to the agonist 2A which causes the symptoms [20].
The binding of small molecule ligands to TPs is typically highly specific, with high
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affinity and extremely fast. These properties make transmembrane receptors excellent
candidates as the sensing element in the biosensors. For example, ATP-sensitive
potassium

(KATP) channels

serve

a

critical role

in

the

orchestration

of

myocardial energetic well-being [21] and can be used in an ATP sensor as the sensing
element.
However, in addition to the complexity and variable composition of biological
membranes, the intrinsic instability of natural biological membranes has hindered the
application of TPs in biosensing devices.
Potential technological applications of artificial lipid and proteo-lipid membranes,
such as capsules for controlled delivery of drugs and biocompatible coatings for synthetic
materials, were recognized early in their development [9, 22, 23]. For these and other
applications, the complexity issue is circumvented but the inherent instability of lipid
lamellar phases may still pose a limitation. Specifically, the molecules in a bilayer
composed of monomeric lipids are self-organized by relatively weak intermolecular
interactions that are insufficient to maintain the lamellar structure under many types of
chemical, mechanical, and/or thermal stresses. Consequently, partial or complete loss of
the bilayer structure occurs upon exposure to conditions that may be encountered during
use of a lipid-based molecular device, such as extended storage, removal from water, or
exposure to chaotropic agents (e.g., surfactants) [24-28].
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1.3 Stabilized artificial lipid bilayer system
Development of methods to stabilize artificial lipid membranes has therefore been
a focus of research efforts since the 1970s [23, 29-34]. These methods include: i) linear
and cross-linking polymerization of synthetic lipid monomers (e.g., [27] ); ii)
polymerization of non-lipid monomer units incorporated into the bilayer (e.g., [35]); iii)
adsorption or surface grafting of hydrophilic polymers(e.g., [36]); iv) biospecific
adsorption of protective protein coatings (e.g., [37]); and v) incorporation of lipids that
span both leaflets of the bilayer, such as bolaamphiphiles (e.g., [38]). This chapter
focuses only on the stabilization by linear and cross-linking polymerization of synthetic
lipid monomers. They are grouped into three categories based on the geometry and the
characterization techniques involved i) supported poly(lipid) membranes, ii) black
poly(lipid) membranes and iii) poly(lipid) vesicles.

1.3.1 Supported poly(lipid) membranes
Planar supported lipid membranes were first prepared and studied as simplified
structural models of cell membranes [8, 10, 39], and more recently as biocompatible
coatings for sensor transducers and other synthetic materials [40-44]. A major advantage
of the planar geometry relative to vesicles, and a major contributor to the expansion of
this field, is the availability of powerful surface-sensitive analytical/physical techniques.
Confining a lipid membrane to the near-surface region of a solid substrate makes
it possible to study its structural and functional properties in detail using a variety of
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techniques such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR), plasmon waveguide resonance
(PWR), atomic force microscopy (AFM), total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF),
attenuated total reflection (ATR), and sum frequency vibrational spectroscopy [45-49].
PWR as a comparatively new surface sensitive technique is extremely compatible with
membrane studies in that the hydrophilic substrate surface supports spontaneous
formation of supported lipid bilayers. However, compared with the long used SPR, the
development of PWR is not as complete. The instrumentation and development of this
technique in a more complete manner is studied in this thesis (Chapter 1). Supported lipid
bilayers can be roughly divided into i) planar supported membranes, ii) hybrid bilayer
membranes and iii) patterned poly(lipid) films, based on the chemical composition of the
membranes structure.

1.3.1.1 Planar supported poly lipid membranes
Some of the earliest research in poly(lipid) films and vesicles was based on bisdiacetylene modified lipids [30, 31, 50]. Polymerization of these lipids can be readily
initiated using UV light, and the polymer product can be easily detected by its visible
absorbance or fluorescence. However, the efficiency of diacetylene polymerization is
highly dependent on the molecular packing of the monomers. Incomplete polymerization
and comparatively high surface roughness with numerous defects is a common result. For
example, numerous defects with apparent depths of 2-6 nm were observed after a film
composed of 1,2-bis(10,12-tricosadiynoyl)-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DiynePC) was
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polymerized with UV light, removed from water, rinsed and dried [28]. These defects
were likely caused by desorption of oligomers or unreacted monomers when the planar
supported lipid bilayer (PSLB) was removed from water.
In contrast to diacetylenes, lipids with alkene-functionalized chains (e.g., acryloyl,
dienoyl) can be polymerized in the Lα phase to a high degree of conversion [51]. O’Brien
and coworkers systematically studied polymerization of acryloyl and dienoyl lipids in
bilayer vesicles (see [52, 53]for reviews). Subsequently, the Saavedra and O’Brien
groups prepared and characterized PSLBs composed of dienoyl lipids (Figure 1.5) [28],
[54-56]. Several parameters relating poly(PSLB) structure and stability to observations
made in studies of polymerized bilayer vesicles were examined, including comparisons of
the polymerization method, the number and location of the polymerizable moieties in the
lipid monomer, and deposition using either the Langmuir Blodgett Schaeffer (LBS)
technique or vesicle fusion. The two polymerization methods are mainly used for this
type of polymerizable group are redox- and UV- initiated polymerization. In the redox
method, radicals from a reducing agent and an oxidizing agent initiate the
polymerization. In UV polymerization, radicals are initiated from the polymerizable
groups upon UV irradiation.
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Figure 1.5 Structures of some polymerizable dienoyl lipids.
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Some conditions were found to be particularly effective in producing highly
uniform, extremely stable PSLBs [28]. Small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) composed of
1,2-bis[10-(2’,4’-hexadienoloxy) decanoyl]-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (bis-SorbPC)
were fused to silica or glass substrates and then redox polymerized. After rinsing and
drying, these films have an ellipsometric thickness of 46 Å, consistent with that expected
for a bis-SorbPC bilayer. AFM revealed a very low density of defects (Figure 1.6). The
sessile, advancing, and receding water contact angles of poly(bis-SorbPC) PSLBs are
32°, 37°, and 8°, respectively [28]. These values are very close to those reported for a
PC-based SAM on Au [57], indicating that a well-ordered film of PC groups has a sessile
water contact angle of less than 40°. Despite the absence of a covalent tether between the
membrane and the underlying substrate, redox polymerized poly(bis-SorbPC) PSLBs are
remarkably inert to conditions that disrupt unpolymerized lipid bilayers [28]. No change
in ellipsometric thickness was observed after repeated drying/rehydration or immersion in
surfactants and organic solvents. Insolubility is attributed to a high degree of crosslinking coupled with multivalent interactions between polymer segments and the
substrate surface. Redox polymerization of fused bilayers composed of 1-oleoyl-2-[14sorbyl-2,4- tetradecadienoic]-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DenSorbPC) also produced
highly uniform and stable PSLBs [28].
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Figure 1.6 AFM images and line scans of (upper) an poly(Diyne) PSLB deposited by the
LBS technique and polymerized by direct UV irradiation for 1 h and (lower) a dried
poly(bis-SorbPC) PSLB deposited by the vesicle fusion and polymerized using redox
initiation. The image areas are 1×1 μm2 with a height scale of 5nm. [58]
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It is well established that the PC lipid films are highly resistant to nonspecific
protein adsorption [56, 59]. Ross et al. [47] examined the effects of polymerization of
dienoyl PC lipids on their protein resistance using AFM and TIRF microscopy to
measure the surface coverage of adsorbed bovine serum albumin (BSA). Even after
drying and rehydration or exposure to organic solvents or surfactants, redox polymerized
bis-SorbPC PSLBs exhibited resistance to BSA adsorption equivalent to a fluid PSLB
composed of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC). Since cross-linking
polymerization effectively eliminates lateral lipid diffusion, these results establish that
fluidity is not required for a PC lipid bilayer to be protein resistant.49
Most of the other sets of conditions investigated (lipid structure, deposition
method, and polymerization method) yielded PSLBs that contained a moderate density of
defects after drying [28], [54]. These films were typically thinner and had higher contact
angles

than

redox

polymerized

poly(bis-SorbPC).

For

example,

UV-initiated

polymerization of bis-SorbPC films deposited by vesicle fusion generated dried PSLBs
with a thickness of 28 Å and sessile, advancing, and receding water contact angles of 59°,
70°, and 16°, respectively [28]. Subsequent XPS and ToF-SIMS studies confirmed that
these films were less structurally intact than the corresponding redox polymerized films
[60]. The defects appear to be formed when unreacted monomers and/or oligomers are
desorbed from the film as it is passed through the air/water interface, which generates a
thinner film with a more hydrophobic surface (depicted in Figure 1.7). In vesicles, UVinitiated polymerization predominately generates oligomers that are less stable to
surfactant solubilization [28, 61], and it is assumed that this trend extends to PSLBs. A
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Figure 1.7 Schematic of desorption of unreacted monomers and/or oligomers when a
polymerized PSLB is rinsed and dried. This process creates pores that exposed the
hydrophobic core of the bilayers.
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significant increase in nonspecific protein adsorption on UV polymerized PSLBs that had
been dried and rehydrated confirmed that the defects appeared only after removal from
water [56].
Although inter-monolayer cross-linking appears to impart a high degree of
stability to a PSLB, it also severely attenuates the lateral diffusion of membrane
constituents due to nature of the cross-linking. Other approaches [62] have been
performed but lateral diffusion was not maintained when 25 mol % or greater of the
lipids are polymerized.

1.3.1.2 Hybrid Bilayer Membranes (HBMs)
Asymmetric bilayers have been fabricated using polymerizable lipids in an
attempt to achieve stabilization through monolayer polymerization [42], [63-71]. In a
series of publications, Chaikof and coworkers described HBMs formed by depositing
monoacrylate-functionalized lipids on several types of substrate surfaces [42, 63, 69-71].
In an effort to develop more effective lipid polymerization methods, Orban et al. [70]
compared photoinitiated free radical polymerization, using eosin Y/triethanolamine, to
thermal initiation using AAPD (2,2’-azobis(2-methylpropionamidine) dihydrochloride)
as in their earlier work [42]. A monolayer of acrylatePC (1-palmitoyl-2-[12(acryloyloxy)dodecanoyl]-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) was fused on a SAM formed
from octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) on glass or an oxidized Si wafer. The advancing and
receding water contact angles of the photopolymerized film were 57° and 39°,
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respectively, as opposed to 65° and 46° for the thermally polymerized film, suggesting
fewer defects in the former type. The source of these defects may be monomer loss,
which likely occurs during thermal polymerization because the reaction proceeds over a
relatively long period at a temperature that exceeds the acrylatePC melting point.
Photoinitiation was found to enhance HBM stability relative to thermal initiation.
Photopolymerized films showed little change in contact angle during a one week
incubation period in water whereas for thermally polymerized films, increases > 10° were
observed. The authors hypothesized that thermal polymerization generates a higher
proportion of oligomers and/or low molecular weight polymer chains that more readily
desorb due to a lower average adsorption energy. However, the contact angle for both
types of films increased significantly when they were incubated in surfactant solution.
These results are consistent with studies showing that linearly polymerized lipids are
significantly less stable to dissolution in surfactants than cross-linked lipids [27, 72, 73].

1.3.1.3 Patterned poly(Lipid) films
High density, spatially addressable arrays of planar supported membranes have
significant potential in high throughput bioanalytical applications, including screening for
pharmaceuticals that target membrane-associated proteins [74-76]. Photolithography can
be used to create micropatterns in supported bilayers of photopolymerizable lipids. In a
series of papers [77-82]. Morigaki and coworkers described preparation and
characterization of composite PSLBs in which fluid lipid corrals are bounded by
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polymerized DiynePC. The PSLB is deposited using the LBS technique followed by UVinitiated polymerization through a mask to create a pattern of unpolymerized lipids and
cross-linked poly(lipid). After rinsing away the monomers with organic solvent or
surfactant, SUVs of a fluid lipid are then fused to form fluid bilayers on the bare regions
of the substrate. Fluorescence micrographs in Figure 1.8 illustrate the lateral organization
of the composite membrane. Detailed studies of the fusion process by TIRF microscopy
and quartz crystal microgravimetry indicate that the energetically unfavorable open edges
of the poly(lipid) corrals catalyze the formation of the array by destabilizing adsorbed
SUVs [82]. This finding suggests that the fluid lipid patches are stabilized by their
interactions with the poly(lipid) corrals. The temperature at which the Langmuir
monolayers of DiynePC are formed and transferred to the substrate was found to
significantly affect the homogeneity and defects density of the polymerized PSLB [81].
This result may explain the heterogeneous morphology of poly(DiynePC) PSLBs
reported in previous papers [28, 80] and illustrated by the AFM data in Figure 1.6.
Varying the period of UV irradiation can be used to control the extent of polymerization
in these composite membranes [79]. Vesicle fusion is used to incorporate monomeric
lipids into partially polymerized regions which consist of poly(DiynePC) domains that
likely act as barriers to restrict diffusion. This process can be used to create novel patterns
such as a semi-permeable (i.e., less fluid) channel connecting two fluid corrals (Figure
1.8C). These results suggest the possibility of creating partially polymerized PSLBs that
function as size- and shape-dependent separation media.
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Aspinwall and coworkers have developed methods to create three-dimensional
patterns of composite fluid and poly(lipid) bilayers in fused silica separation capillaries
[83, 84]. The process is depicted schematically in Figure 1.9. SUVs of bis-SorbPC are
fused on the inner wall of the capillary and polymerized using UV irradiation through a
mask, generating a bar code like pattern of fluid and polymerized segments. The
unpolymerized lipid monomers can be removed and replaced by fusion of SUVs of a
different composition, 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) allowing the
patterns to be visualized by fluorescence microscopy (Figure 1.9). Patterns were
produced in capillaries with an inner diameter down to 10 μm, which provides a very
high ratio of bilayer surface area to volume of the contacting solution. Nonspecific
protein adsorption to poly(bis-SorbPC)-coated capillaries was greatly attenuated
compared to bare capillaries, consistent with prior evaluations [56]. The patterns are
extraordinarily stable; no change was observed after exposure to chloroform, Triton X100, or dry storage in excess of a year. Bioanalytical applications of these arrays can be
realized by introducing functionalized lipids into the fluid bilayer segments.
Joubert et al. created microarrays of air stable poly(bis-Sorb) lipid membranes
with a custom designed, continuous flow microfluidic device. These arrays were doped
with ganglioside GM1. The specific binding ability of Alexa488 labled CholertoxinB
(Alexa488 CTb) to the incorporated GM1 was maintained after the polymerization of the
membrane [85]. It was found that poly(bis-Sorb) lipid patches doped with GM1
molecules at mole percentage ranging from 0 % to 10 % showed CTb binding that
increased with GM1 content. When the arrays were doped with 10% GM1 and 30%
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biotin-DOPE individually and exposed to a mixture of Alexa488CTb and TRITCStreptavidin (TRITC-SA), there was very little crosstalk between the dopants, meaning
that TRITC-SA does not bind to GM1 significantly and Alexa488 CTb does not bind to
biotin-DOPE (Figure 1.10). The arrays could be reused after rinsing with denaturing
solutions to remove the bound ligands. Mass spectrometry detection of specifically bound
Alexa488CTb demonstrates the possibility of using these poly(lipid) arrays for the
identification of captured proteins.

1.3.1.4 Black lipid membranes (BLM)
A free standing planar bilayer suspended across an aperture between two aqueous
compartments, known as a black lipid membrane (BLM), is another geometry that has
been widely used as a model for cell membranes [86, 87]. In contrast to substrate
supported bilayers and vesicles, the BLM has the advantage of allowing direct access to
both sides of the membrane. Thus BLMs have been widely used to perform
electrochemical measurements of transmembrane ion and molecular transport,
particularly transport mediated by reconstituted ion channel proteins. A significant
disadvantage of BLMs is that they are very unstable, with rupture usually occurring
within a few hours after formation [86, 87]. Development of methods to stabilize BLMs
could open the way for their use in biosensing platforms for drug screening applications.
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Figure 1.8 Fluorescence microscopy images of: (A) A photolithographically patterned
poly(DiynePC) PSLB. The darker squares were blocked from UV illumination by the
mask. The polymerized grid is fluorescent and thus appears brighter due to the highly
conjugated polymer backbone.

(B) A patterned PSLB composed of poly(DiynePC)

(darker grid) and L-α-phosphatidylcholine (Egg, Chicken, 95%) (Egg PC) doped with
Texas Red 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-phosphoethanolamine (TR-PE) that was fused
into square areas after removal of unpolymerized DiynePC. (C) A semi-permeable
bilayer channel (lighter red) that connects two fluid lipid bilayer corrals (darker red). The
channel was created by polymerizing DiynePC with 40 % of the UV light dose compared
with the surrounding poly(DiynePC) area (green), then backfilling the unpolymerized
regions with Egg PC doped with TR-PE. The scale bars are 50 µm. [79]
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Figure 1.9 Upper: Schematic representation of polymerized lipid patterning in a capillary.
(A) SUVs prepared using bis-SorbPC are fused to the inner capillary surface to create a
uniform supported bilayer. (B) The bilayer is polymerized via UV irradiation through a
photo mask placed over the capillary. (C) Unpolymerized lipid is removed from the
capillary to yield a poly(lipid) pattern. (D) SUVs composed of other lipids are then fused
into the bare silica regions between poly(bis-SorbPC) structures, generating chemically
functionalized patterns. Lower: Fluorescence images of 50 and 10 μm inner diameter
capillaries patterned with alternating segments of poly(bis-SorbPC) and 1:50 (mol/mol)
Rhodamine-capped DPPE:DOPC. [83, 84]
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Figure 1.10 Plot of normalized average fluorescence intensities of Alexa488CTb and
TRITC-SA adsorbed from a mixture of the two proteins to a lipid microarray consisting
of 30% biotin-DOPE in poly(bis-SorbPC), 10% GM1 in poly(bis-SorbPC), and pure
poly(bis- SorbPC). The error bars represent the standard deviations of six trials. [85]
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Lipid polymerization as an approach to stabilization of BLMs was pioneered by
Benz et al. [88]. In two more recent papers, the UV-initiated polymerization of
diacetylenic lipids was examined as a strategy for creating BLMs with enhanced stability
as well as compatibility with incorporated membrane proteins. Both Shenoy et al. [89]
and Daly et al. [90] reported that high impedance BLMs could be formed using a
monofunctional

lipid,

1-palmitoyl-2,10,12-tricosadiynoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoethanolamine (PTPE; Figure 1.11a), either pure or mixed with 1,2-diphytanoylsn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DiPhyPC). BLMs could not be formed reliably using bisdiacetylenic lipids (e.g., DiynePC), which may be attributable to phase segregation (the
main phase transition temperature of DiynePC is near 40 °C [81]). The high impedance
of PTPE-based BLMs was maintained after polymerization, and the average lifetime
before rupture of equimolar PTPE/DiPhyPC bilayers increased from 12.6 mins to 30.7
mins [90].
The function of channel-forming proteins in these BLMs was also examined. αHemolysin (α-HL) could be reconstituted into pure PTPE BLMs and its ionic
conductance was maintained after UV polymerization, although it was unclear if a high
conversion of monomer to polymer was achieved [89]. Gramicidin was inserted into
equimolar PTPE/DiPhyPC BLMs that were subsequently UV irradiated [90]. Channel
activity was observed in the polymerized membrane (Figure 1.11 b, c) showing that it
was still fluid, which is a requirement for gramicidin to dimerize. Retention of fluidity is
not surprising given the high DiPhyPC content of the membrane and that PTPE forms
linear polymers; in fact polymerization-induced phase segregation [52] with gramicidin
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concentrated in DiPhyPC domains may explain the observed increase in channel
frequency after polymerization. Overall, these studies show that lipid polymerization is a
promising approach to improve the stability of BLMs while maintaining their high
impedance and compatibility with incorporated ion channels. However, polymerization
of diacetylenes produces rather stiff polymers, which may not be the best choice for this
application.
In contrast, poly(dienes) are rubber-like materials [52] that may be better suited to
the requirements of a poly(BLM) stated above. Heitz et al [91] developed stabilized
BLMs using the polymerizable lipid 1,2-bis(octadeca-2,4-dienoyl)phosphatidylcholine
(bis-DenPC) on glass pipettes of

10 μm (I.D.). In the absence of a BLM, pipet

resistances ranged from 10 to 100 kΩ and were dependent upon the aperture diameter.
Upon BLM formation with DiPhyPC or bis-DenPC, the resistance values were 3.6 ± 0.4
(n = 5) and 4.2 ± 0.6 (n = 5) GΩ/cm2, respectively. The statistical equivalence of these
values indicates that the dienoyl moieties in bis-DenPC do not measurably increase
bilayer permeability. Subsequent UV irradiation of bis-DenPC to yield cross-linked
BLMs resulted in a 5-10% increase in conductance, whereas no increase was observed
upon irradiation of DiPhyPC BLMs. This increase likely arises from defects in lipid
packing generated upon cross-linking and/or changes in the material properties of the
bilayer, e.g., the curvature (bending) elastic modulus. After
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Figure 1.11 a. Structure of PTPE. b, c. Ion transport through gramicidin channels
inserted into an equimolar DiPhyPC/PTPE BLM: b before irradiation and c after
irradiation. [90]
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polymerization, these bis-DenPC BLMs maintained steady conductance values for
several weeks as opposed to a couple of hours for unpolymerized fluid lipid bilayers.
Furthermore, when the channel forming proteins α-HL were reconstituted in these poly
(bis-DenPC) BLMs, they were found to demonstrate single channel activities for an
average of 1 week.
Meier et al. [92] employed a different approach in which a BLM is formed from a
mixture of nonpolymerizable lipids and water-insoluble, nonlipid monomers (styrene and
divinylbenzene). After UV-initiated polymerization to produce a two dimensional, crosslinked network in the membrane, its stability was enhanced as assessed by a significant
increase in the voltage required to cause membrane rupture. However, after rupture the
defect(s) resealed, showing the membrane fluidity was maintained.

1.3.2 Poly(lipid) vesicles
Lipid bilayer vesicles (liposomes) are generally grouped into three size regimes:
giant (1µm or larger), large (100nm–1µm), and small (less than 100 nm) [1, 11]. Giant
vesicles are large enough to be studied individually via optical microscopy. Large and
small vesicles are more frequently studied as dispersed ensembles due to their ease of
preparation and compatibility with solution phase analytical/physical methods. Lipid
polymerization yields vesicles with enhanced stability to surfactants, organic solvents,
dehydration, and heat [52]. Polymerization also alters membrane permeability to ions and
molecules. These unique properties have spawned development of stable nanocapsules,
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bioreactors, and sensors. Many if not most of the liposomal architectures, methods to
stabilize them, and technological applications discussed below have evolved from earlier
pioneering work by many research groups. The reader is referred to previous key reviews
[9, 52, 93]. Most UV-polymerizable lipids are also sensitive to visible light, a problem
that makes their synthesis and handling more difficult. Stanish and Singh [94]
synthesized 1,2-bis(trideca-12-ynoyl)-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DC10PC; Figure
1.12), a lipid having acyl chains terminated with acetylenic groups. DC10PC vesicles are
in a fluid phase at room temperature and do not readily undergo polymerization in white
light. Vesicles could be polymerized by γ-irradiation and retained their size, shape, and
dispersity for several months, indicating their potential for long term storage of
encapsulated molecules. Liu and O’Brien [25] prepared extremely stable unilamellar
vesicles from two different cross-linkable lipids, 1-palmitoyl-2-[14-acryloxy-2,4tetradecadienoic]- sn-glycerol-3-phosphocholine (Acryl/DenPC16,18) (Figure 1.13) and
1-oleoyl-2-[14-sorbyl-2,4-tetradecadienoic]-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine

(DenSorbPC)

(Figure 1.5). Light scattering measurements showed that after redox-initiated radical
polymerization, both types of vesicles were stable to the addition of 12 molar equivalents
of Triton X-100 as opposed to 6 molar equivalents for the unpolymerized vesicles.
Lawson

et

phosphoethanolamine

al.
(DPPE)

[95]
and

synthesized

1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-

1,2-dilauryl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine

containing the 3,5-divinylbenzoyl moiety linked to the PE headgroup. Divinylbenzene
polymerizes quickly and efficiently at room temperature, which is an important
consideration when encapsulating labile species such as enzymes in vesicles. DPPE–
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DVBA (Figure 1.12) vesicles were polymerized in only 5 min using 254 nm irradiation in
the presence of the radical initiator AAPD. Cross-linked vesicles could be redispersed in
water following freeze-drying and exposure to 95% ethanol. Phosphotriesterase was
entrapped in DPPE–DVBA vesicles and maintained 52% of its original activity
(hydrolysis of methyl parathion) after polymerization. In a subsequent study,
organophosphorous hydrolase (OPH) stabilized in trehalose was encapsulated in
poly(DPPE–DVBA) vesicles that were freeze-dried and then redispersed in buffer [96].
The OPH specific activity was about 80% of that measured before freeze-drying;
however, the relative activity dropped to 18% after storage for 3 weeks at room
temperature.
Cationic vesicles typically used for DNA delivery often self-aggregate or bind to
plasma proteins in vivo. Wu et al. [97] attempted to improve vesicle stability using a
cationic lipid with a cross-linkable acrylamide attached to the headgroup. Vesicles were
polymerized using thermal initiation with AAPD. Compared to monomeric vesicles,
polymerized vesicles were less cytotoxic, more resistant to aggregation in serum, and
comparable in transfection activity using a vector encoding firefly luciferase.
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Figure 1.12 Upper: DC10 PC (1,2-bis(trideca-12-ynoyl)-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine).
Lower: DPPE-DVBA (1,2-dipalmitoyl-snglycero- 3-phospho-N-(2-hydroxyethyl)-3,5divinylbenzamide). [82] [83]
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Figure 1.13 Left: Acryl/DenPC16,18(1-palmitoyl-2-[14-acryloxy- 2,4-tetradecadienoic]sn-glycerol-3-phosphocholine). Right: Polymerizable acrylamide cationic lipid. [25]
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Nakano’s group has explored the potential of poly(lipid) vesicles with
encapsulated hemoglobin (Hb) as artificial substitutes for red blood cells [98]. For this
application, the need for stability during preparation and storage must be balanced against
the requirement for in vivo biodegradation to prevent accumulation in the liver and
spleen, possibly leading to toxic side effects. Mixed vesicles composed of cholesterol,
stearic acid, either bis-DenPC (Figure 1.5) or 1-acyl-2-[(2E,4E)- octadecadienoyl]-snglycero-3-phosphocholine (mono-DenPC), and in some cases DPPC, were polymerized
using γ-irradiation, which rendered them stable in size, with negligible Hb leakage,
through repetitive freeze–thaw cycles. However, intravenously injected vesicles
containing poly(bis-DenPC) persisted in rat spleens after 30 days. Vesicles composed of
poly(mono-DenPC)/DPPC/cholesterol/stearic acid had poorer Hb retention but degraded
much more rapidly in vivo, indicating that this lipid composition is a better choice as a
blood substitute.
Vesicles stabilized by formation of nonlipid polymer networks embedded in the
hydrophobic core or attached to the hydrophilic head groups have also been investigated
and showed improved stability [35, 99-102] and selective permeability [35, 100, 101].
This dissertation focuses only on the stabilization achieved by polymerization of
polymerizable lipids.
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1.4 Functionalization and applications of poly(lipid) films
In recent years, liposomes and supported membranes composed of fluid lipids
have seen increased use as biolabeling and targeting agents, coatings for sensor
transducers and biocompatible materials, nanoscale bioreactors, and separations media.
Due to their enhanced stability, functionalized poly(lipid) materials have also been
created and characterized for these applications.

1.4.1 Poly(lipid) bilayers functionalized with labels and biomolecules
As discussed in Section 1.3.1, new types of polymerizable PE lipids conjugated to
functional moieties have been synthesized and incorporated into HBMs [103, 104]. A
number of other novel polymerizable lipids with fluorescent, metal chelating [105-107],
and/or biotargeting functions have been reported [108, 109].
Adding a biospecific targeting agent to the surface of a polymerized lipid vesicle
can be used to direct the delivery of an encapsulated drug to certain cells or tissues. Clark
et al. [108] prepared poly(bis-DenPC) vesicles doped with 2,4- octadecadienoylpolyethylene glycol-succinate (ODA-PEG-Su) and evaluated their potential as oral
vaccine delivery vehicles. The ODA-PEG-Su component provided reactive succinates for
functionalization of vesicles with UEA1, a lectin that binds to α-l-fucose residues
displayed on intestinal M cells. The dienoyl groups allowed ODA-PEG-Su to be
covalently anchored to the poly(bis-DenPC) bilayer, a strategy designed to prevent loss
of the functionalized lipid from vesicles by exchange with cellular membranes in vivo.
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Binding of polymerized vesicles to intestinal M cells in a mouse gut loop model was
inhibited in the presence of α-l-fucose, demonstrating that specific targeting occurred.
Tan and coworkers have shown that a high concentration of fluorophores can be
entrapped in sol–gel derived silica nanoparticles (NPs), ca. 70 nm in diameter, making
them extremely bright labels for biodetection and imaging applications [110-112].
However, nonspecific adsorption of biological molecules, especially proteins, occurs on
these particles. Senarath-Yapa et al. [113] addressed this problem by coating silica NPs
with poly(bis-SorbPC) (Figure 1.14). The coating has two major functions: to reduce
nonspecific interactions, based on the inherently proteinresistant properties of the PC
headgroup, and to permit functionalization of the particle by doping the coating with
lipids bearing chemically reactive or bioactive headgroups. Both functions were
demonstrated: (1) nonspecific adsorption of dissolved proteins to bare silica NPs and of
bare NPs to cultured cells is significantly reduced by the poly(bis-SorbPC) coating; (2)
functionalization of poly(lipid)-coated NPs with a biotin-conjugated lipid creates a probe
that can be used to target both dissolved protein receptors as well as receptors on the
membranes of cultured cells. Measurements performed on single NPs bound to PSLBs
verified that the emission intensity of these NPs is significantly greater than that of single
protein molecules labeled with several fluorophores.
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Figure 1.14 Schematic of a poly(lipid)-coated silica nanoparticle. Fluorescent dyes are
encapsulated in the sol–gel silica core; the nanoparticle is then coated with cross-linked
bis-SorbPC doped with biotin-headgroup-conjugated DOPE (biotin–DOPE). A linkage
through streptavidin is used to tag biotinylated membrane proteins. [113]
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Figure 1.15 A barcode of three different chemical functionalities formed in a
silica capillary via spatially-selective polymerization. It consists of segments of poly(bisSorbPC) doped with Rhodamine-capped DPPE (red ), poly(bis-SorbPC) doped with
NBD-capped DOPE (green), and DOPC doped with Ni2+ charged DOGS-NTA. After the
lipid pattern was formed, 6xHis-tagged Cerulean, a blue fluorescent protein, was injected
into the capillary and bound selectively to the immobilized Ni2+ (blue). The capillary
inner diameter is 50 µm. [83, 84]

Aspinwall and coworkers [83, 84] developed methods to create poly(PSLBs)
patterned with spatially separated, chemically specific domains inside of fused silica
separation capillaries. The process depicted in Figure. 1.6 was used to introduce
functional

lipids,

such

as

1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-(N-(5-amino-1-

carboxypentyl)iminodiacetic acid) (DOGS-NTA) charged with Ni2+, into fluid DOPC
segments between the UV-polymerized bis-SorbPC segments. The result is a capillary
functionalized with segments that bind and/or capture proteins tagged with 6xHis (a
moiety that is commonly used in protein purification). This process was extended to
create multiple chemically unique domains. Fusion and photopolymerization of segments
composed

of

bis-SorbPC

doped

with

a

functional

lipid,

followed

by

fusion/polymerization in adjacent segments, was performed sequentially. An example of
a three-component pattern thus formed is shown in Figure. 1.15. The commercial
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availability of numerous lipids with functionalized headgroups suggests the utility of this
approach for preparing capillary-based arrays that, when combined with microfluidics
techniques, will be useful for high throughput chemical sensing applications.
Ross et al. [114] demonstrated a strategy for attaching proteins to the surface of
planar supported bilayers that does not require doping with functionalized lipids. They
used micro contact printing to prepare protein patterns on dried poly(bis-SorbPC) PSLBs
(Figure 1.16) and found that the proteins remained firmly adsorbed when the printed
bilayer was reimmersed in buffer, even in the presence of excess dissolved protein. The
regions of the poly(PSLB) that were not printed retained their characteristic protein
resistance when hydrated. For example, when dissolved avidin was incubated with a
PSLB that had been printed with biotinylated BSA, avidin binding occurred only on the
printed regions.
Arrays of poly(PSLB) was further developed by Joubert et al. [85] using poly(bisSorbPC) (mentioned in Section 1.3.1.3). These air stable lipid arrays were able to
maintain the specific binding between biospecific bound GM1/CTb and biotinDOPE/TRICT-SA. When both GM1 and biotin-DOPE were doped in one patch of lipid
membrane, very little crosstalk were observed. Mass spectrometry detection of
specifically bound Alexa488CTb to GM1 dopes poly(bis-SorbPC) demonstrates the
possibility of using these poly(lipid) arrays for the identification of captured proteins.
These poly(PSLB) microarrays have considerable potential for use in membrane based
binding assays, with applications in high-throughput pharmacological screening and
disease diagnosis.
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Figure 1.16 AFM image (acquired in air) and schematic of a line pattern of BSA that was
microcontact printed onto a dried poly(bis-SorbPC) PSLB. The image area is 40×40
µm2, with a height scale of 10 nm. [114]
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1.4.2 Separations media based on polymerized lipids
CE is a widely used bioanalytical separations technique. However, strong,
sometimes irreversible nonspecific adsorption of proteins occurs on the surface of a bare
fused silica capillary in contact with a neutral buffer. Thus to separate proteins by CE, a
protein-resistant coating is usually applied to the inner capillary wall. The inherent
protein resistance of the PC moiety [56, 59] suggests that fused lipid coatings would be
useful for this purpose; however, supported PC lipid bilayers are unstable under typical
CE operating conditions, requiring frequent regeneration [115]. Two research groups
have evaluated poly(lipids) as stable alternatives to fluid lipids for suppressing
nonspecific interactions in CE. Wang and Lucy [116] subjected DOPC vesicles to
thermally

initiated

radical

polymerization

using

AIBN

(2,2-azobis(2-

methylpropionitrile)), which generated mostly lipid dimers and decreasing concentrations
of oligomers up to pentamers. Oligomerized DOPC vesicles were pumped through the
capillary, forming an adsorbed coating that was shown to be much more stable than an
unpolymerized coating. Separation of proteins in neutral pH buffer at low ionic strength
was performed with high efficiency and recoveries >90% were observed for several
analytes (Figure 1.17). However, over the course of 60 consecutive runs, efficiencies
declined and peak tailing increased, indicating that lipid desorption eventually occurred
(Figure 1.17). To prepare more stable poly(lipid) coatings, Mansfield et al. [117] used
vesicle fusion and redox-initiated polymerization to deposit poly(bis-SorbPC) on the
inner surface of capillaries. These coatings generated a higher electroosmotic flow than
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Figure 1.17 Consecutive protein separations performed on a capillary coated with
oligomerized DOPC. Peaks: (1) lysozyme, (2) cytochrome c, (3) ribonuclease A, (4)

-

chymotrypsinogen A, (5) myoglobin, (6) hemoglobin, and (7) carbonic anhydrase. The
sharp spikes seen in the electrophoretogram are artifacts due to air bubbles. The
separation quality begins to degrade visibly between runs 15 and 30. [116]
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observed with unpolymerized lipid coatings (e.g., Egg PC), but this allowed separation of
both cationic and anionic proteins in a single run, albeit with lower separation
efficiencies. Poly(bis-SorbPC)-coated capillaries were found to be extremely stable to
harsh chemical conditions, including exposure to surfactants and dry storage for periods
in excess of a year. These studies demonstrate the potential of poly(lipid)-based materials
for CE separations of biomacromolecules that nonspecifically interact with fused silica.
Furthermore, the stability of functionalized lipids when doped into poly(bis-SorbPC) [83,
84] suggests that separations based on bioaffinity are feasible.

1.4.3 Incorporation of TPs
Supported lipid membranes and membrane arrays functionalized with TPs have
been fabricated by numerous research groups (see for example [12, 41], [118-126] and
references therein). Lipid polymerization could be a useful strategy to enhance the
operating lifetime of these materials when incorporated into biosensing and drug
screening devices. A key issue that must be addressed is the potentially adverse effects
that lipid polymerization may have on TPs structure and activity, which can be separated
into two major subtopics:
1. Is the structure and activity of the protein affected by exposure to the
conditions encountered during lipid polymerization? Methods commonly used to
polymerize reactive lipids may expose reconstituted TPs to free radicals, intense UV
and/or visible light, temperatures in excess of 50°C, and/or high concentrations of salts.
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The susceptibility of a particular TP to these conditions may be protein-specific. For
example, irradiation with visible light causes irreversible photobleaching of Rho; thus
photoinitiation using eosin Y/triethanolamine [70] would be a poor choice to polymerize
a lipid bilayer containing this protein.
2. Is the protein functional in a poly(lipid) matrix? Polymerization of lipids in the
acyl chain region of a bilayer significantly attenuates the lateral diffusion of fluorescent
lipid monomers [27]. The prevailing view is that a lipid bilayer must be fluid for
reconstituted TPs to be bioactive [10, 127], and lateral mobility is certainly required for
many types of reactions involving membrane-bound receptors (e.g., aggregation of TP
antigens induced by antibody binding). However, for some major classes of TPs,
bioactivity involves a conformational change, as in ligand activation of a GPCR, and
accommodating this conformational change does not necessarily require lateral diffusion
of lipid monomers. A growing body of evidence does show that the material properties of
bilayers, such as thickness, elastic stretching and bending moduli, and intrinsic lipid
curvature, modulate the conformational changes of TPs via hydrophobic coupling
between the bilayer spanning portion of the protein and the surrounding lipids [128, 129].
Lipid polymerization will alter the elastic moduli of a bilayer, but it is not clear that this
will prevent the bilayer from accommodating the conformational change of an
incorporated TP.
Recent studies that reported incorporation of pore-forming peptides and proteins
into BLMs composed of poly(lipids) were discussed in Section 1.3.1.4. In both of these
examples, a conformational change was not required for channel activity, and the bilayer
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was not completely polymerized. Reconstitution of TPs into solid- and polymersupported membranes composed solely of polymerized lipids has been reported by two
groups in recent years.
Feng et al. [130] studied the activity of TM reconstituted into a HBM assembly.
TM is a type I TP that is a receptor for thrombin and mediates protein C activity in
anticoagulant and anti-inflammatory pathways. TM functionalization represents a
promising strategy to control thrombus formation on the surface of a biomaterial that
comes into direct contact with blood, such as the inner surface of an arterial graft. TM
was incorporated into vesicles of monoacrylatePC that were then fused onto a structure of
amphiphilic terpolymer/polyelectrolyte-multilayers (polylysine in this case) /glass
coverslip. The eosin Y /triethanolamine method [70] was used to polymerize the lipids,
after which the supported assembly could be removed from solution for characterization
purposes.
The activity of TM-functionalized membranes was assessed by measuring the rate
of protein C activation by the thrombin-TM complex. Lipid polymerization was found to
reduce TM activity by ca. 30%, and this was attributed to two factors: exposure of the
protein to free radicals during polymerization and reduced lateral mobility of lipids (and
possibly TM) in the polymerized membrane. Michaelis–Menten analysis showed that the
reduced activity was associated with an increase in the Michaelis constant, Km. The
surface coverage of TM reconstituted into planar membranes and their rate of protein C
activation could be adjusted by varying the TM/lipid ratio used for vesicle fusion. At a
TM surface coverage of 170 f mol cm−2, the rate was comparable to that of several types
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of endothelial cell monolayers (Figure 1.18). Inhibition of thrombin formation was also
used to assess the activity of TM-functionalized membranes. When poly(lipid) HBMs
containing TM were incubated with prothrombin, protein C, and coagulation factors Xa
and Va, the rate of thrombin formation declined significantly, with near complete
inhibition observed at high TM surface coverages. Overall, this work clearly
demonstrated that TM retains considerable activity when reconstituted into a linearly
polymerized lipid film. It also illustrates the potential for creating molecularly engineered
antithrombogenic materials based on artificial proteo-lipid membranes.
Subramaniam et al. [131, 132] studied the photoactivity of bovine rhodopsin
(Rho), the rod cell photoreceptor, reconstituted into cross-linked PSLBs. Rho is a model
for GPCRs, a large family of TPs that play key roles in cellular signal transduction and
thus are pharmacologically important targets for drug discovery [133]. Several research
groups have shown that GPCRs can be reconstituted into planar supported membranes
with retention of activity, which has spawned efforts to develop GPCR-based biosensors
and biochips [118-121, 123-125].
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Figure 1.18 Rate of surface-mediated protein C activation for TM reconstituted into a
poly (acrylatePC) HBM at a protein surface coverage of 170 f mol cm−2 (sample)
compared to confluent endothelial cell monolayers (HDMEC, human dermal
microvascular endothelial cells; HUVEC, human umbilical vein endothelial cells; BAEC,
bovine aortic endothelial cells). [130]
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Photoactivation of Rho produces a metastable equilibrium between two
intermediates, MI and MII [134]. Formation of MII involves a conformational change
that elongates Rho along the axis normal to the membrane plane along with a significant
increase in partial molar volume [135]. The interaction of Rho with the surrounding lipids
modulates the extent of this conformational change [129], thus making Rho an
appropriate model for studying the effect of lipid polymerization on GPCR activation.
PWR spectroscopy was used to characterize the photochemical activity of Rho in
PSLBs composed of lipids with one or two dienoyl groups located at different positions
in the acyl chains, having different headgroups, and differing degrees of cross-linking
[131, 132]. The angular PWR responses upon photoactivation of Rho were nearly
equivalent in polymerized and unpolymerized sorbyl PSLBs, as well as fluid DOPC.
Thus the extent of MII formation was unaffected by lipid polymerization as well as the
density of cross-links. Among the lipids examined, bis-DenPC (Fig. 1.2) was the least
favorable for maintenance of Rho activity – after polymerization, the protein was
essentially inactive [132]. It is hypothesized that formation of two cross-linked networks
in poly(bis-DenPC), one in each monolayer near the glycerol backbone/polar headgroup,
stiffens the bilayer such that it cannot deform to accommodate the hydrophobic mismatch
resulting from elongation of Rho to form the MII intermediate. In contrast,
polymerization of sorbyl lipids generates a cross-linked network in the more disordered
center of the bilayer, and these polymers appear to retain sufficient elasticity to
accommodate the membrane deformation that accompanies MII formation. Overall, these
studies were the first to demonstrate that the activity of a TP can be maintained in a
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highly cross-linked poly(PSLB). The location of the polymerizable moiety is clearly an
important consideration. These findings should provide guidance for designing robust
poly(lipid) bilayers functionalized with TPs for presented in Chapter 3.

1.5 Experimental overviews
Poly(lipid) membranes in a planar supported geometry are more readily to be with
downstream spectroscopic and/or electrochemical detection methods. The surface
sensitive PWR technique has been utilized in monitoring the ligand binding events of
transmembrane receptors [118, 119, 131, 136, 137]. It can potentially be used for high
throughput screening of drug candidates in concert with stabilized poly(lipid) arrays.
However, in the conventional PWR instruments, supported membranes are formed with
organic solvents, which can potentially be harmful to the integrity of membrane proteins.
In addition, unlike the similar technique, SPR spectroscopy, only the angular form of the
PWR technique is widely used. The spectral mode of PWR were developed,
characterized and used In biological sample sensing. A newer version of angular PWR in
which the planar supported lipid bilayer was formed without organic solvent.
Supported lipid bilayers of various lipid compositions were formed spontaneously
on PWR substrates, such as typical fluid lipids, polymerizable lipids, raft forming lipid
mixtures, etc. These supported lipid bilayers provide a platform for the study of
membrane-protein interactions. The association of Parkinson's disease related alpha
synuclein was studied by the new PWR instruments.
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Monitoring the optical property changes of the sample, PWR provides only the
physical change of the sample layer, for example, the mass increase caused by binding of
the ligand [127, 128], the elongation of the Rho upon activation and etc.. A more direct
method to characterize the biological activity of the TP is necessary. In the case of Rho, it
goes through photolysis as it functions in vivo. Therefore, tracking the absorbance
changes of Rho after it is being activated in the recombinant has been used to address the
activity of Rho quantitatively [129, 138, 139]. In this work, activity of Rho reconstituted
in various kinds of stabilized lipid vesicles were studied by UV-Vis absorbance steady
state photolysis.

1.5.1 Instrumentation for Angular and Spectral PWR spectroscopy
PWR spectroscopy is an emerging surface sensitive technique capable of
investigating membrane formation, protein adsorption and reconstitution of TPs into lipid
bilayers [118, 119, 131, 132, 136, 140-142]. In PWR, a Kretschmann configuration is
used to excite s- and p-polarized modes in a single-mode silica waveguide. The geometry
of the optics of PWR is very similar to that of SPR spectroscopy, a surface sensitive
technique, which is widely used to monitor binding events occurring at surfaces. The
intrinsic differences between PWR and SPR result in the different areas of application
and directions of development. 1) Surface plasmon is only resonant with s-polarization
light so that only s-polarization can be used in SPR. In PWR both polarizations can be
utilized. 2) In SPR, the gold coated substrate will not support the direct deposition of a
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lipid bilayer. Modification of surface and deposition of tethered lipids are the common
techniques to form planar supported lipid bilayers on Au. In PWR, the hydrophilic SiO2
waveguide layer allows direct deposition of a lipid bilayer by the vesicle fusion method.
3) In SPR, both the angular and spectral modes are well developed, and the spectral mode
has been further developed into the SPR imaging technique. In contrast, there are much
fewer studies on PWR and especially the spectral mode of PWR. 4) The sensitivity and
spectral characteristics are different between SPR and PWR due to the intrinsic difference
between the working mechanisms.
To address the above topics, investigations were performed in the following
directions: 1) Development and characterization of a new angular PWR using vesicle
fusion as lipid bilayer formation method. 2) Development, instrumentation and
characterization of a new spectral PWR instrument using vesicle fusion as the lipid
bilayer formation method. 3) A thin film optical theory program NPhaseAll was
developed based on the source code of NPhase (calculating angular response of spolarized light up to 10 phases) provided by Dr. Corn’s group to calculate the theoretical
curves of angular and spectral response of PWR and SPR. 4) A thorough comparison of
experimental, calculated and literature results was done between PWR and SPR.
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1.5.2 Activity Study of Rho by Absorbance Spectroscopy in Vesicles Made of
Various Polymerizable Lipids
Rho is the most characterized TP and has been widely used as a model GPCR to
study membrane properties because of the ease of isolating it in high yield and the
availability of the high-resolution crystal structures [143, 144]. Among the polymerizable
lipids with dienoyl groups presented in Figure 1.5, poly(bis-Sorb) PC has been shown to
be able to maintain the activity of Rho in the planar supported geometry by PWR studies
[131, 132]. However, PWR is only detecting optical thickness changes of the PSLB
deposited on the waveguide layer (discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2). A more direct
method which is monitoring the absorbance changes of Rho as it is photolyzed is utilized
to address the activity of Rho in polymerized lipid vesicles.
Rho photolysis is initiated by 500 nm light activation. As the photolysis proceeds,
Rho relaxes through several intermediate states that absorb at various wavelengths. Meta
II (λmax = 380 nm) is the intermediate state that triggers the downstream signaling cascade
and is therefore referred to as the active state. The extent of Meta II formation is usually
used to characterize the activity of Rho.
Rho is extracted from cow retinas and reconstituted into bis-SorbPC vesicles by
surfactant dilution and dialysis. A new redox polymerization method that is efficient
enough to convert more than 90% of the monomers to polymers and meanwhile mild
enough not to adversely affect Rho activity is developed. Results show that the activity of
Rho in bis-SorbPC vesicles is about 50% compared with that in Egg PC vesicles. The
activity is attenuated to about 15% compared with Egg PC when the vesicles are
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polymerized. The mixture of bis-SorbPC and Egg PC at 1:1 ratio was also investigated.
It was found that after polymerization, the mixed vesicles not only have enhanced
stability over the fluid membranes but was able to maintain Rho activity up to about 65%
of that in Egg PC.

1.5.3 Alpha Synuclein (αS) Association with Fluid / Raft Forming / Negatively
Charged Lipid Membranes Examined by Angular PWR
α-Synuclein (αS) is a presynaptic protein which forms the fibrillar and β-sheet
rich aggregates that are implicated in several neurodegenerative diseases such as
Parkinson's disease (PD) [145]. Different lines of evidence suggest that oligomeric
intermediates rather than monomeric or mature fibrillar deposits constitute the toxic
species, probably by membrane incorporation and pore formation [146, 147]. As
mentioned earlier in Section 1.2.1, on going investigations are exploring how alpha
synuclein associate with membranes and this association is believed to play roles in the
etiology of amyloid related diseases. PWR spectroscopy is used to characterize the
binding of various αS aggregates to planar lipid membranes. The binding isotherms show
that the oligomeric aggregation absorbs to the membrane to a much greater extends than
the monomeric species, which suggests that binding and membrane insertion of αS is
highly dependent on the aggregation state of the protein.
It is suggested that the lipid composition plays a role in αS adsorption on lipid
membranes [148-150]. The role of the lipid composition in membrane adsorption of the
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αS oligomers is also studied by PWR in this work. To mimic the compositional and
structural heterogeneity of neuronal membranes, raft forming lipid mixtures of
sphingomylein, Egg PC, and cholesterol were used. These mixtures exhibit stable lateral
domain formation as revealed in previous studies by solid-state 2H NMR [151]. Some
preliminary data suggest that the lateral segregation into lipid domains strongly promotes
membrane insertion of the toxic aggregation species. It is also indicated by preliminary
data that membrane lipids are able to dissolve pre-aggregated fibrils back into
intermediate species. It is proposed that the pathogenicity of αS is highly dependent on
the lipid composition of intracellular membranes, most notably the membranes of
synaptic vesicles, and that the macroscopic aggregates found in PD patients act as a
reservoir for toxic intermediates in vivo.
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CHAPTER 2

DEVELOPMENT, CHARACTERIZATION AND

APPLICATIONS OF A MODIFIED ANGULAR PWR AND A NEW
SPECTRAL PLASMON WAVEGUIDE RESONANCE (PWR)
SPECTROMETER

Planar integrated optical waveguides have been widely used in a variety of
experimental configurations for optical characterization of organic thin films [152-156].
Typically both the waveguide and cladding are composed of dielectric materials [157159]. Metal-clad waveguides have also been used. Lawall and Knoll [160] performed
angular PWR using a mica waveguide clad with 50 nm of gold. Their design is sensitive
to one additional mica monolayer (1 nm) [161]. Salamon et al. [162] have developed
silver clad silica as the substrate, which responds to changes in refractive index and/or
film thickness by monitoring reflectance minima appearing at different angles, and
named this technique PWR. PWR has been used to detect mass density and
conformational changes in artificial lipid membranes, including protein-ligand binding
and conformational changes in reconstituted transmembrane proteins [119, 131, 142,
162-164]. Several other groups have fabricated metal-clad planar waveguides and utilized
them for the detection of a variety of different types of chemical and biological events at
waveguide surfaces [165-168].
PWR as an emerging, label-free, surface sensitive technique is very similar to
surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy (SPR), another label-free technique that has
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been widely used for measuring optical parameters of thin films on noble metal surfaces
[76, 169, 170]. SPR has been employed extensively for studies of model biointerfaces,
e.g., monitoring binding of soluble ligands to surface-bound receptors [171, 172]. In
terms of instrumental configuration, two major types of SPR are practiced: i) In angular
mode, the shift of the incidence angle at which surface plasmons are excited at the noble
metal/dielectric interface is monitored using a monochromatic light source. ii) In spectral
mode, the resonant wavelength at which surface plasmons are excited is monitored using
a polychromatic light source incident at a fixed angle.
Unlike SPR for which both angular and spectral modes are well developed and
utilized, PWR has been implemented nearly exclusively in the angular mode. The
exception is a recent paper by Qi et al. [173], who coated a porous TiO2 guiding layer on
Au and measured the resonance wavelengths of the leaky modes using a broadband light
source. They showed that refractive index differences in solutions adjacent to the TiO2
could be sensitively detected as shifts in the resonant wavelengths.
Here, a new type of spectral PWR was developed based on a commercially
available spectrometer with a custom-made flow cell. A silver clad silica waveguide was
utilized as the substrate. The working concept, technical characterization and
comparisons with similar techniques are discussed and compared in this chapter.
In the current PWR design of Salamon et al., lipid bilayers are formed with a
mixture of several organic solvents, which may have an effect on the physical and
chemical properties of lipid bilayer itself and activities of proteins associated with the
membrane. We developed a modified angular PWR in which lipid bilayers are formed by
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vesicle fusion. This method excludes any possible effects from a high boiling point
organic solvent on either the lipid bilayer itself or the membrane proteins associated with
it. For the ease of concept and explanation purpose, angular PWR will be discussed first.
A calculating program NphaseAll for spectral PWR was modified based on the
SPR program Nphase Fresnel by Corn’s group. With this new program, predictions of
waveguide properties can be made to provide guidance for waveguide design.
Theoretical calculations were done for PWR and experimental results were compared
with the theoretical predictions.

2.1 Theoretical background of PWR
2.1.1 Waveguide phenomenon
PWR is one of the successful spectroscopic applications of waveguide
phenomena. In order to explain how PWR works, a brief introduction to waveguides is
necessary and presented in this section. Waveguides and their applications cover an
enormously wide scope of optical and physical phenomena, theories and explanations.
The explanation here is only to provide very general, basic knowledge and information
germane to the relatively narrow branch of PWR spectroscopy related theory and
application.
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2.1.1.1 Reflectance and transmittance of light at interfaces
When light is incident on an interface defined by two phases (Figure 2.1a) with
refractive indices of n1 and n2 respectively (n1>n2) at incident angle θ1, light is reflected in
the same phase (n1) at θr= θ1 and refracted light penetrates into phase 2 (n2) obeying
Snell’s Law (Eq. 2.1).
θ

sin

sinθ

(Eq. 2.1)

Refractive indices n1 and n2 describes how fast light travels in this media
compared with that in vacuum (n=c/v). When light is incident at the interface, the
intensity of the incident light (I0) is partially reflected back into phase 1 (n1) and partially
transmitted through the interface and refracted into phase 2 (n2) as Eq 2.2 describes.
T

R

(Eq. 2.2)

As the incident angle increases, sinθ1 will increase and eventually make (n1/n2)
sinθ1 approach 1, which means the refraction angle θ2 will approach the maximal value
(90°). At this refraction angle, light apparently does not penetrate into phase 2. Total
internal reflection (TIR) defines the situation when θ2 has to reach 90°. The lowest
incident angle to satisfy this TIR condition is called the critical angle θc=sin-1 (n1/n2)
(Figure 2.1b). Under TIR condition, all of the light intensity is reflected back into phase1
from the interface.
R

(Eq. 2.3)
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Figure 2.1 Reflection and refraction of light in ray optics at the interface of two phases
with refractive indices n1 and n2. Incident, refracted and reflected angles are q1, q2 and qr
respectively.
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2.1.1.2 Waveguide modes and the application in spectroscopy
An optical waveguide is a structure that guides electromagnetic waves with
minimum loss. Typical waveguides include optical fibers and slab thin layers of dielectric
materials. Waveguide structures only guide light waves when a certain set of boundary
condition, that allow waveguide modes are satisfied. These waveguide modes are
determined by the wavevector, k, which is determined by the waveguide structure, the
wavelength of the propagating light and the propagation angle. For the slab waveguide
illustrated in Figure 2.2, the wavevector (k) of light at wavelength λ in vacuum is defined
as
(Eq. 2.4)
and in a certain medium (with refractive index n) the vector is
·n

(Eq. 2.5)

When light propagates in a slab waveguide layer at propagating angle θ, the
vertical component of the wavevector is
cos θ

·

· cos θ

(Eq.

2.6)
which creates a field that extends across the whole thickness (t) of the waveguide
layer. The horizontal component is
sin θ

·

· sin θ

(Eq. 2.7)
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When light propagates down the waveguide layer, phase shifts (Φ) will occur
when light is reflected at the interface of the waveguide/surrounding media (Φinterfaces) and
also when it travels across the thickness (Φthickness). The total phase shift (Φtotal),

Figure 2.2 Ray optics model of an example waveguide structure as light propagates
down the waveguide layer. The prisms with higher refractive index couple light into and
out of the waveguide layer with lower refractive index (nwg) at the proper incident angle
nwg> n1 and n2. The inset illustrates the horizontal and vertical vectors of the wavevector
in the waveguide layer.
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contributed from the above two, is determined by: i) the horizontal component of the
wavevector in the waveguide layer, Ahorizontal, ii) the thickness of the waveguide layer, t,
iii) the polarization of light, iv) the refractive indices of the waveguide layer and the
surrounding media. When Φtotal equals 2mπ (m=0,1,2,3…), the waveguide condition is
satisfied and waveguide modes are excited. The integer m is the “mode” number of the
waveguide, which indicates discrete solutions to Eq. 2.7. In a given waveguide structure,
where refractive indices of all layers are fixed and the polarization is chosen, Φtotal is
determined by Ahorizontal. When Ahorizontal is at the right value that Φtotal = 2mπ, waveguide
modes will be excited. For a discrete λ, waveguide modes occur at various propagation
angles corresponding to m = 0, 1, 2…
When light is propagating in a waveguide, there is an electromagnetic field
extending beyond the physical boundaries of the waveguide, known as evanescent field.
It decays exponentially with distance into the adjacent media with a decay length of a few
hundred nanometers depending on the waveguide structures and the wavelength of the
incident light. In practice, energy is lost when scattering occurs and/or when there are
absorbing species located within the range of the evanescent field. For waveguiding
purposes, a lower amount of lost energy corresponds to a better waveguide structure. For
analytical chemists, the evanescent field can be utilized. Due to the short distance it
penetrates into the adjacent media, surface sensitive spectral techniques with very small
sampling depth can be developed. In addition, because the evanescent field can interact
with the sample at multiple reflections, the path length and therefore sensitivity may be
greatly enhanced for very thin samples in absorbance measurements compared with
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conventional transmission absorbance measurement of thin films. A very important
application of planar waveguide spectroscopy is attenuated total reflectance Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). At the longer wavelength range, the
Saavedra group has developed broadband waveguide devices, which allow for great
sensitivity enhancement of absorbance measurements in the visible spectrum on thin film
samples or the surface of bulk samples. Bradshaw et al. successfully implemented this
approach with broadband light and enhanced sensitivity by 103 – 104 times by decreasing
the thickness of the waveguiding layer significantly [174].

2.1.2 Working principle of PWR
PWR is governed by the same waveguide principle as the model mentioned in
Figure 2.2. In a PWR instrument, the two prisms to couple light in and out of the
waveguide layer are replaced by a single prism as shown in Figure 2.3. Therefore, light is
coupled back out before it propagates far down the waveguide. There are two geometries
that are most often used, the Otto [175] and Kretschmann [176] configurations. In the
studies done in this dissertation, the Kretschmann configuration shown in Figure 2.3 is
utilized.
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Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of angular PWR instrument. The bottom diagram is the
enlarged version of the waveguide structure. The evanescent field decays exponentially
with distance as it propagates into the media adjacent to the waveguide.
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The integral component of PWR is a metal clad optical waveguide. The prism
with a higher refractive index serves as a coupler to provide the wavevector needed to
satisfy the waveguide condition. The thin layer of metal, which is silver in this case, is
sandwiched in between the prism and the SiO2 waveguide. The real part of the refractive
index of Ag is appreciably lower than that of SiO2 so that it serves as a good cladding
layer for the SiO2 to be a waveguide layer. Meanwhile, the very small thickness (40-60
nm) of the silver layer allows for the light that undergoes TIR at the prism/Ag interface to
“tunnel” through the Ag and couple into the waveguide layer. At most incident angles
within the scanning range, light is total internally reflected back to the detector. When the
wavelength/ incident angle is at the right value, a waveguide mode will be excited. Light
will propagate down the waveguide for a short distance before it is coupled back out of
the waveguide by the prism again. The evanescent field interacts with the media
contacting the waveguide, which are the Ag and the sample layer in this case. The very
absorbing Ag layer absorbs a great portion of the light when the electromagnetic wave is
propagating down even a very small distance in the waveguide layer.
In addition to the great loss when propagating down the waveguide layer, the
light traverses the highly absorbing silver layer when coupled both into and out of the
waveguide layer (k= 4.045 at 632.8 nm [177]) and therefore gets further attenuated by a
small amount. The silver layer attenuates the reflected intensity significantly in the ways
described above such that a very sharp negative peak is present in the reflectance vs.
incident angle plot. As a result, a minimal reflectance value at the detector identifies the
waveguide modes. These waveguide modes in the PWR instrumentation will be referred
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as PWR modes through out this work. This structure is also referred as a leaky/lossy
waveguide.
As mentioned previously in Section 2.1.1.2, the allowed wavevector in the
dielectric waveguide layer is determined by optical parameters of the layer itself and the
surrounding media, such as the thin metal layer, the prism and the sample contacting it on
the opposite side. The parameters of the optic materials other than the sample are usually
fixed for a given instrument. If the optical parameters of the sample change, the
waveguide condition will be changed. This requires a different wavelength/incident angle
combination to create a different wavevector, to match the altered waveguide condition.
This results in a difference in incident angle or wavelength corresponding to the
minimum reflectance. Therefore, changes in sample optical properties are represented by
a shift in incident angle or wavelength.
The concept of using the leaky waveguide phenomenon in optical parameter
measurements [178] emerged decades ago and the Kretschmann configuration was
applied to this research area in the 1970’s [176] PWR using different waveguide designs
has drawn more attention for current and potential application in monitoring chemical
and biological thin films [168, 179-181].

2.1.3 Comparison with SPR
SPR is a very widely applied surface sensitive technique to monitor optical
parameter changes in thin film samples. SPR has been employed extensively for studies
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of model biointerfaces, e.g., monitoring binding of soluble ligands to surface-bound
receptors [171, 182]. SPR and PWR instrumentations are very similar. Both PWR and
SPR are based on the total internal reflection. The major structural difference between
PWR and SPR is the dielectric waveguide layer.
In SPR, a thin layer of Au or Ag is coated on the prism surface. Above the critical
angle, when the wavevector of the incident light matches the wavevector of the collective
oscillation of surface electrons, which is usually referred as the surface plasmon, a
significant portion of the light is absorbed by resonating with the surface plasmon. In
SPR, the minimum of reflectance is observed at the resonance.
If a dielectric waveguide layer of the appropriate thickness and index is deposited
on top of the SPR substrate, by calculation, there will be the circumstances that both SPR
and PWR modes are present. The SPR mode usually occurs at lower incident angles than
the PWR modes (data not shown) and the PWR peaks are always sharper than the SPR
peaks. Usually PWR is operated under the condition that the thickness of the dielectric
waveguide layer supports only the waveguide modes. In the following sections, we will
focus on the waveguide modes in angular and spectral PWR spectroscopy.

2.1.4 Theory and programs of stratified thin film calculation

2.1.4.1 Thin film stack model
The optics of reflection spectroscopy such as ATR, PWR and SPR etc. and the
sample in close contact can be modeled as a stack of thin films. It allows for predictions
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of reflectance and transmittance for optical structures without actually building the
structure or taking measurements. It is extremely helpful in the optical design and coating
industries, etc. It also serves as a reference for practical results and provides guidelines
for optimizations. In this thin films stack model, it is assumed that i) every phase is
homogeneous and the optical density is evenly distributed everywhere within the phase,
ii) all the surfaces are perfectly smooth such that light does not scatter at the surface or
interfaces, iii) light beams are perfectly collimated. This thin film stack model allows for
the application of theoretical calculations to predict the reflectance of thin film structures.
The PWR substrate can be simplified to phase 1: the prism, phase 2: the 50-100 nm Ag
layer, phase 3: the 450 nm SiO2 layer coating, and phase 4: the sample layer.
R
R

(Eq. 2.8)

2.1.5 Fresnel and Maxwell’s equations
Fresnel equations describe how much of the energy of an electromagnetic wave is
reflected and how much penetrates into the next phase at an given interfaces. Reflectance
(R) is defined as the fraction of reflected intensity vs. the total intensity of incident light.
Eq 2.8 describes the reflectance in s-polarization and Eq 2.9 describes the reflectance in
p-polarization. A stack of layers (the thin films stack model) can be represented as a
system matrix, which is the product of the individual layer matrices. A solution called the
transfer-matrix method [183] is used based on the fact that according to Maxwell’s
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equations (not shown), there are simple continuity conditions for the electric fields across
boundaries from one layer to the next. If the field is known at the beginning of a layer,
the field at the end of the layer can be derived from a simple matrix operation. The final
step of the method involves converting the system matrix back into reflection and
transmission coefficients. The matrix calculation is not shown here. Almost all the thin
film calculating programs perform the matrix calculation by this method.

2.1.5.1 Programs to calculate PWR response
Nearly all of the thin-film calculation programs such as Macleod’s [184], Knoll’s,
etc. are developed based on Hansen’s method of calculating the transfer matrix [185].
The Pascal® program Nphase® Fresnel, developed by Corn and coworkers for
calculating angular SPR curves [186], has been used to calculate reflectance vs. incident
angle of any thin film multilayer stack in p-polarization up to 10 phases.
The author modified Corn’s program to NphaseAll according to Hansen’s method
so that the reflectance in angular and spectral modes can both be calculated in both
polarizations. Calculations were made using this program throughout this chapter to
provide theoretical comparison to the experimental data. For details of the program and
how to use the program to calculate reflectance refer to Appendix B.
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2.2 Angular PWR
2.2.1 Introduction
Despite diversity of the angular PWR designs, the embedded theory behind them
is the waveguide phenomenon in the Kretschmann configuration discussed earlier in
Section 2.1. To be more specific, in angular PWR, a monochromatic light source (of a
very narrow wavelength range in reality) is incident on the prism. Reflectance is
monitored as the incident angle is scanned. When a waveguide mode is excited the
minimum in reflectance appears at a certain incident angle, referred to as the resonance
angle. Any physical or chemical change that can cause optical parameter changes to the
sample contacting the waveguide substrate causes a change in resonance angle.
In previous PWR instruments [136, 162, 187], a planar membrane is suspended
across an aperture in the middle of a Teflon sheet on top of the hydrophilic waveguide
surface. The membrane is formed by “painting” the solution of lipids dissolved in a high
boiling point organic solvent (e.g. decane, squalene etc.) across the small aperture on the
Teflon sheet [136]. As the solvent molecules move close to the Plateau-Gibbs (P-G)
border which essentially connects and supports the bilayer membrane to the perimeter of the
aperture, the lipid molecules reorganize into a bilayer structure. However, it is impossible

to get rid of the residual organic solvent. This residual may affect the membrane
properties and the interaction between the membrane and embedded proteins. Therefore a
cleaner way to form a lipid bilayer for PWR studies without the residual organic solvent
residuals is investigated and developed.
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In our study, vesicle fusion, a solvent-free method, was implemented with angular
PWR to form PSLBs so that effects on membrane and the membrane proteins from the
residual high boiling point organic solvents will be excluded. This section discusses the
instrumentation and characterization of the new angular PWR instrument.

2.2.2 Experimental details

2.2.2.1 Instrumentation
An unpolarized 632.8 nm HeNe laser was used as the light source. A neutral
density filter was used to control the intensity of light to prevent the detector saturation.
A polarizer and a Fresnel Rhomb were used to generate polarized light of equal intensity
in both s- and p- polarizations. A custom-made flow cell was mounted on a rotary stage
which is interfaced to the Labview® program. The prism was mounted such that the
center of hypotenuse is as close to the rotation center as possible so that the displacement
of the incident beam is minimal during rotation. The waveguide substrate was attached to
the hypotenuse of the surface with index matching fluid (R=1.515) (Cargille Lab, NJ).
Light coupled out of the prism was received by a photodiode. The photodiode was
mounted very close to the prism so that light exiting at a wide range of angles can be
detected. A custom-made amplifier amplified the electric signal from the photodiode
before it reached the connector block (SCB-68, National Instruments). The connector
block then sent the analog signal to the data acquisition device (PCI-6221, National
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Instruments) and the signal was converted from analog signal to digital signal. This signal
was monitored versus the incident angle.

2.2.2.2 Materials
L-α-phosphatidylcholine (egg, chicken) (Egg PC) and 1-palmitoyl-2-[6-[(7-nitro2-1,3benzoxadiazol-4-yl)amino]hexanoyl]-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (NBD-PC) were
purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). The deionized water used in
experiments, hereafter referred to as DI water, was obtained from a Barnstead Nanopure
system with a measured resistivity of 18 MΩ•cm or higher. Calibration solutions of
varying refractive index were prepared by dissolving sucrose in DI water at weight
percents of 0.0%, 1.0%, 2.0%, 3.3%, 4.0% and 5.0% (refractive indices are 1.3330
1.3344, 1.3359, 1.3378, 1.3388 and 1.3403, respectively) [188, 189]. Waveguides were
fabricated by coating BK7 glass slides (1 sq. inch x 1 mm; Esco Products) with 55 nm ±
10 nm of Ag and then 450 nm ± 50 nm of silicon dioxide by electron beam induced
deposition (Evaporated Coatings Inc., Willow Grove, PA). The thickness of each layer is
nominal values. Their exact values were not measured.
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Figure 2.4 A photo of the optical components of the PWR instrument. The flowcell and
prism is mounted on a rotary stage after the Fresnel Rhomb.
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2.2.2.3 Methods
2.2.2.3.1 Substrate Preparation
The waveguides were cleaned by bath sonication (Branson 2210) in 2% Micro
90® cleaning solution (International Products Corporation) for 45 minutes, followed by
sonication in water for 30 minutes, thorough rinsing with DI water, and then drying under
a N2 stream. This cleaning procedure was carried out immediately before use. Glass
slides (plain, precleaned, 25x75x1mm, VWR) for fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching (FRAP) studies were cleaned as follows: slides were rubbed with 1%
Liqui-Nox (Alconox) using a cotton pad, then bath sonicated for 15 minutes in absolute
ethanol, 15 minutes in 2% Micro 90® solution, and then 15 minutes in DI water. They
were blown dry with N2 and then cleaned in an air plasma instrument (Harrick PDC3XG) at 30W at room temperature for 45 seconds immediately before use.

2.2.2.3.2 Supported lipid bilayers
Chloroform solutions of Egg PC were dried under flowing Ar, followed by
vacuum drying for four hours, and then resuspended at 0.5 mg/ml in DI water. For FRAP
experiments, ~5 mol % NBD-PC was added to the Egg PC before drying. The solutions
were briefly vortexed and then ultrasonicated (Branson Sonifier 450 or Heat Systems
Ultrasonics W-380 processor) until they were clear, at 25 ˚C for PWR experiments and
25-35 ˚C for FRAP experiments, forming small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs). Vesicle
fusion was used to deposit supported lipid bilayers on waveguides and glass slides. For
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angular PWR experiments, 2 mL of SUV solution was introduced into the PWR cell at a
flow rate of 1 mL/min and incubated in the cell for 30 minutes. DI water was then
pumped through the cell at 0.4 mL/min to remove unfused vesicles. For FRAP
experiments, the substrate (glass slide or waveguide) was exposed to a SUV solution for
30 minutes and then rinsed with DI water to remove unfused vesicles without exposing
the substrate to air.

2.2.2.3.3 Sensitivity tests
Sensitivity is addressed by measuring the shift of the resonance angle against the
bulk index change. Sucrose solutions up to 5% (w/w) were used as calibration solutions.
Measurements on the series of sucrose solutions were performed by pumping each
solution through the cell while monitoring the reflectivity spectrum. Calibration spectra
were acquired after the resonance minimum ceased shifting to higher incident angles (i.e.,
a steady-state was reached). The experiment was then repeated for successively higher
concentration solutions. A similar procedure was followed in experiments involving
supported lipid bilayers. Spectra were acquired at steady-state which was reached after a
volume of DI water sufficient to remove unfused lipid vesicles was pumped through the
flow cell.
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2.2.2.3.4 AFM imaging and FRAP measurements
A Digital Instruments Dimension 3100 was used in tapping mode to acquire 5 μm
x 5 μm images in air of a cleaned waveguide. MikroMasch tips (NSC15/no Al) with an
average resonance frequency of 325 kHz and an average force constant of 40 N/m were
used.
FRAP was performed using a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U microscope. Glass slides
were mounted in a custom epi-fluorescence cell with two solution compartments. NBDPC doped and undoped supported lipid bilayers were formed in the two compartments to
allow for background subtraction. Measurements on waveguides were performed with the
bilayer facing the objective because the Ag cladding layer is not transparent. Samples
were photobleached in an epi-illumination geometry using the 488 nm line of a Coherent
Innova 70 Ar+ at a power of ~ 100 mW, measured before the objective, for a period of <
1 s. Pre- and post-bleach emission intensities were measured by epifluorescence excited
with a mercury arc lamp and detected with a Princeton Instruments CCD camera
controlled by a ST-133 controller using Winspec/32 software. 40x and 20x DIC
objectives were used for glass slides and waveguides, respectively. The laser intensity
profile was Gaussian with a half-width at 1/e2 of 19-40 µm that was calculated from the
first image after photobleaching. Regions of interest (ROIs) inside (Iin) and outside (Iout)
the bleached spot were monitored before and after photobleaching to determine the
diffusion coefficients and percent recoveries of the lipid bilayers. To normalize recovery
curves, the intensity ratio (F = Iin/Iout) immediately before bleaching was set to 1 and the
intensity ratio immediately after bleaching was set to zero. Intensity ratio versus time
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curves (t = 0 at bleach time) were fit using least squares regression to a single exponential
of the form
F t

A· 1

e

B

(Eq. 2.9)

where F(t) is the intensity ratio of the bleached ROI/unbleached ROI, A and B are
fit parameters (% recovery = [A/(1-B)]100), t is time, and τ is the time constant. The
diffusion coefficient D was determined from [189]
D
⁄

(Eq. 2.10)

where γD is a correction factor incorporating the bleach depth (determined to be
1.1 in all cases), ω is the beam half-width at 1/e2, and τ1/2 is the half-time for recovery as
fit to an exponential (τ1/2 = ln2/τ).

2.2.2.3.5 Calculation parameters
For angular PWR, spectra were calculated over 45° to 80° for a semi-infinitely
thick BK7 substrate coated with 55 nm Ag (n = 0.0666 + 4.045i at 632.8 nm) [164] and
450 nm SiO2 layers (n = 1.457 at 632.8 nm) [190] with 632.8 nm laser light.
For angular SPR, the following parameters were assumed: a semi-infinitely thick
SF10 substrate (n=1.723) coated with a 45 nm thick Au layer (n = 0.1726 + 3.4218i at
632.8 nm) [186].
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2.2.3 Results

2.2.3.1 Typical angular PWR spectra
2.2.3.1.1 Experimental angular PWR spectra
Angular PWR spectra for air and 5% sucrose solution are shown in Figure 2.5 as
example curves since they represent the limits of the index range used in the experimental
calibration. The angles of minimum reflectance, the resonance angles denote where
waveguide modes are excited. Table 2.1 lists the resonance angles of air and 5% sucrose
solution.
Table 2.1 Experimental resonance angles of air and 5% sucrose solution

Air
5% sucrose solution

s-polarization(deg)
64.040
67.082

p-polarization(deg)
53.478
62.918

There are several other characteristics of the spectra that deserve explanation.
First, the sharp rise of reflectance in p-polarization (Figure 2.5a) near the resonance angle
at 62.649° corresponds to the θc but this is not shown very obviously in s-polarization.
Secondly, the two extremely small peaks at incident angles >63° in Figure 2.5a for both
air and 5% sucrose solution are the resonance angles for the same sample in spolarization. This is due to the residual component of s-polarization in p-polarized light
from the polarizer. Conversely the small peak in the 5% sucrose spectrum in spolarization is the resonance angle in p-polarization. The last but not least, the reflectance
attenuation in p-polarization is greater than in s-polarization for both of the samples.
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Figure 2.5 Experimental angular PWR curves for air (black) and 5% sucrose solution
(red) in p- (a) and s- polarizations (b).
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Table 2.2 FWHM values of experimental angular PWR spectra
Sample
Air
5% sucrose solutions

s-polarization (mdeg)
130
103

p-polarization (mdeg)
805
403

Table 2.3 Calculated resonance angles of air and 5% sucrose solution in angular PWR
spectra
Sample
air
5% sucrose solution

s-polarization (deg)
42.289 (m=0)
62.899 (m=1)
65.691 (m=1)

p-polarization (deg)
53.196 (m=1)
62.398 (m=1)

Table 2.4 FWHM values of air and 5% sucrose solutions in calculated angular PWR
spectra
s-polarization
(mdeg)

Sample
Air
5% sucrose

70 (m=0)
-

34 (m=1)
19(m=1)

p-polarization
(mdeg)
295(m=1)
68(m=1)

The full width at half maximum (FWHM) is the width of the peak when the
intensity is half of the peak. Generally a sharper peak (i.e., smaller FWHM) is desired
since it allows for higher resolution when other parameters are constant. This will be
further discussed in Section 2.2.3.4. Table 2.2 lists the FWHM values of air and 5%
sucrose solution peaks in both polarizations. It is observed that when the refractive index
is changed from 1(air) to 1.3403 (5% sucrose solution), the FWHM decreases too.
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2.2.3.1.2 Calculated angular PWR spectra
Theoretical spectra were calculated to provide comparison to the experimental
results. Air and 5% sucrose solution are used as examples here to illustrate the
comparison with experimental spectra. Parameters in the experimental conditions
(Section 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2) are used in the calculations. Figure 2.6 shows the calculated
spectra. The resonance angles are listed in Table 2.3. There are two peaks in spolarization for air because the refractive index of air supports two waveguide modes m0
and m1 for this specific PWR structure by calculation. Only m1 is supported in the
waveguide layer when the index is 1.333 or higher and therefore only one peak is
observed for water and sucrose solutions. The substrate is designed such that for most
aqueous and biological thin film samples in aqueous environment, it will only support
one mode of waveguide. Table 2.4 lists the FWHM values of resonance peaks of air and
5% sucrose solutions in the calculated spectra. It supports the experimental results that
5% sucrose solution has a smaller FWHM values.
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Figure 2.6a Calculated angular PWR curves for air in p (black) and s (red) polarization.
The insets are enlargements of the peaks. The enlargements cover 1000 mdeg in ppolarization and 500 mdeg in s- polarization.
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Figure 2.6b Calculated angular PWR curves for 5% sucrose solution (RI= 1.3403) in p
(black) and s (red) polarization. The insets are enlargements of the peaks. The
enlargements cover 1000 mdeg in p- polarization and 500 mdeg in s- polarization.
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2.2.3.1.3 Comparison between experimental and calculated spectra
The experimental results agree with the theoretical prediction in several aspects.
In both cases: 1) The resonance angle shifts to more positive angles when refractive index
of the sample is increased. 2) Spectra in s-polarization show lower FWHM values relative
to p-polarization. 3) The 5% sucrose solution generates a sharper peak than air in both
polarizations. This is due to the difference in electric field distribution in the waveguide
when air and 5% sucrose solution are the cladding materials respectively. 4) The FWHM
values of them lie in between the values of air and 5% sucrose solutions. FWHM values
of water and other concentrations of sucrose solutions are not listed.
There are differences between the experimentally measured absolute values of
resonance angles and the calculated values. For example, Figure 2.6a shows that in
theoretical calculation, there are two resonance angles of air in s-polarization which are
42.289° and 62.899° respectively. In experimental spectra, there is only one resonance
peak at 64.040°. This is due to the range of angles scanned, which is from 45.0° to 80.0°.
In the experimental set up, no angles more negative than 45.0° can be sampled.
According to the calculation, the first resonance (m0) happens at lower incident angle
(42.289°). It is possible that the first experimental resonance also happens below 45.0° as
predicted. It was then proved by the appearance of a reflectance minimum when the
incident angle is manually set to around 43° (data not shown).
For the same mode, the calculated and experimental absolute resonance angle
values are different. These disagreements are likely due to the difference between the
deposited thickness and possibly the refractive index of waveguiding SiO2 layer and the
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targeted values (listed in Section 2.2.2.3.5), which are used in the calculations. For
example, if other parameters are kept the same and the SiO2 thickness is increased from
450 to 500 nm, the first resonance angle of air in s-polarization increases from 42.289° to
45.350° by calculation. An increase of 50 nm in SiO2 layer thickness causes more than 3°
in resonance angle shift. Therefore, the differences between the exact values and the
targeted values of each deposited layers may be the major contribution to the differences
between the absolute experimental resonance angle values and the calculated ones.
There are also disagreements between the experimental and theoretical FWHM
values. Experimental spectra show higher FWHM values. There are several possible
contributors such as: a) The calculations assume that the incident light beam is truly
monochromatic; b) The calculations do not account for surface roughness at interfaces in
the waveguide structure. Surface roughness causes scattering, which can broaden the
spectral bands and attenuate the sensitivity (illustrated in following section) [191, 192].
AFM was performed on the waveguides used here to assess surface morphology. A
typical image of a 5 μm x 5 μm scan area (Figure 2.7) shows that the surface is composed
of granule-like structures having an apparent average diameter and height of 70-120 nm
and 2-3 nm, respectively. The root mean square roughness averaged over three scans is
2.0 ± 0.6 nm, considerably greater than the sub-nm surface roughness characteristic of
ultra low-loss planar waveguides [193].
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Figure 2.7 AFM image of the SiO2 waveguide layer surface of a PWR substrate. The
image area is 5 μm by 5 μm and the scale bar is 20 nm.
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2.2.3.2 Sensitivity tests
2.2.3.2.1 Experimental result
Sensitivity is one of the most important specifications of any analytical technique.
Sensitivity in angular PWR is defined as the resonance angle shift per refractive index
unit (RIU) change, deg/RIU. It is measured by monitoring the shift of the resonance
angle against the bulk index change. Sucrose solutions at concentration of 0 to 5% were
used to vary the bulk index. Measurements on the series of sucrose solutions were
performed by pumping each solution through the cell while monitoring the position of the
resonance angle as described in Section 2.2.2.3.3. Figure 2.8 shows the angular PWR
spectra of sucrose solutions in both p- and s- polarizations. The shifts in reflectance
minima result from the increase of refractive index from 1.3330 to 1.3403. Calibration
curves are plotted in Figure 2.9. Experimental sensitivities are 62.62 ± 0.71 deg / RIU in
p-polarization and 17.34 ± 0.25 deg / RIU in s-polarization.

2.2.3.2.2 Calculated results
Calculations were done using the NPhaseAll program with the same parameters
stated in Section 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2 with corresponding refractive indices of sucrose
solutions. Figure 2.10 shows the theoretical angular PWR spectra of the calibration
solutions. Resonance angles are plotted against refractive index in Figure 2.11. The
calculated sensitivity is 62.31 deg / RIU in p-polarization and 22.17 deg / RIU in spolarization.
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Figure 2.8 Experimental angular PWR curves corresponding to calibrating solutions of
water (black), 1% sucrose solution (red), 2% sucrose solution (green), 4 % sucrose
solution (blue) and 5% sucrose solution (aqua) in p- (a)and s- (b) polarizations.
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Figure 2.9 Calibration curves of the experimental angular PWR spectra in (a) p- and (b)
s- polarizations. Red lines are linear fits of the data points. Sensitivity is 62.62 deg / RIU
in p-polarization and 17.34 deg / RIU in s-polarization. Error bars represent standard
deviation of n=3 measurements.
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Figure 2.10 Calculated angular PWR curves corresponding to calibration solutions of
water (black), 1% sucrose solution (red), 2% sucrose solution (green), 4% sucrose
solution (blue) and 5% sucrose solution (aqua) in p- (a) and s- (b) polarizations.
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Figure 2.11

Calibration curves of the calculated PWR spectra in (a) p- and (b) s-

polarizations. Red lines are linear fits of the data points. Sensitivity is 62.31 deg / RIU in
p-polarization and 22.17 deg / RIU in s-polarization.
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The experimental sensitivity in p-polarization is comparable to the calculated
sensitivity; in s-polarization it is about 75% of the theoretical prediction. There are
several possible contributors such as the large surface roughness of substrates, the light
source not being perfectly collimated and the bandwidth of light source not being
infinitely narrow. In addition, the lack of exact values for the refractive index and
thickness of the SiO2 waveguide layer makes the theoretical prediction less accurate.
2.2.3.2.3
2.2.3.2.4 Comparison with angular SPR
The sensitivity and spectral resolution of angular PWR and commonly used
angular SPR were compared. Calculation was performed on a basic SPR optics structure
of a SF10 prism with 45 nm Au deposited on top of it. Experimental and theoretical
values of angular SPR sensitivity from the literatures are listed with those of angular
PWR from this work (Table 2.5).
The sensitivity of angular SPR varies greatly with prism index, wavelength of
light source and index of samples. For a prism with a high refractive index such as that
used in the calculation, the sensitivity is not as high as that of BK7 glass prism with a
lower refractive index but a wider dynamic range and smaller FWHM values are
presented [194]. Due to variations among the optical systems considered in Table 2.5, a
precise comparison between PWR and SPR cannot be made. The table should be used to
provide an approximate comparison. .
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Table 2.5 Comparison of experimental and theoretical sensitivity of angular PWR and
angular SPR
s-polarization
(deg/RIU)

Sample/Technique

Angular PWR

Angular SPR

p-polarization
(deg/RIU)

Calculated

Experimental

Calculated

Experimental

22.17

17.34

62.31

62.62

77.30 a

NA

-

-
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b

98.63-209.7 c
a

94.46-204.41c

Calculation based on the model of SF10 prism — 45 nm gold layer — analytes

with the refractive index of 1.3330 to 1.3403 — 632.8 nm light source.
b

Based on prism-based system (BK7 glass prism — 50 nm thick gold layer —

analyte with the refractive index within a very narrow range around 1.32 — 630 nm light
source [195].
c

Increasing sensitivity with decreasing refractive index of prism from 1.597 to

1.456 — 50 nm gold layer — analyte with the refractive index of 1.33 to 1.36 — 670 nm
light source [194].
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Table 2.6 Comparison of calculated resolutions in angular PWR and angular SPR
s-polarization

Sample/Technique
Angular PWR

p-polarization

Calculated

Experimental

Calculated

Experimental

8.5

1.17

5.9

1.67

Angular SPR
0.14
a

The resolution is calculated based on the model described in footnote a. in Table 2.5.

Here in this section, the spectral resolution is defined as the ratio of separation
between two peaks (in degrees) over the average FWHM values of these two peaks.
Resolution of peaks of water and 5% sucrose solution is compared between SPR and
PWR in Table 2.6. Although SPR has comparatively high sensitivity, PWR by theory
has a much higher resolution an SPR. This is due to the intrinsic difference between
waveguide mode and surface plasmon mode

2.2.3.3 Formation of a lipid bilayer detected by angular PWR
2.2.3.3.1 Experimental results
Egg PC lipid bilayers were formed by the vesicle fusion method mentioned
previously in Section 2.2.2.3.2. Figure 2.12 shows the experimental spectra of water and
a lipid bilayer formed in water. Lipid bilayer fusion causes a shift of 78 ± 15 mdeg in pand 79 ± 10 mdeg in s-polarization for a comparatively new slide. Lipid bilayers
composed of Egg PC, DOPC, or bis-SorbPC usually causes a shift between 60 and 90
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mdeg depending on the lipids and the how much the substrate surface deteriorates. The
shift is attenuated as the substrate is worn out and become thinner.

2.2.3.3.2 Calculated results
The theoretical prediction of the angular PWR shift caused by a lipid bilayer
formed by vesicle fusion was calculated. The lipid bilayer was assumed to be in direct
contact with the substrate surface. The refractive index of the lipid bilayer is assumed to
be 1.50 with a thickness of 5.0 nm. Figure 2.13 shows the predicted curves of water and a
lipid bilayer formed in water in both p- and s- polarizations. The shifts are 66 mdeg in ppolarization and 90 mdeg in s-polarization. The theoretical prediction is comparable to
the experimental measurements.

2.2.3.3.3 Comparison with lipid bilayer formation in angular SPR
Surface sensitive spectroscopic techniques have been used frequently to study
artificial lipid membranes [45, 46]. In SPR, the metal surface does not support
spontaneous formation of a lipid bilayer. The bilayers are either tethered to the substrate
or deposited on to a chemically modified hydrophilic surface [196-198]. For example,
Han [198] et al. showed that vesicles fusion on a gold SPR substrate coated with
calcinated silica caused around 1000 mdeg shift. The shift corresponding to a lipid
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Figure 2.12 Experimental angular PWR spectra of water (black) and a lipid bilayer (red)
formed in water in p- (a) and s- (b) polarizations. The lipid bilayer causes a shift of 78
mdeg in p- and 79 mdeg in s-polarization.
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Figure 2.13 Calculated angular PWR spectra of water (black) and a lipid bilayer (red)
formed in water in p- (a) and s- (b) polarizations. The shifts from water to lipid bilayer
are 66 mdeg in p- and 90 mdeg in s-polarization.
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Table 2.7 Shifts caused by a lipid bilayer formation in angular PWR and angular SPR

Sample/Technique

s-polarization shift
(mdeg)

p-polarization shift
(mdeg)

Calculated

Experimental

Calculated

Experimental

Angular PWR

90

78 ± 15

66

79 ± 10

Angular SPR

NA

NA

638

~1000a [198]

a.

The lipid bilayer was formed on a nanoglassified SPR substrate.

bilayer formation varies greatly when different methods are used. As shown before, the
sensitivity of SPR varies considerably with the structure of the optics and the refractive
index change of the sample. A comparison of angular PWR and SPR both experimentally
and theoretically is summarized in Table 2.7.

2.2.3.3.4 FRAP data supporting PSLB formation
The lipid film deposited on the PWR substrate caused about 60-90 mdeg shifts in
both polarizations, but PWR does not provide any information about the structure of this
film. Theoretically it is possible to fit the experimental data to a calculated curve to
determine if the thickness and refractive index resembles that of a bilayer structure if
other parameters are all known. However, the lack of accurate thickness and refractive
index values of the substrate structure make fitting the data an uncertain process.
FRAP is a widely used method to examine the diffusion coefficient of thin film
samples. The diffusion coefficient varies among types of lipid structures. Therefore
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FRAP was used to provide some more direct evidence about the nature of the lipid
structure on the substrate. FRAP was performed according to the methods discussed
previously in Section 2.2.2.3.4. Figure 2.14 shows the epifluorescence images of a fused
lipid bilayer and the recovery after photobleaching. Images were taken before, 4, 20, 60,
300, 660 and 1800 seconds after photobleaching. FRAP of Egg PC bilayers on glass
slides was also performed under the same condition to provide a reference (images not
shown). Figure 2.15 shows the fluorescence intensity recovery vs. time curves of Egg PC
on the PWR substrate and on a glass slide. Fitting the curves provides an estimate of the
lateral diffusion coefficient of the lipids on the substrate.
On waveguides, the diffusion coefficient D was 1.1 ± 0.57 μm2/s with 79 ± 9.6 %
(n = 5) recovery. The observation of significant lipid mobility shows that waveguidesupported lipid films are not composed predominately of adsorbed vesicles (for which the
percent recovery would be minimal) [199]. For supported bilayers on glass slides, D was
2.7 ± 0.60 μm2/s with 93 ± 6.4 % recovery (n = 9) which is within the range of values for
glass-supported lipid bilayers reported in the literature [196, 199-201]. The smaller D on
the waveguide surface is likely due to its surface roughness which is about 5-10 times
greater than that of glass [202, 203].
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Figure 2.14 Fluorescence images of an Egg PC lipid bilayer on a PWR waveguide
substrate. The images are taken before photobleaching (a), 4 s (b), 20 s (c), 60 s (d), 300 s
(e), 660 s (f) and 1800 s (g) after photobleaching.
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Figure 2.15 Typical FRAP curves for planar supported lipid bilayers of Egg PC
containing 0.5 mol % NBD-PC on a PWR substrate (♦) and glass (▲). The solid lines
indicate least squares fits of the data to Eq. 2.9.
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2.2.4 Conclusion
This angular PWR instrument supports spontaneous lipid bilayer formation by
vesicle fusion. The problem of potential adverse effects from organic solvent used in the
previous bilayer formation method is eliminated. The angular shift caused by lipid bilayer
formation is comparable to theoretical calculations. FWHM of angular PWR is about 220% of the corresponding SPR mode by calculation due to the intrinsic difference
between the physical phenomena, waveguide and surface plasmon modes. The spectral
resolution of PWR is around 50 times higher than that of SPR by theory. The sensitivity
of angular PWR has also been characterized. SPR has a wide range of sensitivity when
the optical conditions are slightly varied. It varies from comparable to PWR to tens of
times higher than PWR when conditions are optimized [194, 195].

2.3 Spectral mode of PWR
2.3.1 Introduction
As discussed in Section 2.1.1.2, the total phase shift Φtotal is determined by: i) the
horizontal component wave vector in the waveguiding layer, Ahorizontal=2π/λ· nwgsin θ, ii)
the thickness of waveguide layer (t), iii) polarization of light, iv) refractive indices of the
waveguide layer and the surrounding media. When Φtotal equals 2mπ (m=0,1,2,…), the
waveguide condition is satisfied and waveguide mode is excited. There is a wavelength λ
and a propagation angle θ that satisfies the waveguide condition. In angular PWR, λ is
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fixed and the reflectance is measured as a function of incidence angle. An alternative is to
fix the incidence angle and measure the reflectance over a wide range of wavelengths.
The wavelength that satisfies the waveguide condition at this fixed incident angle
corresponds to a minimal reflectance. This is the basis of spectral PWR. In contrast to
angular PWR, a broadband light source is incident onto the prism at a fixed angle of
incidence. At this angle, only a very narrow range of wavelengths have wavevectors that
match the wavevectors of the waveguide modes. A minimum in reflectance will be
observed at the resonance wavelength. Similarly, when the optical properties of the
sample contacting the waveguide substrate are changed, there will be a change in the
resonance wavelength. Scanning is omitted in spectral PWR and the spectrum is detected
using a CCD. The data acquisition and measurement time are greatly shortened compared
with angular PWR. Thus spectral PWR can be used to monitor more rapid events.
Unlike SPR, in which both angular and spectral modes have been well developed
and widely used, almost all of the current PWR sensing strategies are angular. Recently,
Qi [140] et al. detected spectral shifts upon refractive index changes caused by
hemoglobin adsorption on a nanoporous thin-film leaky waveguide that was fabricated by
dip coating the gold-layer-covered glass substrate from the colloidal TiO2 solution.
In this section, we developed spectral PWR based on a commercially available
spectrometer. Instrumentation, characterization and evaluation of this technique are
discussed. The sensitivity of this technique is studied and compared with similar spectral
SPR both experimentally and theoretically. The capability of monitoring biological
events, in this case vesicle fusion, is also examined.
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2.3.2 Experimental details

2.3.2.1 Instrumentation
Spectral PWR was performed by modification of a SIS-5000 spectrometer
(System Instruments, Tokyo, Japan). Figure 2.16 shows a schematic diagram of the
instrument configuration. The waveguide substrate structure and prism are the same as in
angular PWR (Figure 2.3b). Light from a halogen lamp is launched into the waveguide
structure in the Kretschmann configuration. Optical fibers are used to direct light from
the light source to the prism and collect the reflected light from the prism, which is
spectrally dispersed and detected at a CCD. A polarizer is used to select either s- or ppolarization. The optical fibers are attached to two arms that can be individually adjusted
over an angular range of 0° to 55° relative to the waveguide surface plane. A customfabricated flow cell with a total volume of 0.8 mL is attached to the prism hypotenuse
and the entire assembly is mounted in the spectrometer. The minimum wavelength shift
that can be measured with the SIS-5000 spectrometer is 0.2 nm.

2.3.2.2 Materials and methods
Materials and methods used to form lipid bilayers and perform sensitivity tests are
described in Section 2.2.2.3. There is an exception that the flow cell for spectral PWR has
a higher volume of 0.8 mL instead of 0.1 mL in angular PWR. Therefore 9.0 mL of the
lipid solution was used to make sure the cell volume is completely replaced by lipid
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solution in the vesicle fusion procedure and higher volume of solution was used to reach
the steady-state in sensitivity studies.

2.3.2.3 Calculation parameters
PWR spectra were calculated over 500-800 nm for a semi-infinitely thick BK7
substrate coated with 55 nm Ag (n = 0.0666 + 4.045i at 632.8 nm [164]) and 450 nm
SiO2 layers (n = 1.457 at 632.8 nm [190]) with collimated light incident at a fixed angle
of 62.39º in p-polarization and 65.73º in s-polarization. These angles match those used in
the measurements on sucrose solutions. To simplify the calculations, the dispersion of the
refractive index across 500-800 nm was not considered, meaning that n of each phase at
632.8 nm was assumed to be constant over the wavelength range.
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Figure 2.16 Schematic diagram of spectral PWR. The waveguide structure is the same as
shown in Figure 2.3b. Incident light and out coupled light are guided by optical fibers
attached to two rotational arms.
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2.3.3 Results

2.3.3.1 Typical spectral PWR spectra
2.3.3.1.1 Experimental spectral PWR spectra
Water and 5% sucrose solution were measured by spectral PWR to assess
instrument response. As the incident angle is varied, resonance wavelength varies too.
The incident angle used in this report is 62.39º in p-polarization and 65.73º in spolarization (relative to the waveguide surface normal) respectively to minimize the
FWHM and maximize the signal/noise ratio. Figure 2.17 shows the PWR spectra of water
and 5% sucrose solution in both polarizations. Water sample was used instead of air as
the lower limit of the samples because spectrum of air needs the cell to be at a different
location due to the design of the instrument. Table 2.8 lists the resonance wavelength of
water and 5% sucrose solutions in both polarizations. The reflectance minimum shifted to
longer wavelength as the refractive index of the sample was increased from 1.3330 to
1.3402. The noise level in s-polarization is comparable with the noise level in ppolarization. FWHM values of the experimental spectra are listed in Table 2.9. Same as
angular PWR, the FWHM in s-polarization is smaller than that in p-polarization but the
peaks are not as deep as in p-polarization.
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Table 2.8 Resonance wavelengths of experimental spectral PWR
Sample
water
5% sucrose solution

p-polarization (nm)
646.77
674.79

s-polarization (nm)
635.80
644.03

Table 2.9 FWHM of experimental spectral PWR spectra
Sample
water
5% sucrose solution

p-polarization (nm)
21.9
29.4

s-polarization (nm)
10.6
9.8

2.3.3.1.2 Calculated PWR spectra
Reflectance response for water and 5% sucrose solution were calculated.
Theoretical calculation was done based on the model described in section 2.3.2.3. The
incident angle of light source in the experimental condition was used to perform the
calculation for direct comparison. Figure 2.18 shows the calculated PWR spectra of water
and 5% sucrose solution. The resonance wavelength and FWHM values are listed in
Table 2.10 and Table 2.11. The theory shows the reflectance minimum shifts to higher
wavelength when the refractive index is higher, which is the same trend as the
experimental results. The calculation also echoes the experimental results that the ppolarization yields wider peaks with greater attenuation of the reflectance at the
waveguide condition.
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Figure 2.17 Experimental PWR spectra of water (black) and 5% sucrose solutions (red)
in p- (a) and s- (b) polarizations.
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Figure 2.18 Calculated spectral PWR spectra of water (black) and 5% sucrose solutions
(red) in p- (a) and s- (b) polarization.
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Table 2.10 Resonance wavelengths of calculated spectral PWR spectra.
Sample
water
5% sucrose solution

p-polarization(nm)
595.03
634.28

s-polarization(nm)
618.31
629.88

Table 2.11 FWHM values of calculated spectral PWR spectra.
Sample
water
5% sucrose solution

p-polarization(nm)
7.1
9.3

s-polarization(nm)
1.3
1.3

The difference in absolute resonance wavelength values and the FWHM values
between experimental and calculated results are due to the same reasons discussed
previously in Section 2.2.3.1.3.

2.3.3.2 Sensitivity tests
2.3.3.2.1 Experimental spectral PWR sensitivity
Bulk sucrose solutions were used to assess the sensitivity of spectral PWR. In
Figures 2.19a and 2.19b are shown spectral PWR responses in p- and s- polarization of
water, 1%, 2%, 4% and 5% sucrose solutions. The shifts in the spectral resonance minima
result from refractive index increase (from 1.3330 to 1.3403). Measured resonance
wavelengths of sucrose solutions are plotted vs. respective refractive indices in Figures
2.20. The sensitivities (slopes) were found to be 3860 ± 94 nm/RIU in p-polarization and
998 ± 139 nm/RIU in s-polarization.
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Figure 2.19 Experimental PWR spectra of water (black), 1% (red), 2% (green), 4% (blue)
and 5% (aqua) sucrose solutions in (a) p- and (b) s- polarizations.
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Figure 2.20 Calibration curves of the calculated spectral PWR curves in (a) p- and (b) spolarizations. Straight lines are linear fits of the data points. Sensitivity is 3860 nm / RIU
in p- polarization and 998 nm / RIU in s- polarization. Error bars represent standard
deviations of n=3 measurements.
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Figure 2.21 Calculated spectral PWR spectra of water (black), 1% (red), 2% (green), 4%
(blue) and 5% (aqua) sucrose solutions in p- (a) and s- (b) polarizations.
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Figure 2.22 Calibration curves of the calculated spectral PWR curves in (a) p- and (b) spolarizations. Straight lines are linear fits of the data points. Sensitivity is 5342 nm / RIU
in p-polarization and 1586 nm / RIU in s-polarization.
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2.3.3.2.2 Theoretical spectral PWR sensitivity
Theoretical responses were calculated for comparison to the experimental
measurements. Calculation is done according to the model described in section 2.3.2.3.
Theoretical spectra in p- and s- polarization are shown in Figure 2.21a and 2.21b. The
resonant wavelength shifts to a more positive value as the refractive index of sample
increases. Calculation is done in increments of 0.1 nm, which is lower than the
instrumental resolution of 0.2 nm. Resonance wavelengths are plotted against the
refractive index to determine the sensitivity (Figure 2.22). Theoretical sensitivity of
spectral PWR is 5342 nm / RIU in p-polarization and 1586 nm / RIU in s-polarization.
Experimental sensitivity is around 60% - 75% of that predicted theoretically.
Same contributors are responsible for this attenuated experimental sensitivity as
previously discussed in angular PWR case (Section 2.2.3.1.3 and Section 2.2.3.2.2).

2.3.3.3 Comparison with spectral SPR
The sensitivity of spectral PWR can be compared to that of spectral SPR. In the
latter case, the response is non-linear for bulk solutions with refractive indices near that
of water. This effect is well-known [204-208]. For example, Jung et al. [208] measured
SPR spectra of bulk solutions with n = 1.33-1.37 in a Kretschmann configuration using a
50 nm Au layer coated on glass. Their measured sensitivity curve was non-linear with a
slope of 3100 nm/RIU at the low end of the refractive index range, increasing to a slope
of 8800 nm/RIU at the high end of the range. A linear fit to a small range near n = 1.33
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yielded a slope of 3400 nm/RIU which is slightly less than that of p-polarized spectral
PWR as implemented in this work.
For comparison, p-polarized SPR spectra were calculated for bulk solutions with
refractive indices varying from 1.3344 to 1.3403 over the range of 500-800 nm. The
following parameters were assumed: a semi-infinitely thick fused silica substrate coated
with a 45 nm thick Au layer (n = 0.1726 + 3.4218i at 632.8 nm [186]) and collimated
light incident at a fixed angle of 56.8°, which is the calculated resonance angle at 632.8
nm. The wavelength of 632.8 nm is a commonly used wavelength for SPR measurements
that lies close to the center of the wavelength range. To simplify the calculations, the
dispersion of the refractive index across 500-800 nm was not considered. Consistent with
prior theoretical and experimental work [204-208], the calculated sensitivity curve is nonlinear (data not shown), with a slope of 882 nm/RIU for refractive indices near 1.33 and a
slope of 6625 nm/RIU for refractive indices near 1.34. Overall these calculations are
consistent with prior work and support the experimental finding that the sensitivity of
spectral PWR is comparable to that of spectral SPR for samples having a refractive index
close to that of water (Table 2.12).

2.3.3.4 Biomembrane formation monitored with spectral PWR
Biomembrane formation by vesicle fusion is also studied with spectral PWR. In
Figure 2.24 are shown experimental p-polarized PWR spectra before and after fusion of
an Egg PC lipid bilayer. The membrane formation caused a 3.0 nm ± 0.32 nm (n = 3)
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shift in the resonance minimum. Assuming a bilayer thickness of 5 nm and n = 1.45, the
theoretically calculated spectral shift is 6.3 nm in both polarizations (Figure 2.23). The
FWHM of the measured spectra was 18 ± 2 nm, whereas for the theoretical spectra it was
7.1 nm (water) and 7.3 nm (lipid bilayer). The factors that are likely contributors to the
differences between the experimental and theoretical spectra were discussed previously in
Section 2.2.3.1.3. For comparison, the calculated spectral SPR shift for a bilayer is 27.1
nm using the parameters given above. The greater shift for spectral SPR is due to the fact
that its sensitivity increases as the refractive index of the sample increases [208].

2.3.3.5 Conclusion
PWR spectroscopy has been developed on a commercially available waveguide
spectrometer. Unlike SPR, measurements can be made in both p- and s-polarizations, a
property that may be useful for probing optically anisotropic samples. Spectral PWR and
SPR have comparable sensitivities for samples having a refractive index close to that of
water. Fluid lipid bilayers can be formed by vesicle fusion directly on PWR substrates, in
contrast to the noble metals used in SPR. Thus broadband PWR spectroscopy has great
potential in studying interactions at model biomembranes, such protein-ligand binding.
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Table 2.12 Sensitivity of spectral PWR and spectral SPR

Calculated Sensitivity (nm/RIU)

Experimental Sensitivity (nm/RIU)

Polarization

p

s

p

s

PWR

5342*

1586*

3860 ± 94

998 ± 138

SPR

λ= 630 nm

λ= 850
nm

RI= 1.33±0.15x10-3

970b

13800b

3450d

RI=1.33-1.34

NA

882-6625a*
*

RI= 1.33-1.37

NA

3100-8800c

Calculation was done at incident angle of 62.39° in p polarization and 65.73° in

s polarization for spectral PWR and 56.8° for spectral SPR. Dispersion of RI over the
wavelength range is not considered.
a

Calculated by program NphaseAll. Calculation is done over a wavelength range

of 500-800 nm for refractive index from 1.3342-1.3402 assuming.
b

Calculated by Homola36 over the wavelength range of 630-850 nm for refractive

index =1.32.
c

Experimental result from bulk sample with refractive index ranging from 1.33 to

1.37 within the wavelength range of 680-930 nm.56
d

Experimental result from bulk sample with refractive index within the refractive

index range of 1.33±0.15x10-3.56
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Figure 2.23 Calculated spectral PWR spectra of water (black) and lipid bilayer
deposition on substrate (red) in (a) p- and (b) s- polarizations. Bilayer causes 6.3 nm in
both p- and s- polarizations.
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Figure 2.24 Experimental spectral PWR spectra of water (black) and lipid bilayer
deposition on substrate (red) in p-polarization. Bilayer causes 3.03 nm ± 0.32 nm (n=3)
nm shift.
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2.4 Summary and future directions
The instrumentation and characterization of a new type of spectral PWR were
discussed. A new version of angular PWR in which vesicle fusion was used to form lipid
bilayers was also established in the Saavedra group. Biomembrane formation was
successfully implemented and examined by these two techniques. Compared with SPR,
The advantages of PWR are: i) single mode waveguide in PWR rather than surface
plasmon makes light in both polarizations applicable, ii) silica as the top layer of the
substrate greatly facilitated the spontaneous lipid bilayer formation whereas in SPR the
gold surface usually needs to be chemically modified to support lipid bilayer formation.
This advantage makes PWR superior in PSLB related biological events such as ligandreceptor interactions, protein association with membranes etc.
The results presented here are just the characterization and first several basic steps
into the application of angular and spectral PWR. There are great potentials in more
applications of them. For example, with the experimental data and theoretical predictions
in both polarizations, iterations can be done to fit the data to find the accurate and precise
values of the optical parameters of each layer. Knowing these values, additional data
fitting will reveal more information about how lipid molecules orient, how proteins are
incorporated into the bilayer, packing density of the proteins and how they orient
themselves in the bilayer, what conformations TPs are in and etc.
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CHAPTER 3

DIRECT OBSERVATION OF RHO ACTIVITY IN

LIPID VESICLES COMPOSED OF VARIOUS POLYMERIZABLE
LIPIDS BY STEADY STATE ABSORBANCE SPECTROSCOPY

With the ultimate goal of utilizing a polymerized lipid membrane functionalized
with TPs as the recognition element in biosensor design, the question to be addressed is if
the activity of TPs reconstituted in these membranes is retained. Rhodopsin (Rho) is a
model G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) and was reconstituted into various kinds of
lipid membranes in our study. Its activity is affected by different lipid molecular
structures, mechanical properties, and chemical conditions during the polymerization. As
mentioned in Section 1.4.3, Rho activity in UV polymerized LBs has been studied
previously by an indirect technique, angular PWR. Angular PWR monitors the physical
change of membrane thickness caused by Rho elongation upon activation. A more direct
way to study the activity is monitoring the absorbance of the active MII state and other
related intermediate states upon light activation. This chapter focuses on the activity of
Rho in lipid vesicles after redox-initiated polymerization by direct absorbance
spectroscopy.

Egg

PC,

bis-SorbPC

and

1-palmitoyl-2-[10-(2,4-

hexadienoyloxy)decanoyl]-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (mono-SorbPC) have been
studied and it is found that the tail structure of bis-SorbPC has an adverse effect on Rho
activity and after polymerization the activity reaches a very low level. Polymerized
mono-SorbPC also decreases Rho activity to a very low level. Vesicles composed of
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polymerized/unpolymerized patches stabilize the lipid membrane and provide a
compatible environment to maintain the activity of Rho.

3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Functions of GPCRs and their biological impact on pharmaceutical sciences
GPCRs play very fundamental and important roles in eukaryotes. They are an
indispensable component in signal transduction, protein transportation, growth
regulation, etc. GPCRs are integral membrane proteins composed of seven membranespanning domains or transmembrane helices. They span across the whole membrane
vertically with two hydrophilic extracellular ends and a hydrophobic intracellular core.
These domains function in concert to complete the function of the whole GPCR.
GPCRs can be activated by light or ligands including odors, hormones, ions,
small molecules such as peptides, amino acids, amines, nucleotides, nucleosides and even
proteins, etc. [209, 210]. After a GPCR is activated, it goes through a conformational
change, which activates G-proteins, a family of guanine nucleotide-binding proteins
anchored on the cytoplasmic side of cell membranes (Figure 3.1, GPCR and G-proteins).
G-proteins are usually composed of an α unit (Gα), a β unit (Gβ) and a γ (Gγ) unit (while
some of them contain only the Gα). Upon activation, Gα detaches from the membrane
with a guanine nucleotide (GTP) bound to it which triggers a downstream signal cascade.
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Senses and behaviors are dependent on GPCRs, including vision [211], smell
[212], mood regulation [213], regulation of the immune system [214], etc. As a result,
many diseases are related to GPCR function, for example, asthma, Alzheimer’s, some
kinds of obesity, etc. Drugs targeting these GPCRs help greatly with suppressing the
symptoms and possess great potential in curing the diseases.
At present, the human genome project has revealed -800 GPCR gene families
[215, 216], of which only approximately 30 have known functions and ligands and are
targeted by pharmaceutical purposes in medical interventions. There are 210 receptors
whose natural ligands are known but not utilized for pharmaceutical purposes. Another
160 of them identified within the human genome, whose ligands and (patho)physiological
functions are both unknown, are called “orphan receptors” [217]. Despite this, GPCRs
are the targets of more than 50% of the prescription drugs in the current market and they
are gaining more and more attention. Rapid and effective screening of compound
libraries have been developed to enable the identification of “drug-like” candidates
ligands which either activate or block the receptor action [217]. Considering the number
of GPCRs with known functions, the orphan GPCRs and the undiscovered GPCRs, there
is great potential in pharmaceutical development to make more candidates available
targeting GPCRs curing and more GPCR-related diseases.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic drawing of a G-protein coupled receptor and G proteins. Upon
activation (by a ligand in this case), Gα detaches from the membrane with a guanine
nucleotide (GTP) bound to it. This GTP-bound α subunit triggers a downstream signal
cascade. The receptor catalyzes the dissociation of multiple G proteins and finally is
deactivated when the ligand is released. A GDP- bound α unit associates with the
residual.
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The specificity of transmembrane protein-ligand binding events and the small
concentration of ligands that activate the receptors make transmembrane proteins desired
sensing elements in biosensor design. Due to the inherent instability of fluid lipid
membranes, polymerized lipids membranes, which show superior stability with minimal
nonspecific absorption [218-223], are a possible substitute for fluid membranes as the
interface of a sensing device. Functions of GPCRs and other transmembrane proteins
depend highly on the surrounding lipid membrane environment. Before transmembrane
proteins like GPCRs and ion channels embedded in polymerized lipid membrane can be
implemented as sensing elements in a biosensing device, the correlation of protein
activity to lipid membrane composition and material properties needs to be better studied
and revealed. This chapter investigated the activity of a model GPCR, rhodopsin (Rho)
after being reconstituted into different polymerizable lipid membrane environments.

3.1.2 Rho: structure, physiological function, relaxation
Rho is a GPCR responsible for vision. The G-protein transducin binds to it to
initiate the vision signal cascade. There are two kinds of photoreceptor cells on retina,
cone cells and rod cells. Cone cells are concentrated at the center of the retina and
responsible for color vision at higher light intensity, while rod cells are concentrated at
the outer edges of the retina and are responsible for non-color vision at low light
intensity. Rho, located in outer segments of rod cells on retina, is the receptor responsible
for non-color vision. It is most sensitive to light at 500 nm [224].
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Rho is found in mammals, birds, amphibians, and reptiles. Bovine rod cells used
in this study have a rod outer segment of around 7-10 μm [225] with 450 discs. This long
length of the rod segment compared with cone cells increases its probability to absorb
photons, which makes rod cells extremely light sensitive and functional at very low light
intensity. These discs are fairly densely packed such that the disk-to-disk repeat distance,
which includes the thickness of two lipid bilayers, the space between them and the
intradiscal distance, is only around 300 Å [226]. The flattened parts of the disks
accommodate Rho and all the other visual signal transduction-related components (Figure
3.2) [227]. There are roughly l06 Rho molecules [228] in one rod outer segment.
Assuming the volume of a rod outer cell is 2.7 x l0-14 liter [229], an average Rho
concentration of 0.06 mM is estimated [229]. In human rod outer segments, the Rho
concentration is higher, approximately 1.0 mM [229]. Proteins account for 50% of the
dry weight of the outer segment, of which 85% is Rho [230-232]. The naturally occurring
abundance of Rho makes it comparatively more available to be used as a model protein.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic structure of a rod photoreceptor cell. Rod cells are located at the
back of retinas. The light sensitive protein, Rho, is embedded and enriched in the lipid
membrane of the rod disks.
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hν

Figure 3.3 11-cis retinal is covalently attached to Rho. It goes through a
conformational change to the all-trans form upon light activation.

Rho is a 348 amino acid chain that is folded into seven hydrophobic alpha helices
linked by hydrophilic loops [233, 234]. Rho is extremely sensitive - one photon is
sufficient to excite it and trigger the signal transduction cascade [229]. Upon light
activation, the ligand 11-cis-retinal, which is covalently bound to Lys296 by a protonated
Schiff base with Glu113 as its counterion [135, 235-237] changes to the all-trans
conformation (Figure 3.3). This conformational change of retinal causes a global
conformational change to Rho itself. After light activation, Rho relaxes through several
intermediate states to free retinol and opsin as illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Among all the intermediate states, MII is comparatively long-lived and triggers
the activation of hundreds to thousands copies of transducin molecules. Several seconds
later, phosphorylation of MII occurs at several sites on its COOH-terminal extension with
the assistance of Rho kinase [238]. The phosphorylated Rho will allow the inhibitory
arrestin to bind. Bound arrestin blocks the activation of transducins and therefore turns
off the signal transduction. Thus the visual signal transduction cascade is shut off after 23 seconds, which is much shorter than the spontaneous decay time of MII [239-241].
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Retinal is released from the outer segment and taken up by a retinal pigment epithelium
(RPE) cell, where it is esterified by lecithin retinol acyl transferase to form an all-transretinyl ester (atRE). Chemical isomerization of this atRE is completed in the RPE cell,
forming 11-cis retinal which is transported back into rod outer segment. 11-cis retinal
binds to the free opsin and Rho is thus regenerated. Without Rho kinase and arrestin, the
active MII state lives up to minutes and decays to opsin and free retinal (Vitamin A).
When a transducin binds to MII, the bound GDP is released from the α subunit,
Gt(α), and a GTP binds to the released site where GDP was bound. The β and γ subunits,
Gt(βγ), of transducin are released from Rho and by this stage MII is ready to activate
another transducin. Gt(α)-GTP molecules bind to and activate phosphodiesterase (PDE),
then are released from PDE and are ready to bind to Gt(βγ) again. Each PDE catalyzes
the hydrolysis of thousands of cGMP molecules to 5’GMP molecules per second. cGMP
are bound to the cation channels in rod outer segment and keep the ion channels in the
open state. When the concentration of cGMP decreases abruptly in the cytoplasm due to
the PDE-catalyzed hydrolysis, some of the ion channels are closed. Therefore the whole
rod cell membrane is hyperpolarized compared to when the ion channels are transporting
cations. The information is transmitted to synaptic terminal and is eventually transferred
to the brain visual cortex. Thus the visual cascade from the photon is finished. The
thousand-fold signal magnification of MII activation of transducins, PDE hydrolysis of
cGMP and cooperative binding of cGMP (at least three of them bound) to keep the ion
channel open all contribute to the high sensitivity of this signal transduction [211, 242244].
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Figure 3.4 Intermediate states and their maximal absorbance peaks generated from
photolysis of Rho.
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Rho has been used as a model protein in many membrane studies [123, 129, 245,
246] due to its high abundance compared with other GPCRs and the availability of the
high resolution crystal structures [247, 248]. When Rho is going through the photolysis
via the intermediate states as illustrated in Figure 3.4, the absorbance of retinal changes
due to the global conformational change of the protein. The absorbance is progressively
blue shifted as the relaxation proceeds. By monitoring the absorbance change, the
photolysis procedure can be traced and therefore the activity of Rho can be characterized.

3.1.3 Effects of lipids on Rho activity and Rho reconstitution into LBs
The activity of Rho is influenced by the surrounding lipid membrane environment
changes. In native disk membranes, the lipid composition is unique, the major
components

are

phosphatidylcholine

(PC),

phosphotidylethanolamine

(PE),

phosphatidylserine (PS) and phosphatidylinositol with an approximate molar ratio of
39:42:16:2 [249]. They are believed to be asymmetrically distributed in the two
monolayers with PE and PS on the cytoplasmic side of the disk membrane and PC
predominantly on the intradiscal surface. In addition, Rod outer segment (ROS)
membranes contain a great amount (up to 47 mol%) of docosahexaenoic acid (DHA,
22:6ω3). Rho has been reconstituted into various artificial lipid membrane environments
to study the impact of lipid structure on Rho activity [139, 250-253]. It has been found
that membrane composed of unsaturated acyl chains help maintain the MII production
[250], which may explain the role of the high concentration of DHA in the rod
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membranes. Polar headgroups such as PE and PS both promote the formation of active
MII, however not to the level that occurs in native membranes. The chain length of the
lipids also plays a critical role in Rho activity. The chains need to be just long enough to
accommodate the membrane spanning length of Rho (hydrophobic matching [139]) and
the global conformational change when Rho is activated. The curvature of the membrane
when Rho is elongated also has an impact on the Rho activity [139].
The physical properties of lipid membranes are also believed to influence the
activity of transmembrane proteins. For example, the membrane fluidity may affect Rho
and other GPCRs. Recent studies have shown that Rho exists as dimers or higher order
oligomers in native lipid environment [254, 255]. This phenomenon occurs with other
GPCRs as well [256, 257]. The lateral diffusion of lipid molecules allows for the
migration and dimerization/oligomerization of the GPCR monomers. It is also suggested
that the elasticity of the membrane may have an effect on TP activity [131, 132].

3.1.4 Rho activity in polymerized lipid membranes
Polymerized lipid membranes are excellent candidates for biointerfaces as
mentioned in Chapter 1. Rho as a model protein has been reconstituted into
polymerizable lipids [132, 258-260]. Rho activity was maintained when it was
reconstituted as native ROS membrane fragments into vesicles composed of UV
polymerized bis-DenPC and DOPC domains [258-260]. A mixed membrane composed of
prepolymerized and fluid domains enhances bilayer stability to a certain level [79, 261,
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262] and meanwhile retains the fluidity of a natural membrane to a certain degree. A
recent study by Subramaniam et al. in the Saavedra group shows a membrane composed
solely of the polymerizable lipid bis-SorbPC maintained Rho photoactivity as measured
by angular PWR [131, 132]. In polymerized membranes the lateral diffusion is
presumably attenuated so it is hypothesized that the elasticity may play a role in Rho
activity as well.

3.1.5 Goals of study
As mentioned in Chapter 2, PWR detects a change in the optical properties of a
thin film contacting the substrate. In the work of Subramanian et al., presumably the
global elongation caused by MII formation is detected. However, due to the working
principle of PWR, this method cannot monitor the photolysis in a direct way. A more
direct method to characterize the activity of Rho is to monitor the absorbance changes
characteristic of the series of intermediate states, especially the long-lived equilibrium
between the MI and MII states (Figure 3.4). In this chapter, steady state photolysis was
used to interrogate the Rho activity in various polymerizable lipid environments.
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3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Materials/ Instruments
Frozen bovine retinas were purchased from W.L. Lawson Co., Lincoln, NE.
Triton X-100 was purchased from Aldrich Inc. Sodium cholate and n-octyl-β-Dglucopyranoside (OG) was purchased from Anatrace Inc. Buffers were prepared with
ingredients at analytical grade or higher. NaCl, MgCl2, MnCl2, CaCl2, ammonium
persulphate and NaHSO3 were purchased from EMD or Sigma Aldrich. Concanavalin A
was purchased from Sigma. Deionized water is from a Barnstead water system with a
resistance of 18.1 Ω·cm or higher. Bis-sorbyl phosphatidylcholine (bis-SorbPC) and
mono-sorbyl phosphatidylcholine (mono-SorbPC) were prepared by John Keogh
following a procedure reported by Lamparski et al [263].
Solutions of 42% (w/w) sucrose, 1.0 M Tris-acetate, pH 7.4 ,0.1 M NaCl, 0.1 M
CaCl2 and 0.1 M EDTA were prepared as stock solutions. Homogenizing solution was
composed of 1.89 M sucrose, 5.2 mM NaCl, 0.16 mM MgCl2, 0.16 mM EDTA and 4
mM Tris buffer at pH 7.4.
Sucrose solutions at 24% (w/w), 26% (w/w), 30% (w/w) and 34% (w/w) with
increasing density of 1.10 g/mL, 1.11 g/mL, 1.13 g/mL and 1.15 g/mL, respectively, were
diluted from 42% (w/w) sucrose stock solution. All the solutions were cooled to 0 ºC or 4
ºC before use. The sucrose gradient was made immediately before use by adding 8 mL of
1.15 g/mL first into swing bucket centrifuge tube, followed by 10 mL of 1.13 g/mL and
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then 10 mL of 1.11 g/mL sucrose solutions. The interfaces between each gradient
component were obvious and intact.
A 150 W tungsten halogen light source (ACE®I, Schott) equipped with a FY-3252 yellow filter was used to generate yellow light (λ>500 nm) needed for excitation and
bleaching of Rho.

3.2.2 Purification of Rho from retinas

3.2.2.1 Rod Outer Segment isolation
ROS were isolated from retinas according to the procedure described elsewhere
[264]. Briefly, retinas were homogenized with a loose and then a tight glass homogenizer
with Teflon® tip pistons in homogenizing solution. The mixture was then centrifuged at
4K rpm and ROS were concentrated in the supernatants. The supernatants were combined
and centrifuged at 7K rpm to precipitate out ROS. The pellets were then suspended in
24% (w/w) sucrose solution and placed on top of the freshly prepared sucrose gradient.
After centrifugation, the largest amount of ROS with high purity is located between the
1.11 and 1.13 g/ml sucrose layers. After several washes with water, the ROS sample is
ready for the purity check. The absorbance spectrum of the sample was taken before and
after bleaching the sample with yellow light for 1 mins. The absorbance at 280 nm (A280)
representing the total protein concentration and the absorbance at 500 nm (A500)
representing the Rho concentration was used to calculate purity of the sample. The ratio
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of (A280 – A280

bleached)/(A500

– A500

bleached)

was used to characterize the purity and

calculate the amount of ROS. Usually after ROS isolation, the ratio is around 2.4-2.7.

3.2.2.2 Rho isolation and purification from ROS
Rho was purified from isolated ROS to remove protein impurities and the native
membrane according to the procedure described below. Isolated ROS membranes were
solubilized with OG buffer for one hour and centrifuged to remove the natural ROS
membrane fragments. ROS were then loaded to the pre-crosslinked Concanavalin A
column equilibrated with OG buffer. The column was then washed with OG buffer
containing 2 mM Ca2+ and Mn2+ several times to remove nonspecifically bound protein
impurities. The column was then washed with OG solution containing 300 mM
mannoside. Mannoside bound to the Concanavalin A column at the same binding sites as
Rho and Rho was therefore released. Samples were collected in small aliquots of 1 ml.
The ratio of (A280 – A280

bleached

)/(A500 – A500

bleached)

decreased after the purification

procedure and the aliquots with the ratio of 1.75 and lower were kept for future
experiments.

The molar absorptivity of Rho is 42000 cm-1mol-1 at 500 nm so the

concentration was calculated according to Beer’s Law. The good aliquots were then
combined and centrifuged down to a higher concentration (1-3 mg/mL).
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3.2.3 Reconstitution of Rho into various lipid vesicles
Rho was reconstituted into various lipids, Egg PC, DOPC, Bis-SorbPC, monoSorbPC and the mixture of Egg PC and bis-SorbPC, by dialysis. Lipids were dried under
vacuum for 4 hours prior to use. Dried lipids were dissolved in 25 mM pH 6.8 HEPES
buffer with 125 mM KCl, 1 mM 1.5% OG and 30% sodium cholate with the final lipid
concentration at 10 mg/mL. Lipid solutions were mixed with purified Rho samples at a
lipid/protein ratio of 100:1 (mol:mol). This mixture was dialyzed against a 300-fold
volume of pH 6.8 25 mM HEPES + 25 mM MES buffer with 125 mM KCl and 1 mM
EDTA. The dialysis solution was changed every 6 hours for 48 hours. Dialysis was done
at room temperature for the first 6 hours to allow Rho molecules to partition into DOPC
and Egg PC lipid membranes in their fluid phase. Room temperature was also used for
lipids with a phase transition temperature, Tm, higher than room temperature. This was
done because Rho denatured easily at elevated temperature. In other cases, dialysis was
carried out at 4 ºC to minimize denaturation of Rho. Dynamic light scattering studies
show that after dialysis, the vesicles are around 120-170 nm in diameter (data not shown).
The lipid/protein ratio should be around 50-70:1 after dialysis [265].
For the prepolymerized mixed vesicles of equimolar bis-SorbPC and Egg PC, bisSorbPC and Egg PC were mixed in chloroform and dried by flowing Ar followed by
vacuum for 4 hours. Lipids were dissolved in 25 mM pH 6.8 HEPES buffer with 125 mM
KCl, 1 mM 1.5% OG and 30% sodium cholate with the final lipid concentration at 10
mg/mL. The lipid solution was dialyzed against pH 5.5 10 mM MES solutions for 48
hours at room temperature. After dialysis, the mixture was polymerized with the same
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method stated below in Section 3.2.4. Reconstitution was done by the same dialysis
method except that preformed lipid vesicles were used at the beginning of the dialysis
procedure.

3.2.4 Polymerization methods
Rho activity was studied in lipid polymers formed by various polymerization
methods. UV initiated polymerization was done by 1) irradiating a cuvet with a UV pen
lamp at 4 °C or 2) irradiating the cuvet with a Nd:YAG laser at the fourth harmonic at
266 nm. Redox-initiated polymerization was carried out using the mixture of an oxidizing
agent, ammonium persulfate (AP), and a reducing agent NaHSO3, at 100:100:1 mole
ratio to lipid molecules. The lipid solution was purged with Argon for 30 mins before
NaHSO3 and AP were added respectively. The reaction proceeds at 10 ºC with Ar
purging for 60 minutes.

3.2.5 Photolysis of Rho in vesicles
Photolysis of Rho was triggered by 15 seconds of illumination with yellow light.
The “dark” spectrum was taken with the reconstituted Rho sample diluted 5-10 fold in 10
mM pH 5.5 MES buffer. Then the sample was illuminated with the yellow light at λ>500
nm for 15 seconds. The “light” spectrum was taken immediately after the illumination.
Then hydroxylamine chloride solution at 3.5 M was added to the sample to achieve the
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final concentration of 100 mM and the “hydroxylamine” spectrum was taken after
incubating at 37 ºC for 5 mins. Finally, the sample was bleached with the same light
source for 60 seconds to deplete the rest of the Rho that was activated during the first
excitation. The “bleached” spectrum was taken to provide information about how much
Rho was presented in the sample.

3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 Effects of different polymerization methods
As mentioned in Chapter 1, polymerization of sorbyl, dienoyl, and acryloyl
groups in lipid molecules may be achieved with radicals generated from a redox reaction
or UV irradiation. However, a significant difference in the degree of polymerization (Xn)
and the rate of polymerization was observed. Polymerization initiated by the mixture of a
reducing and an oxidizing agent usually produces larger polymers (Xn of 40-600) than
UV irradiation (Xn of 3-10), which suggests different propagation mechanisms for the
two methods [61, 266, 267]. Another study shows that membranes of polymerizable
lipids with dienoyl groups have greater stability enhancement against drying/rehydration
and detergent when polymerized by redox-initiated polymerization relative to UVinitiated polymerization [28].
The conversion efficiency is defined as the ratio of reacted monomers to the total
monomers. The efficiency can be measured by monitoring the absorbance peak of the
dienoyl functional group at 258 nm as the reaction proceeds. The normalized decrease of
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the absorbance value indicates the degree of conversion. In previous work on bis-Sorb
lipid vesicles, it was found that a 90% conversion was achieved after 30 mins irradiation
from a UV pen lamp on a 2 mm thick flow cell (the PWR flow cell) [131, 132]. PWR
studies [131, 132] showed that the activity of Rho was maintained in UV polymerized
bis-SorbPC planar bilayers comparable to the extent of activity in model fluid membranes
composed of Egg PC.
The same UV polymerization methodology was attempted here on Rhoreconstituted bis-SorbPC vesicles in a quartz cuvet at 4 ºC with the same UV pen lamp.
The absorbance was measured before, at 40 minutes and at 120 minutes of exposure to
the UV pen lamp (Figure 3.5). The conversion rate was only about 20% at 120 mins into
the reaction and by this time a significant amount of Rho was denatured or bleached.
Initiation by 266 nm light, obtained from the fourth harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser, was
also tested to initiate the polymerization. Polymerization was achieved faster due to the
much higher intensity of the laser compared to the UV pen lamp. A conversion of 70%
conversion was achieved in 10-15 minutes. However, by this time, a significant amount
of Rho was bleached. Therefore the same problem persists that Rho is not able to survive
the exposure time that is needed for a high conversion (90%). Some alternative
polymerization methods were then investigated.
Redox-initiated polymerization can stabilize lipid bilayers and it does not involve
light irradiation which could inadvertently trigger the photolysis reaction of Rho. It is
known that the strength of the redox reagents, the ratio of monomers to initiators, and the
ratio of oxidants to reductants all affect how fast the polymerization proceeds and the
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degree of polymerization [28, 51]. However, polymerization with common redox couples
occurs under extremely acidic conditions. The pH of the aqueous redox mixture is usually
1-2 depending on the concentration. Rho activity is usually studied at pH values ranging
from 4 to 10, and maximal Rho activity is observed at pH between 4 to 6, depending on
the membrane environment [138]. The pH value of 5.5 was used in previous studies for
Rho activity characterization in DOPC, Egg PC, bis-SorbPC, mono-SorbPC, and
DOPC/DOPE mixtures. Rho showed high activity with high MII concentration at this pH
[119, 132, 138, 139]. Therefore developing an alternative redox polymerization method
that proceeds at milder pH 5.5 was one of the goals of this work.
Besides the extreme pH environment, temperature is another possible adverse
factor which may be harmful to membrane proteins. Proteins are handled mostly on ice or
at 4 ºC to minimize denaturation at elevated temperature. Traditional redox
polymerizations primarily proceed at room temperature or even higher since higher
temperature favors a higher rate of polymerization [51]. Here a moderate temperature of
10 ºC was used to achieve a reasonable rate of polymerization and maintain the activity
of Rho.
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Figure 3.5 Absorbance spectra of Rho reconstituted bis-SorbPC vesicles exposed to UV
irradiation. Spectra were taken before (black), at 40 minutes (red) and at 120 minutes
(green) into the exposure. The inset shows the magnified area between 300 nm and 600
nm. The peak at 500 nm decreases as the UV irradiation proceeds. The peak between
300 nm and 400 nm corresponds to the long-lived intermediate state MII.
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To form a stable bilayer, a high monomer-to-oligomer conversion efficiency
(90%) is desired. A mixture composed of equimolar reducing and oxidizing agents was
used to initiate polymerization as described in Section 3.2.4. The monomer-to-oligomer
conversion rate was examined at different lipid to initiator ratios. A reaction time of at
least 24 hours was used to make sure the polymerization processes were completed in all
cases. The absorbance peaks of the dienoyl groups are different at room temperature and
at 10 °C (illustrated in the inset of Figure 3.7). Therefore all the absorbance spectra were
taken at 10 °C for the direct comparison. It is shown that when the ratio of initiators to
lipids is 100:1, greater than 90% conversion rate is achieved (Figure 3.6), which indicates
almost all of the polymerizable dienoyl groups are reacted.
After the amount of necessary initiators was determined, the reaction time to
achieve a high conversion was investigated to minimize the time that Rho was exposed to
potentially harmful environments. The absorbance peak at 258 nm was monitored at 20
minutes, 60 minutes and 1440 minutes into the polymerization reaction (Figure 3.7). A
conversion rate of 90% was achieved after 60 mins following the polymerization method
described above at a 100:1 initiators to lipid ratio. AP and NaHSO3 at 1:1 ratio (mol/mol)
mixed with lipids at 100:1 initiators:lipids ratio with reaction time of 60 minutes will be
used in this work to polymerize bis-SorbPC and mono-SorbPC.
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3.3.2 Stability of polymerized mixed vesicles
The stability of vesicles is usually enhanced after being polymerized due to the
creation of covalent linkages between the lipid molecules in the bilayer [27]. The
surfactant lysis test was performed to characterize the stability of vesicles in this work.
The surfactant lysis of vesicles involves insertion of surfactant molecules into the bilayer
and eventually the disruption of the vesicles.
Dynamic light scattering can be used to monitor this procedure. The disruption is
indicated by a sharp decrease of the vesicle size. Figure 3.8 compares the size change of
the mixed vesicles before and after polymerization in response to Triton X 100® addition.
The size change of polymerized bis-SorbPC under the same condition is shown for a
comparison. The polymerized vesicles are stable in surfactant concentrations that are up
to 5 times greater than that which disrupts unpolymerized vesicles. It is obvious that the
stability against surfactants was enhanced after polymerization of the mixed vesicles.
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Figure 3.6 Percentage of monomer-to-polymer conversion at different initiator:bisSorbPC ratios. AP and NaHSO3 were at 1:1 ratio (mol/mol) in all cases. Reactions were
performed in 10 mM pH 5.5 MES buffer and absorbance was monitored at 258 nm at 10°
C for a minimum of 24 hrs. Absorbance spectra were taken after the sample was warmed
to room temperature for comparison to the literature values. The initial spectrum was
taken before adding the redox initiators. The final spectra were taken after the 258 nm
peak ceased decreasing.
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Figure 3.7 Upper: The absorbance of dienoyl groups in bis-SorbPC at 258 nm decreases
as the polymerization reaction proceeds. Spectra were taken at room temperature. The
inset shows the peaks of bis-SorbPC at 10° C and room temperature. Lower: Extent of
conversion is calculated and 90% conversion is achieved after 60 minutes of reaction
time. The curve is the single exponential fit of the data.
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Figure 3.8 Average vesicles size of unpolymerized mixed vesicles (blue diamonds),
polymerized mixed vesicles (red squares), and polymerized bis-SorbPC (green triangles)
upon Triton X-100 exposure.
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3.3.3 Rho activity studies in reconstituted lipid vesicles by steady state photolysis

3.3.3.1 Rho reconstituted in model fluid Egg PC and DOPC
Egg PC, a natural lipid mixture extracted from chicken egg white, is composed of
predominantly (99%) of L-α-phosphatidylcholine (Figure 3.9). The Tm of Egg PC is
around -20 ºC [268]. DOPC is another commonly used fluid lipid model with a Tm at -20
ºC [268, 269] (Figure 3.9). In PWR studies [119, 137], Egg PC maintained the Rho
activity to a better extent than DOPC. Here the activity of Rho reconstituted into DOPC
and Egg PC vesicles was characterized by absorbance spectroscopy to provide a
reference for measurements in polymerizable lipids. Difference spectra were calculated to
determine the extent of MII formation (Figure 3.10 and 3.11). Interpretations of the
spectra and the correlation to activity of Rho are discussed in Section 3.3.4.

Figure 3.9 Structures of Egg PC (upper) and DOPC (lower).
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Figure 3.10 The absorbance and difference absorbance spectra of Rho reconstituted in
DOPC vesicles at different stages during the experimental procedure. Upper: Absorbance
spectra at dark, light, hydroxylamine and bleached states of the procedure. Lower:
Difference absorbance spectra were calculated by subtracting b from d (d-b), h from d (dh), h from l (l-h) and d from l (l-d).
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Figure 3.11 The absorbance and difference absorbance spectra of Rho reconstituted in
Egg PC vesicles at different stages during the experimental procedure. Upper:
Absorbance spectra at dark, light, hydroxylamine and bleached states of the procedure.
Lower: Difference absorbance spectra were calculated by subtracting b from d (d-b), h
from d (d-h), h from l (l-h) and d from l (l-d).
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3.3.3.2 Rho reconstituted in bis-SorbPC, mono-SorbPC
In previous studies, UV polymerized bis-SorbPC was proved to preserve the
activity of Rho to the highest extent among the polymerizable lipids tested (Figure 1.5) as
planar membranes [131]. Here effects of molecular structure, the polymerization method
and the polymerized membrane of bis-SorbPC on Rho activity were studied respectively
by steady state photolysis.

3.3.3.2.1 In unpolymerized bis-SorbPC vesicles
Steady state photolysis of Rho in unpolymerized bis-SorbPC vesicles was studied
to address the effect of the bis-SorbPC molecular structure on Rho. Figure 3.12 is an
example of the absorbance spectra of Rho taken at different stages during the experiment
(Dark, Light, Hydroxylamine and Bleached) and the difference spectra between light and
dark, dark and bleached, dark and hydroxylamine, and light and hydroxylamine.

3.3.3.2.2 In poly (bis-SorbPC) vesicles
As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, the UV polymerization method does not initiate
the polymerization of Rho reconstituted vesicles without also photobleaching Rho. Redox
initiated polymerization was carried out on Rho reconstituted in polymerizable lipid
vesicles for the first time. Polymerization was initiated according to the method
introduced in Section 3.2.6. Steady state photolysis of Rho in polymerized bis-SorbPC
vesicles was studied to address the effect of cross-linking polymerization on Rho. Figure
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3.13 is an example of the absorbance spectra of Rho in polymerized bis-SorbPC vesicles
taken at different stages during the experimental procedure (Dark, Light, Hydroxylamine
and Bleached) and the difference spectra between light and dark, dark and bleached, dark
and hydroxylamine and between light and hydroxylamine.

3.3.3.2.3 In unpolymerized mono-SorbPC vesicles
Steady state photolysis of Rho in unpolymerized mono-SorbPC vesicles was
studied to address the effect of the structural impact from the mono-SorbPC molecular
structure on Rho. Figure 3.14 is an example of the absorbance spectra of Rho at different
stages during the experiment (Dark, Light, Hydroxylamine and Bleached) and the
difference spectra between light and dark, dark and bleached, dark and hydroxylamine
and between light and hydroxylamine.

3.3.3.2.4 In poly(mono-SorbPC) vesicles
Steady state photolysis of Rho in polymerized mono-SorbPC vesicles was studied
to address the effect of linear polymerization on Rho. Figure 3.15 is an example of the
absorbance spectra of Rho at different stages during the experiment (Dark, Light,
Hydroxylamine and Bleached) and the difference spectra between light and dark, dark
and bleached, dark and hydroxylamine and between light and hydroxylamine.
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Figure 3.12 The absorbance and difference absorbance spectra of Rho reconstituted in
unpolymerized bis-SorbPC vesicles at different stages during the experimental procedure.
Upper: Absorbance spectra at dark, light, hydroxylamine and bleached states of the
procedure. Lower: Difference absorbance spectra were calculated by subtracting b from d
(d-b), h from d (d-h), h from l (l-h) and d from l (l-d).
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Figure 3.13 The absorbance and difference absorbance spectra of Rho reconstituted in
polymerized bis-SorbPC vesicles at different stages during the experimental procedure.
The bis-SorbPC vesicles were polymerized after Rhodopsin reconstitution. Upper:
Absorbance spectra at dark, light, hydroxylamine and bleached states of the procedure.
Lower: Difference absorbance spectra were calculated by subtracting b from d (d-b), h
from d (d-h), h from l (l-h) and d from l (l-d).
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3.3.3.2.5 In mixed vesicles of Egg PC and bis-SorbPC mixture at 1:1 mole ratio
The mixed vesicles of Egg PC and bis-SorbPC at 1:1 ratio provide the possibility
of enhanced stability and meanwhile the characteristics of a fluid lipid environment. Rho
reconstituted in mixed vesicles was prepared according to the method described in
Section 3.2.4. Figure 3.16 shows an example of the absorbance spectra of Rho in vesicles
composed of 1:1 molar ratio of Egg PC and bis-SorbPC and at different stages in the
experiment (Dark, Light, Hydroxylamine and Bleached) and the difference spectra
between light and dark, dark and bleached, dark and hydroxylamine and between light
and hydroxylamine. The absorbance and difference absorbance spectra of Rho in the
same lipid vesicles after polymerization are shown in Figure 3.17.

3.3.3.2.6 In prepolymerized vesicles of Egg PC and bis-SorbPC mixture at 1:1 mole
ratio
Prepolymerized vesicles composed of equimolar Egg PC and bis-SorbPC possibly
provide a different environment than when polymerization is performed after Rho
reconstitution. It has been shown that reconstitution of Rho into a prepolymerized bisSorbPC planar membrane is very limited [131, 132]. In addition, phase segregation in
mixed vesicles of bis-SorbPC and a fluid lipid was also shown to be enhanced after the
polymerization [270]. Therefore it is reasonable to assume Rho is reconstituted mostly
into the Egg PC domains, which may preserve the activity well. Mixed vesicles
reconstituted with Rho were prepared according to the method described in Section 3.2.4.
Figure 3.18 shows an example of the absorbance spectra of Rho in prepolymerized
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Figure 3.14 The absorbance and difference absorbance spectra of Rho reconstituted in
unpolymerized mono-SorbPC vesicles at different stages during the experimental
procedure. Upper: Absorbance spectra at dark, light, hydroxylamine and bleached states
of the procedure. Lower: Difference absorbance spectra were calculated by subtracting b
from d (d-b), h from d (d-h), h from l (l-h) and d from l (l-d).
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Figure 3.15 The absorbance and difference absorbance spectra of Rho reconstituted in
polymerized mono-SorbPC vesicles at different stages during the experimental procedure.
Upper: Absorbance spectra at dark, light, hydroxylamine and bleached states of the
procedure. Lower: Difference absorbance spectra were calculated by subtracting b from d
(d-b), h from d (d-h), h from l (l-h) and d from l (l-d).
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Figure 3.16 The absorbance and difference absorbance spectra of Rho reconstituted in
vesicles composed of Egg PC and bis-SorbPC at 1:1 mole ratio at different stages during
the experimental procedure. Upper: Absorbance spectra at dark, light, hydroxylamine and
bleached states of the procedure. Lower: Difference absorbance spectra were calculated
by subtracting b from d (d-b), h from d (d-h), h from l (l-h) and d from l (l-d).
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Figure 3.17 The absorbance and difference absorbance spectra of Rho reconstituted in
polymerized vesicles composed of Egg PC and bis-SorbPC at 1:1 mole ratio at different
stages during the experimental procedure. Polymerization was done after the
reconstitution of Rho Upper: Absorbance spectra at dark, light, hydroxylamine and
bleached states of the procedure. Lower: Difference absorbance spectra were calculated
by subtracting b from d (d-b), h from d (d-h), h from l (l-h) and d from l (l-d).
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Figure 3.18 The absorbance and difference absorbance spectra of Rho reconstituted in
prepolymerized vesicles composed of Egg PC and bis-SorbPC at 1:1 mole ratio at
different stages during the experimental procedure. Upper: Absorbance spectra at dark,
light, hydroxylamine and bleached states of the procedure. Lower: Difference absorbance
spectra were calculated by subtracting b from d (d-b), h from d (d-h), h from l (l-h) and d
from l (l-d).
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vesicles composed of 1:1 molar ratio of Egg PC and bis-SorbPC and at different stages of
the experiment (Dark, Light, Hydroxylamine and Bleached) and the difference spectra
between light and dark, dark and bleached, dark and hydroxylamine and between light
and hydroxylamine.

3.3.3.2.7 In Egg PC vesicles exposed to the polymerization conditions
The effects of the polymerization method were addressed by exposing Rho
reconstituted in Egg PC vesicles to the redox-initiated polymerization conditions. Steady
state photolysis was used to study the activity of Rho afterwards.

3.3.4 Calculations needed to address the activity of Rho by absorbance spectra
(derivation of f and θ values)
The amount of Rho activated by a short illumination in a certain lipid
environment and the percentage of the activated Rho that forms the active MII state are
measures of Rho activity in reconstituted environments [250, 271]. Increases and
decreases of the concentration of initial Rho, MI and MII after the activation are
illustrated more directly in difference spectra. The difference spectrum of dark minus
light (l-d) yields a negative peak at around 500 nm and a positive peak at around 380 nm,
which corresponds to the decrease of Rho after the irradiation of 15 seconds and the
formation of MII state respectively. The difference spectrum of dark minus bleach (d-b)
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shows the fraction of Rho that can be activated, but not necessarily to the active MII
state, in the sample.
As can be observed in the spectra, in DOPC (Figure 3.10), Egg PC (Figure3.11)
and unpolymerized bis-SorbPC (Figure 3.12), the 380 nm peak is very well defined and
indicates that MII is formed. However, in the spectra of Rho reconstituted in monoSorbPC and polymerized mono-SorbPC, the MII peak at 380 nm was not detected.
Instead a red shifted band at 400 nm or even longer wavelengths formed. This suggests a
possible alternative route for Rho relaxation and intermediate state formation.

3.3.4.1 Calculation of fraction of activated Rho (f)
The parameter f is used to describe the percentage of Rho activated by the 15
seconds of yellow light irradiation.
(Eq. 3.1)
∆

is the absorbance value of Rho at 500 nm of the “dark” spectrum minus

the absorbance value of Rho at 500 nm of the “bleached” spectrum. This ∆

value

corresponds to the total amount of Rho that can be photobleached in the sample. The
absorbance value on the difference spectrum at 650 nm is subtracted from ∆
adjust for shifts in the baseline. ∆

to

is the absorbance value of Rho at 500 nm of the

“dark” spectrum minus the absorbance value of Rho at 500 nm after the addition of
hydroxylamine. Incubation with hydroxylamine removes MIII and isoRho, which also
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absorb at 500 nm. The absorbance difference at 500 nm between dark and hydroxylamine
corresponds to the yellow light activated Rho. Therefore ∆
of Rho activated by the yellow light irradiation. ∆

addresses the amount

is again used for the correction

of baseline shifts.

3.3.4.2 Calculation of MII fraction (θ )
The MII fraction, θ, describes how much of the activated Rho is converted to the
MII state and is defined as
MII
MI

(Eq. 3.2)

MII

where [MI] and [MII] are the concentrations of MI and MII, respectively, at
equilibrium after incubation with hydroxylamine for 5 minutes. ∆

is the

absorbance difference at 380 nm of the light spectrum minus the absorbance at 380 nm of
the dark spectrum. This absorbance difference represents the formation of MII after 15
seconds of yellow light illumination. ∆

is the absorbance difference between the

light and dark spectra at the isosbestic point of the MI and MII absorbance bands. It is
subtracted with the purpose of adjusting for light scattering [272]. The absorbance at 380
nm in the light spectrum is mostly due to the MII state but it also has contributions from
MI and unactivated/ground state Rho due to the wide absorbance bands of these species.
MI

MI

R

Rho

MII

MII

R

Rho

(Eq 3.3)
(Eq. 3.4)
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Therefore, ∆
∆

is the difference between Eq 3.3 and Eq 3.4 which is equal to
MI

MI

MII

MII

R

MI

MI

MII

MII

R

Rho

Rho
Rho

(Eq. 3.5)

Assuming that the light-activated portion of Rho is converted only to MI and MII,
which gives
Rho

MI

MII

(Eq. 3.6)

Eq 3.5 can be rewritten as
∆

MI
MI

MI

MII

MII

R

MI

R

MII

MI

MII

R

MII

(Eq. 3.7)

For simplicity, the following are defined
∆

MI R

∆

MII R

MI
MII

(Eq. 3.8)

R

(Eq. 3.9)

R

Therefore Eq 3.7 is rewritten as
∆

∆

MI R

MI

∆

MI

Since Rho

needed, MI can be substituted with

MII

MII R

(Eq. 3.10)

MII , solutions for MII and Rho
Rho

MII . Eq. 3.10 is therefore

rewritten as
∆

∆

MI R

Rho

∆

MI R

Rho

∆

MI R

Rho

are

∆
∆
∆

MI R

MI
∆

MII R
MII MI

∆

MII

MII R

MI R

MII
MII
(Eq. 3.11)
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∆

was subtracted from ∆

to adjust for scattering as mentioned

before. Therefore
MII

∆

∆

∆

Rho

MI R

/∆

MII MI

(Eq. 3.12)
In

Eq.

Rho

3.11,

Rho

Rho

and Rho

Rho

.

Values

for

can be determined from the spectra of bleached

samples (Bleached) and after equilibration with hydroxylamine (Hydroxylamine),
respectively, based on Eq 3.13
Rho

R

(Eq. 3.13)

Another reasonable assumption is that after equilibration with hydroxylamine, the
only absorbing species at 500 nm is unactivated Rho and all other intermediates including
MI and MII are bleached to opsin.
Rho

R

∆

R

Rho

R

Rho

∆

R

Rho

opsin

Rho
Rho

R

Therefore
Rho

∆

∆

/∆

θ is defined as the ratio of MII / MI
Rho
Based on Eq. 3.12 and 3.13,

(Eq. 3.14)

R

MII

which is equal to MII /
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∆

∆

∆

∆

∆

∆
∆ MII MI

MI

∆ MII MI

(Eq. 3.15)

The calculation of θ value applies to spectra with the peaks of 500 nm
corresponding to Rho and 380 nm corresponding to MII. If the MII peak is not observed
or is shifted to other wavelengths, the calculated θ values may appear negative, which
indicates the activity of MII is not measurable.

3.3.5 Quantification of Rho activity

3.3.5.1 f and θ values of Rho in lipid vesicles
Based on the calculation in Section 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2, f and θ values of Rho in
vesicles composed of different lipids were calculated and are listed in Table 3.1.
Based on the f and θ values, the activity of Rho when reconstituted into DOPC
and Egg PC was comparable to that in natural ROS membranes. In monomeric bisSorbPC, the amount activated by illumination was comparable to that of Rho in DOPC
and Egg PC membrane but the amount converted to MII state was about half of that in
Egg PC. When the bis-SorbPC vesicles were polymerized, 78% of the Rho was still
activated by the 15 sec irradiation, however, only a very small portion of the activated
Rho was converted to MII (0.14 compared to 0.41 in monomeric bis-SorbPC and 0.88 in
Egg PC). In mono-SorbPC, poly(mono-SorbPC) and the Egg PC: bis-SorbPC (1:1)
mixture, almost all of the Rho is activated by the flash. However, almost no Rho was
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converted to the active MII state. In poly (Egg PC: bis-SorbPC), a smaller fraction of Rho
was activated (0.69) and almost no Rho was converted to the active MII state.
Prepolymerized mixed vesicles made of 1:1 mole ratio of Egg PC and bis-SorbPC
shows potential in preserving the activity of Rho with enhanced stability. When these
vesicles were polymerized after Rho reconstitution, the percentage of Rho converted to
MII is similar to that measured for other polymerized vesicles. However, if the vesicles
were prepolymerized before the reconstitution of Rho, 78% of the Rho is activated and
58% of that is converted to the MII state. The retention of activity was 66% of that
obtained in Egg PC vesicles.
The activation of Rho was achieved in all of the lipid environments/compositions
studied, both unpolymerized and polymerized. However, the results show that fluid lipids
support the formation of MII to a comparable value as in the natural ROS membrane.
Poly(bis-SorbPC) maintained the value to about half of vesicles made of fluid lipids. The
activity of Rho was not detectable in vesicles composed of mono-SorbPC, poly(monoSorbPC) and Poly (Egg PC: bis-SorbPC) (in which case polymerization was done after
reconstitution of Rho).
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Table 3.1 f and θ values of Rho in different lipid environment by steady state photolysis
studies.

f

θ

ROS

1.00
(n=1)

0.83
(n=1)

Egg PC

0.93±0.03
(n=4)

0.88±0.07
(n=4)

0.95±0.02
(n=3)
0.82±0.02
(n=3, at 10 ºC)
0.88, 0.92
(n=2, at 37 ºC)

0.74±0.06
(n=3)
0.41±0.03
(n=3, at 10 ºC)
0.35,0.36
(n=2,at 37 ºC)
Not Measurable
(n=1)

DOPC

bis-SorbPC

mono-SorbPC

1.08 (n=1)

Poly(bis-SorbPC)

0.78±0.02
(n=5)

0.14±0.07
(n=5)

Poly(mono-SorbPC)

0.98±0.04
(n=3)

Not Measurable
(n=3)

Egg PC: bis-SorbPC

0.99, 1.01
(n=2)

Not Measurable
(n=2)

0.44,0.92
(n=2)
0.78±0.17
(n=4)

Not Measurable
(n=2)
0.58±0.11
(n=4)

Poly (Egg PC: bis-SorbPC)
Prepoly (Egg PC: bis-SorbPC)
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3.3.6 Discussion of f and θ values in terms of lipid structure and polymer properties
The physical and chemical properties of lipid membranes play important roles in
TP functions. The native ROS membranes include mainly PC, PE, PS and
phosphatidylinositol (PI) in a molar ratio of approximately 39:42:16:2. The PE and PS
are on the outside cytoplasmic surface of the disk membrane, whereas PC is largely on
the intradiscal surface [273, 274]. It is mostly believed that the influence of the lipid
environment on Rho activity is not chemically specific to the individual lipid molecules
themselves. Rather it is the average or material properties of the bilayer that are important
[275].
In Egg PC and DOPC, it is most probably the natural composition and the fluidity
that allow for reconstituted Rho retain activity comparableto ROS membranes. Egg PC is
a mixture of several natural lipids, with L-α-phosphatidylcholine as the dominant lipid. It
has been shown that membranes composed of lipids with chain length of 17 carbons
preserved the activity of Rho to the highest degree [137].
Bis-SorbPC has a chain length of 17 carbons (when counting the oxygen in -C-OC- as a carbon). The major difference between bis-SorbPC and Egg PC is the
polymerizable dienoyl groups. The similar f values of Rho in Egg PC and bis-SorbPC
suggests that photon absorption and initiation of the photolysis was not affected much by
the difference in chain structure. However, the θ value in bis-SorbPC was about half of
that in Egg PC. This certainly is due to the structural difference in the lipid tails. The
double bonds may cause an expanded volume of the membrane at the center of the lipid
bilayer and therefore the curvature [129] of the bilayer is altered from the optimal
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curvature for MII state. When MII is formed, the hydrophobic mismatch between the
lipid bilayers and Rho has an adverse effect on Rho activity [129].
The effect of bis-SorbPC being in the gel phase was studied by comparing Rho
activity at temperatures below and above the phase transition temperature. Bis-SorbPC
has a Tm of 28-32 °C. The temperature at which the initial polymerization and
measurements were performed, 10 °C is below the phase transition temperature.
Measurements were also taken at 37 °C for the same sample (bis-SorbPC with
reconstituted Rho). The activity of Rho in bis-SorbPC at 10 °C and at 37 °C was not
significantly different. This eliminates the possibility that the attenuation of Rho activity
is due to the fact that bis-SorbPC membrane was in the gel phase.
After polymerization of bis-SorbPC, the activity of Rho was significantly loweronly 14% of the activated Rho is converted to the MII state. The amount of Rho activated
by the yellow light (f =78%) was high, indicating that the retinal was still absorbing
photons. The protein was excited, and possibly going through the very first few
intermediate states of the relaxation. However, most of the activated Rho was not
converted to the active MII state, which is the crucial state that triggers the vision signal
transduction cascade. The spectra show that in poly(bis-SorbPC) vesicles, the 380 nm
peak corresponding to MII was not detected in the l-d difference spectrum but instead a
red shifted peak was observed. This suggests an alternative relaxation route and
intermediate states, for example, the MIII state (λmax= 465 nm) [276]. This attenuated
activity is possibly due to constraints cause by the polymerization. The polymer network
limits the diffusion of the lipid molecules and also the bending at the protein-lipid
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boundary of lipid membrane in the direction perpendicular to the surface, so that the lipid
membrane cannot deform to accommodate the elongation of Rho to form MII.
Mono-SorbPC was then studied since it has one polymerizable group which may
provide a polymerized network less constraining than bis-SorbPC. However, the same
trend of red shifted peak was observed for mono-SorbPC and poly(mono-SorbPC) as for
poly(bis-SorbPC).
In the case of mixed vesicles composed of Egg PC and bis-SorbPC at 1:1 ratio,
when the vesicles were unpolymerized, or polymerized after Rho was reconstituted in the
bilayer, Rho activity was attenuated to a level that was not measurable. This is reflected
in the negative θ values listed in Table 3.1. It is not understood why Rho activity was
attenuated completely. However, in the unpolymerized mixed vesicles, phase segregation
may occur because at 10 °C bis-SorbPC is in the gel phase and Egg PC is in the fluid
phase. Effects from the phase boundaries between unpolymerized bis-SorbPC and Egg
PC domains on Rho activity may be part of the reason. More studies need to be done to
address this issue. In the case of mixed vasicles that were polymerized after the partition
of Rho, the activity of Rho was not preserved either. This is possibly because that Rho
are contained within the bis-SorbPC domains and after the polymerization the
conformational change needed for Rho to function is constrained by the polymer
network. In addition, boundaries between the fluid phase and the polymer network may
cause the bilayer-Rho hydrophobic mismatch and therefore impose negative effect on
Rho activity but this hypothesis was found to be not true from the result for the
prepolymerized vesicles in the following paragragh.
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If the vesicles were prepolymerized before the partition of Rho, the activity was
maintained to a level that is 66% of that in Egg PC. This is possibly due to the fact that
polymerization causes additional phase segregation in a membrane composed of
polymerizable and nonpolymerizable lipids [258, 260]. It is likely that Rho partitioned
into the fluid Egg PC domains. In addition, it also demonstrates that the phase boundaries
between the polymerized domains and the fluid domains apparently did not affect the
activity of Rho to a significant degree.

3.4 Conclusions
Rho activity in various polymerizable lipid environments has been investigated by
steady-state UV-Vis absorbance spectroscopy. Redox polymerization was performed for
the first time to polymerize vesicles reconstituted with Rho. It was found that vesicles
made of pure bis-SorbPC or mono-SorbPC were not able to preserve the activity of Rho.
Upon photoexcitation, Rho may relax by alternative pathways in these polymerized
membranes. Mixed vesicles of 1:1 mole ratio of Egg PC and bis-SorbPC showed
enhanced stability over vesicles made of pure fluid lipids. In the mixed vesicles, if Rho is
reconstituted into the mixed vesicles before the polymerization, the activity of Rho was
still attenuated to a minimal level. However, if the reconstitution is done after the
polymerization, the activity of Rho is maintained at 66% of that in natural Egg PC lipid
vesicles. Therefore, mixed vesicles composed of fluid lipids and polymerized lipids have
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the advantage of providing fluid environments for the activity of TPs and meanwhile
providing the stability enhancement through the polymer network.

3.5 Future directions
3.5.1 Characterization the activity of Rho by attenuated total reflectance (ATR) flash photolysis
Steady-state absorbance spectroscopy as used in this study reveals the formation
of the MII state after Rho photoexcitation. This method assumes that there is an
appreciable amount of MII formed within 1-3 mins after photoexcitation and that MII is
converted to retinol and oxime upon addition of hydroxylamine. However, Rho can go
through relaxation routes other than to the MI ÆMII state, which will not necessarily
yield a peak at 380 nm, for example MI ÆMIII [276]. In addition, in cases where the
relaxation rate is faster than the current time scale due to temperature, pH and membrane
environments, the MII formation may not be detectable using a steady-state method.
Therefore tracing the absorbance change of Rho with ultra fastflash photolysis will
provide more details of the excitation and relaxation of Rho and the correlation between
the photolysis behavior and the membrane environment over a broader spectrum of
conditions.
In addition, with the ultimate goal of using a polymerized membrane as the
sensing element in an integrated biosensor design, it is of great importance to investigate
the activity of TPs in planar membranes. Firstly, the planar geometry is more suitable for
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devices in that it can be integrated with transduction methodologies, for example,
electrochemical and spectroscopic methods, etc., more readily than the vesicular
geometry. Secondly, the planar geometry can be easily made into arrays. The attenuated
total internal reflectance geometry will be suitable for planar membrane studies due to the
longer optical path length which will allow measurements on low surface coverages of
Rho.
Therefore, investigation of Rho activity with attenuated total internal reflectance
flash photolysis will reveal more details of Rho relaxation process and will bring our
understanding of Rho activity in various polymerizable lipids membranes to the next
level.

3.5.2 Investigation of Rho activity at various Egg PC / bis-SorbPC ratios
The mixture of Egg PC and bis-SorbPC provides a fluid yet stable membrane
environment to maintain Rho activity. The hypothesis is that the polymerized domains of
the vesicles provide the stability and the fluid domains preserve the activity of Rho. To
address this hypothesis, the existence of domains needs to be proved. One approach is to
label the polymerizable lipids and the fluid lipids with different fluorescent dyes and use
fluorescence microscopy to visualize the possible domains.
To date, only the 1:1 mixture of bis-SorbPC and Egg PC has been investigated. A
systematic study of Rho activity in prepolymerized vesicles made of Egg PC and bis-
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SorbPC at various mole ratios is needed to find the ideal fluid / polymerizable lipid ratio
for maximal Rho activity and bilayer stability.

3.5.3 Investigation into the loss of activity when Rho is reconstituted into the
mixture of Egg PC and unpolymerized bis-SorbPC
The reason for the loss of Rho activity in the unpolymerized mixed vesicles
composed of 1:1 Egg PC and bis-SorbPC is not clear to us. It might be due to the
coexistence of both the liquid phase and the gel phase and the existence of the boundaries
between these two phases.
A possible solution is to identify another lipid molecule which has a similar chain
length with bis-Sorb but has lower phase transition temperature. In this case, activity of
Rho can be studied when i) the two lipids are both in fluid phase and ii) the membrane is
a mixture of fluid/gel phase within a small temperature range that the Rho activity is not
affected much by the temperature difference.
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CHAPTER 4

ALPHA SYNUCLEIN (αS) ADSORPTION
BEHAVIOR STUDIED BY PWR

αS has been the interest of many neurology groups in the past decade. αS is a
presynaptic protein whose fibrillar and β-sheet-rich aggregates (oligomers) are implicated
in several neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson's disease (PD). Different lines of
evidence suggest that oligomeric intermediates rather than monomeric or mature fibrillar
deposits constitute the toxic species, probably by membrane incorporation and/or pore
formation. PWR makes a great candidate technique for probing the membrane
incorporation of αS given the surface sensitivity and the membrane-ready substrate. In
this chapter, angular PWR was used to investigate the membrane incorporation of
monomers, oligomers and fibrils respectively. PWR data show monomers and fibrils
(over a short time period) do not cause measurable shifts when incubated with Egg PC
membranes while oligomers interact strongly as indicated by significantly bigger shifts
upon incubation with lipid membranes. It is currently being studied whether oligomers
interact differently with fluid lipid membranes and raft-forming mixtures of Egg
PC:Sphingomylein:Cholesterol (2:2:1 mol) (which better resembles the natural synaptic
membrane). In addition, it is also being studied whether fibrils can be “dissolved” back to
oligomers and then bind more strongly to lipid membranes. This study hopefully will
shed some light on what factors promote the immobilization of the toxic species of αS.
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4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Structure and biological significance of αS
αS is an example of a naturally unfolding/unstructured protein. In aqueous
solution it predominantly exists as random coils. A broad range of human diseases arise
from the failure of a specific peptide or protein to adopt, or remain in, its native
functional and conformational state. These pathological conditions are generally referred
to as protein misfolding (or protein conformational) diseases. The largest group of
misfolding diseases, however, is associated with the conversion of specific peptides or
proteins from their soluble functional states ultimately into highly organized fibrilar
aggregates [277]. Concentration of proteins, temperature, pH values, and membrane
properties all have effects on the aggregation behavior [146, 148, 278-288].
αS is a small, soluble protein of 140–143 amino acids which is highly enriched in
presynaptic nerve terminals and belong to the peripheral protein family [289]. It is the
main component of the Lewy body, which is a defining pathological characteristic of
Parkinson's disease and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [145]. To date the precise role of αS
in these diseases is still poorly understood [290-292]. Unlike most presynaptic proteins,
αS is not tightly associated with either the synaptic vesicle or the synaptic plasma
membrane [289, 293]. The mechanism of its localization is unclear. A large body of
research has focused on the association of αS with membranes [278, 280, 282, 283, 286]
and it is still the focus of a great amount of investigations [287, 288, 294].
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4.1.2 Aggregation forms of αS
Studies have shown that there are monomeric, oligomeric/protofibrilar and fibrilar
forms of αS depending on the size and the extent of aggregation [146, 147, 285].
Oligomers are usually composed of several to thirty monomers. The oligomeric form of
αS, in which αS mainly folds into β-sheets, exists as individual spheres, elongated chains,
or rings [281, 295]. Fibrils are further aggregation of oligomers. In the fibrilar form, αS
folds predominantly into β-sheets. It was suggested that fibrils are in the shape of hollow
cylinder or tube [284].

4.1.3 Association with lipid membranes
It is believed that these different aggregation species of αS possess different
toxicity in vivo. The amount of oligomeric/protofibrilar form of αS was found to be three
times higher in Parkinson’s disease patients [279]. It is hypothesized that the higher
toxicity is due to the association of oligomers with the membranes to a higher degree
[296]. Rochet [295] et al. have found that neither monomers nor fibrils permeablize lipid
vesicles purified from the microsomal fraction of a rat brain lysate whereas the
oligomeric form of αS binds to and permeablizes the membrane by the formation of a
pore-like structure with a diameter of 18-28 nm.
It is also found that αS associates with membranes of various compositions to
different degrees [148-150, 297]. αS bound to acidic phospholipid-containing vesicles is
related to the induction of the α-helical secondary structure [298, 299]. It was also found
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that GM1 specifically interacts with αS accompanied by the formation of oligomeric αS
[150]. Recently, it was found that αS associates specifically with membrane
microdomains known as lipid rafts [148]. Lipid rafts are enriched in cholesterol,
sphingomyelin, and phospholipids with saturated long chain fatty acids as well as
particular proteins. Kubo et al. [149] later found that the association of αS with the raftlike liposomes requires acidic phospholipids, preferably phosphatidalserine (PS).
Specifically, the interaction with αS requires a combination of PS with oleic (18:1) and
polyunsaturated fatty acyl chains, suggesting a role for phase separation within the
membrane.
Curvature of the membranes may also affect αS binding [300-302]. αS was found
to bind to and form an alpha helical structure in the presence of small unilamellar vesicles
composed of an equal molar ratio of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC)
and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylglycero-3-phosphoglycerol (POPG) but not when the same lipid
composition was organized into large unilamellar vesicles [300]. However, Trexler et al.
[301] showed that αS does associate with vesicles of 100 nm in diameter in a different
way from that with highly curved micelles. They labeled the two ends of the αS helices
with a fluorescence dye and a quencher. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer results
support the hypothesis that αS binds to highly curved detergent micelles and folds into
bent helix whereas it binds to 100 nm diameter lipid vesicles as an elongated helix.
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4.1.4 Goals of study and experimental overview
Neurodegenerative diseases, such as PD and AD, that are accompanied by
amyloid deposits, share a remarkable number of common pathological characteristics,
such as damaged cellular membranes, oxidative stress, and mitochondrial dysfunction
[303]. Several observations imply that protein oligomers instead of the amyloid depositforming fibrils are the toxic factors leading to neuronal death. Interestingly, these
oligomers seem to share common structural motifs that differ distinctively from those of
mature fibrils. This could be demonstrated by binding of a conformer-specific antibody
that binds to epitopes common to oligomers of different proteins but not to their
respective monomers or fibrils [303]. These oligomers with common structural
characteristics also share the toxicity to neuronal cultures, therefore the question of a
possible general pathologic mechanism arises. Since some of the amyloidogenic proteins
appear extracellular while other are secretory proteins, a target for a common mechanism
could be the plasma membrane. A number of studies have focused on a possible
permeabilisation of the membrane as a possible pathogenic mechanism [304-306] after an
increase in intracellular calcium concentration has been associated with amyloid toxicity
[307, 308]. Until recently, however, no study could directly show preferential oligomer
binding [309].
αS binding to planar supported lipid bilayers has been investigated by SPR [310313] and it was found that the intermediate state (oligomers) during fibril formation from
monomers show high affinity to membranes. However, it is widely believed that the
membrane formed on a gold SPR substrate is not a planar supported lipid bilayer but
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rather multilayers or immobilized vesicles [314-316]. Therefore a method that allows the
formation of planar supported lipid bilayers on glass substrates was used in this study to
investigate the membrane association behavior of αS.
The association of αS in the monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar form with fluid
membranes was studied. Different association behaviors were observed. αS association
with raft-forming bilayers was also studied.

4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Materials
αS (monomers, oligomers and fibrils) was prepared by Tim Bartels in Professor
Klaus Beyer’s group at University of Munich, Germany from peptides synthesized by
Coring System Diagnostics GmbH (Gernsheim, Germany) according to the method
described elsewhere [286]. Egg PC, DOPC, Egg yolk sphingomyelin (EYSM),
cholesterol and 1-palmitoyl-2-[6-[(7-nitro-2-1,3benzoxadiazol-4-yl)amino]hexanoyl]-snglycero-3-phosphocholine (NBD-PC) were all purchased from Avanti Lipids (Alabaster,
Alabama). NaH2PO4, Na2HPO4 and KCl were purchased from EMD. DI water was
obtained from a Barnstead Nanopure system with a measured resistivity of 18 MΩ•cm or
higher.
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4.2.2 Method/Instrument

4.2.2.1 Instrument
The angular PWR spectroscopy instrument built by the author was used for the
PWR measurements. Resonance angles at each stage of interest of the experimental
procedure were measured. Measurements were acquired after the resonance minimum
ceased shifting (i.e., a steady-state was reached). The details of the instrumentation and
measurements can be found in Chapter 2.

4.2.2.2 Lipid preparation
Egg PC and DOPC bilayers were formed by the same vesicle fusion method
described earlier in Section 2.2.2.3.2. Raft-forming vesicles are composed of Egg PC (or
POPC) , EYSM and cholesterol at 2:2:1 mole ratio. The lipid mixture was vacuum dried
as described in Section 2.2.2.3.2. The mixture was then suspended in 10 mM PBS buffer
at pH 7.4 with 100 mM KCl. The total lipid concentration in the final solution was 0.5
mg/ml. The solution was sonicated in the ultra sonicator for 2 hours at 45 °C. The glass
vial containing the lipid mixture solution was kept in a Styrofoam cup to keep it at the
elevated temperature until it was all pumped into the flow cell.
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4.2.2.3 Vesicle fusion of lipids
Lipid vesicles formed in previous step were then fused on a cleaned PWR
substrate the same way as described in Section 2.2.2.3.2.

4.2.2.4 Measurements of the association of αS with membranes
An extensive amount of buffer was used to rinse the cell to remove most of the
unfused vesicles in the flow cell. αS solutions at the desired concentration were pumped
into the flow cell containing the fused lipid bilayer. The resonance angle of the sample in
the PWR spectra starts shifting to more positive positions due to the increase in the
apparent optical thickness (contributed from changes in refractive index and absorbed
mass) caused by the association of αS with the membrane. The measurement was taken
when the spectra ceased shifting (i.e. when a steady state is reached).

4.2.2.5 Epi-fluoresence microscopy
The raft-forming lipid mixture was dried together with 5 mol% NBD-PC. The
vesicles were formed as described in Section 2.2.2.3.2. Vesicle fusion of the lipid vesicles
was performed on the glass substrate to form supported lipid bilayers. The substrate was
then extensively rinsed to remove unfused vesicles. Epifluorescence images were taken
using the same method described in Section 2.2.2.3.4.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Association of monomers with the membrane composed of Egg PC
Monomers dissolved in buffer at concentrations of 0.8, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 µmol/L
were pumped into the cell and allowed to interact with the membrane. Figure 4.1 shows
an example of the PWR curves corresponding to monomers at various concentrations.
The resonance angle did not show measurable increases from 0.8 to 8.0 µmol/L which
suggests most probably the monomers did not associate with the membrane to a
measurable level. Two replicates were performed.

4.3.2 Association of oligomers with different membrane environments

4.3.2.1 Fluid bilayers (Egg PC and POPC)
Oligomers dissolved in buffer at concentrations of 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 8.0
µmol/L were pumped into the cell and interacted with the membrane. Figure 4.2 shows
an example of the PWR curves shifting to more positive positions as the concentration of
the oligomer increases.
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4.3.2.2 Bilayers composed of raft-forming mixture (Egg PC:EYSM:cholesterol at
2:2:1 mol ratio or POPC:EYSM:cholesterol at 2:2:1)
After the formation of the membrane composed of the raft-forming lipid mixture,
oligomers in buffer at concentration of 10.0 µmol/L were pumped into the cell and then
incubated with the membrane. PWR measurements were taken every 10 minutes until the
resonance angle ceased shifting after 60 minutes. Figure 4.3 shows the PWR curves
before and after 60 minutes of αS association with the membrane composed of Egg
PC:EYSM:cholesterol at 2:2:1 mol ratio and the steady state curve after rinsing with
copious amount of buffer to remove the loosely bound oligomeric αS.

4.3.3 Association behavior of fibrils with membranes

4.3.3.1 Fibrils with fluid membranes
The association of fibrils with fluid membranes was examined both for short time
duration and long time durations (as a comparison with membranes composed of raftforming mixtures). Egg PC bilayers were exposed to fibrils in buffer at a concentration of
10 µmol/L and no significant shift was measured after 60 minutes of incubation. Egg PC
bilayers were exposed to fibrils in buffer at a concentration of 100 µmol/L and no
significant shift was observed after 36 hours.
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Figure 4.1 PWR curves corresponding to the association of monomeric αS with an Egg
PC membrane at increasing concentrations at 0 (black), 0.8 (red), 1.0 (green), 2.0 (blue),
4.0 (aqua) and 8.0 (purple) µmol/L. Measurements were taken at steady state when the
curves ceased shifting.
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Figure 4.2 PWR curves corresponding to the association of oligomeric αS with an Egg
PC membrane at increasing concentrations at 0 (black), 0.8 (red), 1.0 (blue), 1.6 (green),
2.0 (purple), 2.7 (olive), and 4.0 (navy) µmol/L. Measurements were taken at steady
state when the curves ceased shifting.
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Figure 4.3 PWR curves corresponding to the association of 10 µmol/L of oligomeric αS
with membrane composed of raft-forming lipids (Egg PC:EYSM:cholesterol at 2:2:1 mol
ratio). The curves were taken after bilayer formation (black), after 60 minutes of αS
incubation (when the curve did not shift more positively (red)), and after rinsing with
copious amount of buffer (when the curve did not shift negatively anymore (green)). In
this particular set of data, the association of oligomeric αS with the raft-forming lipid
membrane caused a positive shift of 20 mdeg.
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4.3.3.2 Fibrils on the membranes composed of raft-forming mixtures
The association of fibrilar αS with membranes composed of raft-forming mixture
was examined over a time period of 42 hrs. Figure 4.4 shows the resonance angle shift
corresponding to the association of 100 µmol/L fibril with raft-forming lipid membranes.
The continuous increase in resonance angle corresponding to the increased optical
thickness suggests the increase of mass caused by the association of fibrils with the
membrane composed of raft-forming mixture.

4.3.4 Epifluorescence microscopy to visualize the raft formation
Lipid rafts are believed to be closely involved with a wide variety of cellular
processes such as signal transduction, protein stabilization, protein and lipid sorting, and
membrane fusion [317]. Raft sizes have been found to vary from submicron scales to
micron scales depending on the geometry of the membrane structure and composition of
the membrane itself [269, 318, 319]. Epifluorescence microscopy was used to investigate
the phase segregation in planar supported membranes composed of the raft-forming lipid
mixture. Figure 4.5 shows the image of the bilayer formed by the raft-forming mixture
doped with 5 mol% NBD-PC. The size of the bright patches is about 5 to 10 microns
which is comparable to the size of rafts in free standing vesicles composed of similar
ingredients [269, 318].
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Figure 4.4 Resonance angle shifts corresponding to association of αS fibrils with raftforming membranes (Egg PC:EYSM:cholesterol at 2:2:1 mol ratio). Data were taken
every 30 minutes. The shift leveled off after 40 hours. No negative shift was observed
when the flow cell was rinsed with buffer after 42 hours.
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Figure 4.5 An epifluorescence image of a region of a lipid membrane composed of 5
mol% NBD-PC and 95 mol% raft-forming mixture (Egg PC:EYSM:cholesterol at 2:2:1
mol ratio). The size of the bright patches is 5-10 microns.
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4.4 Discussions
4.4.1 Different association behavior with Egg PC membranes of different
aggregation forms of αS
The PWR results show that the various forms of αS associate with fluid
membranes composed of Egg PC to different levels. Oligomers associate with the
membrane to a high extent whereas neither monomers nor fibrils show measurable
association by the PWR technique. This agrees with other lines of evidence that the
deposition of the oligomeric form on the membrane is more significant than other species
(Refer to Section 4.1.3). The isotherms representing the association of oligomers with a
piece of Egg PC membrane and the curves fit to the Langmuir isotherm are plotted in
Figure 4.6 (three replicates). The kd of αS binding to the membrane is 0.65 ± 0.07 µM.
However the monomer showed some negative shifts upon association with the Egg PC
bilayer for one of the samples. The reason for the negative shift is not known to us. More
repeats are necessary to draw a more definitive conclusion to the behavior of monomers
associating with membranes.

4.4.2 Comparison of the association of oligomers with various lipid membranes
When membranes composed of Egg PC and raft-forming lipid mixture were
exposed to the same concentration of oligomeric αS, different degrees of association were
observed. The shifts are tabulated in Table 4.1. Since each batch of the sample varies
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based on the nature of the preparation methodology and αS itself, the association with an
Egg PC membrane was examined for each batch as a reference to achieve a normalized
comparison. The average shift caused by the association of oligomeric αS with Egg PC
membranes among three batches is 11.3 ± 3.0 mdeg, whereas the shift upon the
association with membranes composed of raft-forming lipid mixture is 17.2 ± 4.3 mdeg.
The higher extent of association with membranes composed of raft-forming lipid mixture
is possibly due to the increased anchoring ability of the rafts and the boundaries between
the fluid and less fluid domains to the oligomeric αS.

Table 4.1 Shifts caused by different types of αS species associating with membranes
composed of different lipids. Monomers and fibrils did not show much association in
previous results so only oligomer was tested for all of the lipid composition.
Monomer
(mdeg)

Oligomer
(mdeg)

Fibril
(mdeg)

Egg PC1

6

13

<1

Egg PC+EYSM+Cholesterol1

-

20

-

Egg PC2

-

10,9,12

-

POPC+ EYSM+Cholesterol2

-

21

-

Egg PC3

-

8,16

-

POPC+ EYSM+Cholesterol3

-

10,18,17

-

1, 2, 3

denote different batches of samples.

Normalized Resonance Angle Shift (a.u.)
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Figure 4.6 Normalized resonance angle shifts corresponding to the association of αS
oligomers Black, red and green dots are normalized resonance angle shifts. Black, red
and green lines are the curves fit to the Langmuir isotherm of the resonance angle shifts
respectively.
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4.5 Conclusions and future directions
4.5.1 Conclusions
Various aggregation forms of αS were shown to associate with different lipid
membrane environments to different levels. It was found that the oligomeric form of αS
associates with fluid Egg PC membranes to a much higher level than the monomeric and
oligomeric forms. The oligomeric αS was found to associate with membranes composed
of raft-forming mixtures to a higher extent than the fluid Egg PC membranes. The PWR
results here provide further evidence showing the oligomeric form of αS associates with
the membrane to a higher degree, which supports the hypothesis that the early onset of
Parkinson’s disease is related to the deposition of oligomeric αS onto cell membranes
[149, 320].

4.5.2 Future directions

4.5.2.1 Fibrils association with membranes composed of raft-forming lipid mixtures
Preliminary result shows that the fibrils associate with raft-forming lipid
membranes to a very high extent gradually over a time period of 42 hours. It is
hypothesized that the membrane may interact with the fibril forms of αS proactively that
the fibrils are dissolved by the raft-forming membrane back into the oligomeric form and
achieve the high extent of association with the raft-forming membrane itself (Figure 4.7).
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This hypothesis first needs to be further tested by more trials of the association of fibrils
with raft-forming membranes over a long period of time.
A more direct way to address the hypothesis is to directly observe the formation
of oligomers with the assistance of a fluorescence dye thioflavin T (ThT). ThT binds to
the oligomeric form of αS specifically with very high binding affinity [321]. The
fluorescence of ThT is attenuated upon binding and therefore can be used as a marker for
the formation of oligomeric αS. Assuming the binding between ThT and oligomers is not
affected much by the existence of the membrane, epifluorescence microscopy can be
used to observe whether fibrils are dissolved back to oligomers.

4.5.2.2 The mechanism of the association
The PWR technique can only observe refractive index changes, it is still not clear
to us how on the molecular level αS interact with the membrane, for example if αS was
absorbed onto the membrane or it inserted into the membrane. With a fitting program and
using both of the polarizations of the light source, it is possible to address on which
direction (vertical or parallel to the membrane) the mass increase is higher and possibly
the depth of αS protrusion. In addition, more studies by other techniques are also
preferred to reveal the molecular mechanism of the association of αS with the membrane.
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A

B

Figure 4.7 A possible model for “dissolvation” of αS fibrils by the presence of a
membrane composed of a raft-forming lipid mixture. (Sticks: fibrils, grey dots, oligomers)
A: The mature fibrils are in equilibrium with the soluble oligomeric forms, with the
equilibrium strongly shifted towards the fibrils. B: The presence of a membrane with rafts
establishes a second equilibrium between oligomers in solution and membrane-bound
oligomers, this time shifted towards the membrane-bound form. This second equilibrium
leads to a diminished soluble oligomer concentration which then affects the first
equilibrium and leads to the disaggregation of the fibrils.
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APPENDIX A ACTIVITY OF HUMAN MELANACORTIN 4
RECEPTORS EXAMINED BY PWR IN POLYMERIZED PLANAR
SUPPORTED LIPID BILAYERS

A.1 Introduction
Melanocortin (MC) receptors belong to the rhodopsin I group of the GPCR
family. MC receptors are involved in a large number of multifaceted actions including
regulation of blood pressure and heart rate [322], skin pigmentation [323], erectile
function [324-326], feeding behavior [327], obesity [328] and etc. Five melanocortin
receptor subtypes with different patterns of tissue expression in the brain and in the
periphery have been cloned and characterized [329]. Given the diverse range of
physiological behaviors MC receptors are involved, the study of agonists/antagonists of
MC receptors can potentially benefit the pharmaceutical development of medication for a
wide range of symptoms.
The human melanocortin 4 (hmc4) receptor was believed to be related to
pigmentation and early onset of obesity [330]. Melanotan II (MTII) is a synthetic analog
of the naturally occurring melanocortin peptide hormone α-melanocyte, a stimulating
hormone that has been shown to have melanogenesis (tanning) and aphrodisiac effects in
preliminary studies and clinical trials [331]. It is a non selective agonist between different
types of MC receptors. β-arrestin is a natural antagonist to hmc4 receptors which
deactivates hmc4 receptors to end the signal transduction cascade [332].
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Polymerized membranes were proven to have enhanced stability over normal
fluid lipid membranes [117, 333]. However, due to the property change after the
polymerization procedure, the embedded transmembrane receptors may [117, 131, 132,
333] or may not be able to function their natural activities. In order to pursue the purpose
of utilizing the stabilized membrane for biosensing, the activity of transmembrane
receptors needs to be studied in polymerized membranes. If the agonist/antgonist binding
activity of the GPCRs can be maintained in the polymerized lipid membranes, they can
be extremely helpful in the realization of high throughput drug screening scheme.
In this study, the goal is to examine the binding activity of the model GPCR hmc4
receptors reconstituted in polymerized lipid membranes. The binding of agonist MTII and
antagonist (deactivating) β-arrestin to the receptors was studied in fluid membrane
composed of Egg PC and polymerized lipid membranes composed of bis-SorbPC by the
PWR technique.

A.2 Materials and methods
A.2.1 Materials
hmc4 receptors were provided by Dr. Minying Cai from Department of
Chemistry, University of Arizona. It was solubilized in 50 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7.4
with ~0.01% (w/w) n-dodecyl-beta-D-maltoside (DDM) (critical micelle concentration of
DDM: 0.009% (w/w)). The concentration of the protein was not accurately specified and
was estimated to be at ~1 mg/ml. The quality of the protein also varied and that was the
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key reason for the incompletion of this work. HEPES buffer at 50 mM and pH 7.4 was
used both at the last step of sample preparation and the PWR work. DI water was used
through out the work. Egg PC lipid was purchased from Avanti. Bis-SorbPC was
synthesized by John Keogh according to the method described by Lamparski et al. [263].

A.2.2 Methods

A.2.2.1 Lipid bilayer formation
The preparation of lipid vesicles and the formation of lipid bilayers by the vesicle
fusion method were performed according to the method described in Section 2.2.2.3.2.

A.2.2.2 Reconstitution of hmc4 receptors
DDM solubilized hmc4 receptors was introduced in two 25 uL aliquots to the
flow cell after the formation of the bilayers. Upon dilution the concentration of DDM
dropped below the CMC and the micelle structure was disrupted. hmc4 receptors then
self “insert” into the membrane. Presumably the orientation of the receptors was random
so half of the receptors had their binding sites face the top of the membrane and half of
them had the binding sites face the substrate. The insertion took about 4 to 6 hours, which
was determined by PWR. PWR curves were taken every twenty minutes and the insertion
of the receptors caused positive shifts to the curves gradually. When the curve ceased
shifting positively, copious amount of buffer was used to rinse the cell to remove
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nonspecifically bound receptors and to replace the bulk solution. The curve shifted
slightly negatively after the rinse. The resonance angle after the reconstitution of hmc4
receptors was taken when the PWR curve ceased shifting.

A.2.2.3 Polymerization of bis-SorbPC
Polymerization of bis-SorbPC was performed after the reconstitution of hmc4
receptors and was achieved by 30 minutes irradiation of UV light from a pen lamp placed
right in front of the PWR flow cell. The flow cell has a quartz core of 3 mm in diameter
which allows for the effective penetration of the UV light. The stability of the poly(bisSorb) was tested by exposing the poly(bis-SorbPC) to dry/dehydration conditions.

A.2.2.4 PWR measurement
Angular PWR established and characterized in-home by the author was used to
monitor the binding activity of hmc4 receptors in the work described in this appendix.

A.2.2.5 Binding of MTII and β-arrestin to hmc4 receptors
Ligands (MTII and β-arrestin) were introduced into the flow cell after the
reconstitution of hmc4 receptors. Binding of the ligands to the receptor was also
monitored by PWR. PWR curves shifted positively upon binding of the ligands. PWR
curves were monitored as the binding proceeds. When the curve ceased shifting
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positively copious amount of buffer were used to rinse the flow cell to remove the
nonspecific bound ligands and to replace the bulk solution. which may cause a negative
shift of the PWR curve. The measurement was taken after the PWR curves ceased
shifting.

A.2.3 Results and discussion

A.2.3.1 Binding of MTII
Binding of MTII to the hmc4 receptors reconstituted in Egg PC bilayer was
investigated. After the reconstitution of hmc4 receptors, the membrane was exposed to
MTII at concentration of 1 x10-12, 2 x10-12, 10-11, 10-10 and 10-9 M. Figure A.1(a) shows
the PWR curves corresponding to the formation of the bilayer, the reconstitution of hmc4
receptors and the binding of MTII to hmc4 receptors. The bilayer formation and the
reconstitution of hmc4 receptors caused resonance angle shifts of +81 mdeg and +69
mdeg respectively. It is shown that as the concentration of MTII increases from 10-12, to
10-10 mM, the resonance angle shifted to more positive positions. The binding isotherm of
MTII to hmc4 receptors reconstituted in Egg PC was plotted in Figure A.1(b).
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A.2.3.2 Binding of β-arrestin
A.2.3.2.1 Binding of β-arrestin to the hmc4 receptors in Egg PC bilayer
Binding of β-arrestin to the hmc4 receptors in Egg PC bilayer was investigated
and Figure A.2 shows an example of the PWR curves shifting to more positive positions
caused by the formation of the lipid bilayer, the reconstitution of hmc4 receptors and
after the binding of β-arrestin. The formation of the lipid bilayer and hmc4 receptors
reconstitution caused shifts of +90 mdeg and +87 mdeg respectively. Binding of βarrestin to the reconstituted hmc4 receptors caused a shift of +14 mdeg.

A.2.3.2.2 Binding of β-arrestin to the hmc4 receptors in polymerized bis-SorbPC
bilayer
A.2.3.2.2.1 Stability test of poly(bis-SorbPC)
The stability of poly(bis-SorbPC) against the dry/rehydration condition was
tested. The stability of Egg PC bilayer was also tested as a comparison with poly(bisSorbPC). Figure A.3 shows the PWR curves before and after the bilayer formation, after
the exposure to the drying conditions and after the rehydration of an Egg PC bilayer (a)
and a poly(bis-SorbPC) bilayer (b). The curve shifted negatively gradually during the two
hour drying condition and shifted back positively gradually again when rehydrated in
both cases. For poly(bis-SorbPC) the curve shifted back to a position very close to that
before it was dried, indicating the existence of the bilayer after drying/rehydration
whereas for Egg PC the curve after dry/rehydration was still far negative than that before
the exposure, indicating the loss of the bilayer structure.
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Figure A.1 PWR curves corresponding to before (black) and after (olive) the formation
of the bilayer, after the reconstitution of hmc4 receptors (red), upon binding of MTII
concentration at 1x10-12 M (blue), 2 x 10-12 M (yellow), 10 x10-12 M (pink) and 100 x1012

M (green) (a). The shifts caused by MTII binding was plotted vs. the concentration (b).

The red line was the fit according to Langmuir isotherm.
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Figure A.2 PWR curves corresponding to before (black) and after (red) the formation of
an Egg PC bilayer, after the reconstitution of hmc4 receptors (blue), upon binding of βarrestin (green). The formation of Egg PC bilayer and the reconstitution of hmc4
receptors caused shifts of +90 mdeg and +85 mdeg respectively and the binding of βarrestin caused a shift of +11 mdeg.
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Figure A.3 PWR curves corresponding to before (black) and after (red) the bilayer
formation, after drying (green) and rehydration (blue) of the bilayer composed of Egg PC
(a) and poly(bis-SorbPC) (b).
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Figure A.4 PWR curves corresponding to before (black) and after (red) the formation of
bis-SorbPC bilayer, after the reconstitution of hmc4 receptors and polymerization of bisSorbPC (blue) and after the binding of β-arrestin (green). The formation of bis-SorbPC
bilayer and the reconstitution of hmc4 receptors caused shifts of +84 mdeg and +116
mdeg respectively and the binding of β-arrestin caused a shift of +14 mdeg.
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Figure A.5 PWR curves corresponding to before (black) and after (red) the formation of
a bis-SorbPC bilayer, after the reconstitution of hmc4 receptors, polymerization and
dry/rehydration of bis-SorbPC (blue) and after binding of β-arrestin (green). The
formation of bis-SorbPC bilayer and the reconstitution of hmc4 receptors caused shifts of
+84 mdeg and +116 mdeg respectively and the binding of β-arrestin caused a shift of +14
mdeg.
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Cationic vesicles typically used for DNA delivery often self-aggregate or bind to
plasma proteins in vivo. Wu et al. [97] attempted to improve vesicle stability using a
cationic lipid with a cross-linkable acrylamide attached to the headgroup. Vesicles were
polymerized using thermal initiation with AAPD. Compared to monomeric vesicles,
polymerized vesicles were less cytotoxic, more resistant to aggregation in serum, and
comparable in transfection activity using a vector encoding firefly luciferase.

A.2.3.2.2.3 hmc4 receptors in dried/ rehydrated
Binding of β-arrestin to the hmc4 receptors in dried and rehydrated poly(bisSorbPC) bilayer was investigated and Figure A.5 shows an example of the PWR at
different stages of the procedure. Measurements were taken before and after the
formation of the bis-SorbPC lipid bilayer, after the reconstitution of hmc4 receptors, the
polymerization of the bilayer and the dry/rehydration of the reconstituted membrane and
after the binding of β-arrestin. The formation of the bilayer and the reconstitution caused
shifts of +151 mdeg and +372 mdeg respectively. Binding of β-arrestin to the
reconstituted hmc4 receptors caused a shift of +72 mdeg.
The absolute shifts caused by the reconstitution of hmc4 receptors and the binding
of β-arrestin vary between those of hmc4 receptors reconstituted into the Egg PC bilayer
and poly(bis-SorbPC) bilayer. This may be due to the difference between the
concentration of hmc4 receptors in each batch of samples and therefore the amount of βarrestin bound to them. Table A. 1 shows the normalized shifts corresponding to the
reconstitution of hmc4 receptors and the binding of β-arrestin. It can be seen that the
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degree of β-arrestin binding to the reconstituted hmc4 receptors in Egg PC bilayer and
poly(bis-SorbPC) bilayer is comparable. After exposing to the dry/rehydration
conditions, the binding activity of hmc4 receptors was slightly attenuated but still mostly
maintained compared with that in poly(bis-SorbPC) and fluid Egg PC membranes.

Table A. 1 The normalized shifts of hmc4 receptors incorporation and the binding of βarrestin when the shift caused by the hmc4 receptors formation is assumed to be +100
mdeg

Normalized shifts (mdeg)
Events

hmc4 receptors
incorporation
β-arrestin binding

Egg PC

poly(bis-SorbPC)

poly(bis-SorbPC)
after
dry/rehydration

+100

+100

+100

+16

+19

+12

A.3 Conclusions
In this study, the binding activity of hmc4 receptors to an agonist MTII was
studied when the receptors are reconstituted into Egg PC lipid bilayer. The preliminary
data showed that the Kd of MTII binding to the hmc4 receptors is 0.67 x 10-12 M.
The binding activity of hmc4 receptors to an antagonist β-arrestin was examined
both in membranes composed of fluid lipid Egg PC and poly(bis-SorbPC). The stabilized
poly(bis-SorbPC) membrane, which was stable against exposure to air, was able to
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maintain the binding activity of embedded hmc4 receptors to the level that is comparable
to the receptors embedded in fluid membrane composed of Egg PC. On top of that, even
after the hmc4 receptors reconstituted poly(bis-SorbPC) was exposed to air for two hours,
the binding activity was still maintained to about 75% of that in Egg PC membrane.
Control experiments were performed and it was found that the nonspecific adsorption of
MTII or β-arrestin was negligible. However, the data was not repeated due to the
limitation of the sample quality and quantity.
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APPENDIX B OPERATION MANUAL FOR THE ANGULAR PWR
SPECTROMETER

The optical components of the PWR spectrometry were described in Chapter 2.
This appendix focuses on how to align the optics and how to operate the program for data
acquisition.

B.1 Alignment of the optics
B.1.1 The neutral density filter
The alignment of the optics follows the general rule in optical alignments.
Starting from the light source, the light beam from the laser should be incident onto the
neutral density filter (NDF) normal to its surface (Figure 2.4). This was examined by
checking the retro reflection of the beam from the NDF. Proper adjustments should be
taken to make sure the retro reflection from the NDF overlap with the light beam from
the laser.

B.1.2 The polarizer
The polarizer after the NFD should be aligned so that the light beam from the
NDF is incident the center of the polarizer and at the same time normal to the surface of
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the polarizer. This was done by putting a thin piece of paper close to the polarizer and it
will show where the light beam is. The same method was used to make sure the incident
light is normal to the polarizer. the polarizer is used to select only one polarization and
the switching of polarization is realized by the next optical component.

B.1.3 The Fresnel Rhomb (FR)
As mentioned in Chapter 2, an FR was used to make sure the incident light is the
same intensity in both polarizations. The same requirement applies with that of the
polarizer and the same method was used to make sure the light is incident at the direction
normal to the surface and at the center of the FR. When another polarization is needed,
the FR was changed 90 degrees to alter the light from the polarizer 90 degrees and thus
another polarization is achieved.

B.1.4 The position of the prism
The position of the prism is exquisitely chosen that the center of rotation of the
prism should be at/as close as possible to the center of the rotary stage so that the
displacement of the incident beam at the prism hypotenuse is minimal. This will allow
the beam to sample the same area of the sample layer at the surface. This step was
achieved by adjusting the prism holder/flowcell with the prism in place and observing the
light spot on the hypotenuse of the prism. The position of the prism is decided when the
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minimal displacement of the light spot on the hypotenuse is achieved when the rotary
stage rotates.
The staring point is when the retro reflection from the prism overlaps with the
light beam from the FR. This position is translated into 45 degree incident angle. The
incident angle shown in the figures and previous chapters is defined as the incident angle
on the hypotenuse of the prism. The conversion can be calculated by Snell’s law with
known refractive index of the prism(BK7, R=1.515) and the angle between the incident
beam and the normal of the prism surface onto which the light is incident on.
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B.2 Operation of the program for the data acquisition
B.2.1 After the preparation of the substrate. The rotary state is adjusted to the starting
point by aligning the retro-reflected light with the incident light from the laser.

B.2.2 On the PWR computer, open the Labview® program “PWR”. The Labview
interface will be shown as below. There are several portions of the interface. The main
black screen is the data window, showing the reflected intensity (Voltage) of the incident
light as a function of time (seconds). There are four cursors to aid the vision and they are
not used to decide where the peak minimum is. The x and y values of the cursors and
displayed in the cursor window to the bottom right of the data window. The scales can be
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zoomed in and out by defining the numbers on the axis or clicking buttons to the bottom
left of the data window.

B.2.3 The “file path” highlighted in the following figure defines the path for the out put
file. It requires a pre-established folder. For example if a PWR curve of the air is taken
and shall be stored in c:\Han\Year 2010\101010. A folder should be created first and the
file path is c:\Han\Year 2010\101010\air.txt. The out put file is a .txt file and the
extension name is necessary here when defining the file path.
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B.2.4 There are several parameters specific to each sample/each run.
B.2.4.1 Rate (Hz) is usually set at 1000.00. Since the rate of the rotary stage is set at 1
deg/sec. There will be 1000 data per second, which allows for 1000 data point
per degree (one point per mdeg).
B.2.4.2 # Degrees to Scan defines the total degrees to for the rotary stage to rotate.
B.2.4.3 Samples per channel defines the total number of data to collect. This should
be calculated based on Rate (Hz) and # Degrees to Scan
B.2.4.4 timeout defines the time duration of the data acquisition procedure. The data
acquisition procedures stops when the number of data defined in Samples per
channel are collected or the time defined in timeout is reached, which ever is
reached first. The rotary stage will return to 0 degree after the data acquisition
procedure stops if the green button is on. The rotary stage can also stays at the
end position if the green button is turned off (Clicking on the green button
turns it off).
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B.2.5 The Channel Parameters defines which device and channel the data acquisition
procedure is performed though.
B.2.5.1 Physical Channel should always be choosen as “Dev1/ai0” which is
corresponding to the DAQ terminal block and the channel being used for the
current set up. If data acquisition cables are rewired and connected to different
channels of the DAQ terminal block, the corresponding channel and device
should be chosen.
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B.2.5.2 Minimum value and maximum value inform the system the data range. It cuts
off the data exceeding the range. The numbers should be input after a test run
the current optical/electrical set up.
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B.2.6 Once all the parameters are set, clicking the arrow button at top left of the window
starts the data acquisition. Data acquisition can be paused and stopped by clicking the
pause and stop button.
B.2.7 The data will be saved automatically at the file direction defined earlier in the file
path.
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